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We all know that writing a book is very difficult,
but marketing and getting it sold to readers is an
even more treacherous road to travel. With that said,
I’m sure you have seen in the news the last couple
of months, that some authors—and I won’t name
names here—have decided that shortcuts are the
way to go. Well, it has worked to make some very
mediocre authors a lot of money, along with some
companies.
The term that has been thrown around is sockpuppeting. Now I don’t know about you, but when I
hear sock-puppeting, I think of a young child putting a sock on his hand, drawing a couple
of eyes and using his hand to make the puppet talk. But in this case, sock-puppeting is
when someone creates a fake account or accounts, and begins to use that account to either
talk back and forth to oneself, or simply put out fake reviews under a false name. Now,
in my book, that is simply fraud. On our radio show we were going to have one of those
authors, but they got caught in this fraud and we cancelled them because I simply don’t
think they should get any media time.
Readers and fans need to know that when they go on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, etc.
to buy books and look at reviews, they should feel confident they are getting accurate ones
and not fake ones. What is worse than that however, is hiring people to write bad reviews
against other authors, simply so they won’t sell books. This to me should be a criminal
offense. It is no different than slander or liable and those authors should be sued, exposed,
and basically raked over the coals for trying to sabotage someone else’s hard work.
Our readers that have been with us for a while should notice that our magazine will
never publish a negative review. I’ve never explained this stance, but I will now. Suspense
Magazine is in the business of being positive and not trashing someone’s work simply
because one of our reviewers didn’t care for it. That being said, all reviews in the magazine
are true with every word. We receive over three thousand books each year and simply
can’t review them all because of time and just not having enough eyes to read them. We do
get books that our reviewers do not like for whatever reason. If that is the case, we might
send it over to another reviewer to see their opinion, or simply stop reading it and move
along. We tell the author and the publisher that we simply can’t review the book and give
our reasons.
Keeping this in mind, the books we do review in the magazine are ones that we stand
behind and think readers will enjoy within the genre. We are in the business of covering
the genre and the news that comes along with it, but we want to stay positive and not get
caught up into the negative simply to be controversial, which some news outlets do.
All this being said, let me wrap this up, since I could probably go on for much longer,
but my staff only gives me one page to write and if you
meet me you will know that one page is not long enough
for me. Readers and authors need to beware, because
fraud is all around us. How long has it been going on,
that I don’t know, but I do know that it is spreading like a
bad disease. Stay with sites and magazines that have been
solid for years when looking for new authors or reviews
on your favorite ones. It is a tough world out, there so
keep your eyes and ears open.
John Raab
CEO/Publisher
Suspense Magazine 
“Reviews within this magazine are the opinions of the individual reviewers and are provided solely to provide readers assistance
in determining another's thoughts on the book under discussion and shall not be interpreted as professional advice or the opinion of any other than the individual reviewer. The following reviewers who may appear in this magazine are also individual clients of Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine: Mark P. Sadler, Starr Gardinier Reina, Ashley Dawn (Wintters),
DJ Weaver, CK Webb, Elliott Capon, J.M. LeDuc, and Terri Ann Armstrong.”
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Mom, Whom Were we
Running Away From?
The Story Behind “Escape”

By Perihan Magden

A

prominent literature critic once wrote that all my books are based on
the mother-daughter relationship—how hellish they might get and
how all my young female characters are “under-mothered.”
The term triggered me: under-mothered!
If an artist is hooked on one particular topic, let me assure you their work
would be vastly autobiographic with many variations of it.
The essential problem of my life was my seesaw relationship with my mother.
So maybe all these pages, all this painstaking work is to settle the course, to selfanalyze what I went through in life because of or with my mother.
I was deeply under-mothered; my borderline mother, at times, took me as a
sister, a best friend, or a lover. At the same time I was over-mothered, because she
was overpowering, over-interfering, transgressional, and overbearing.
While I was churning the over/under mothering issue in my mind and soul to write a novel revolving around this topic,
I went abroad, hoping to start writing there and then. One more inspiration was my own experience raising my daughter, for
I could not help but notice motherhood’s proximity to insanity.
By insanity I mean one can easily pass across the border of sanity and start doing all sorts of weird stuff in order to protect
one’s child. That is a shocking, disturbing, thin, ambiguous line, and an easy border to trespass.
The world is full of dangerous people. At best it is full of insolent, rude, and inconsiderate people. And you can be
vulnerable, weak, and exposed as a single mother. Without that shell called family to insulate or protect you against the
world, you are horrifically alone with your baby to protect.
So my childhood wounds and my own experience as a mother—trying so hard
NOT to be like my mother, and maybe going to other extremes to achieve that—
leaves me with my constant motherhood companion…guilt. There is no way of
getting rid of that pushy, disturbing, and depressing companion. Wherever you
go that feeling will accompany you.
With all this disturbing luggage tucking behind me at a hotel room, I received
a phone call from a famous Turkish journalist.
“The Turkish Army has sued you,” he said. “You are being prosecuted for
discouraging people from performing their military service. Did you hear that?’
I was just learning this from him at a hotel room abroad, all alone, when I
was dwelling on these motherhood issues to write my book.
This is a scary call, I can assure you. As a columnist, I wrote many essays
questioning the omnipotent position of the Turkish Army and its effects on our
premature democracy. The Turkish Army does not believe in accountability.
They receive incredibly big chunks of money to run their war machinery, and
the Turkish Parliament does not have the right to question the spending. This
is one of the main reasons why Turkey is not accepted as part of the European
Union.
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So the Turkish Army does whatever it can in order to guarantee that we are not part of a higher
league of democracy.
Another reason that I have been so critical is that compulsory military service is Turkey’s economy. It is
big, and powerful enough to be able to afford a professional army. Leaving its functionality and efficiency aside,
it forces people to use arms with the serious possibility of killing another human being. It is not moral, ethical, or
acceptable. So I wrote this essay titled “Conscientious Objection is a Human Right.”
Turkey is run by a constitution that was prepared by the Turkish Army during the military takeover of 1980. So we
have laws allowing people defending conscientious objection to be punished!
There is another law against insulting ‘Turkishness!’ Whatever that actually means is beyond reason or reasoning. But the
consequences of such ridiculously termed laws can be grave. Armenian-Turkish journalist Hrant Dink was found guilty for
insulting Turkishness on the basis of an opinion piece he had written. This indictment started the chain of events that led to
his assassination in January 2007. So I came back to the motherland with the burden of this trial, but still I did not know the
ordeal that this court case would put me through.
My court was literally mobbed by a pro-army, pro-war, so-called Kemalist fascistic group of people. There were about
fifty to sixty—not a very large group.
Still, with megaphones and other carefully prepared apparatus, they took me and the few persons who came to back me
up hostage for about two hours: cursing and screaming, using slogans
Escape
calling me a whore, a jellyfish, and other insulting names. Their basic
By Perihan Magden (Translated by Kenneth Dakan)
aim was to mark me, to put a star on my door.
In this new tale, a young girl named Bambi is the
They did the same thing when they raided Hrant Dink’s court
storyteller, drawing readers in with her vivid words
and Orhan Pamuk’s. They marked us by pointing, in a way justifying and images of a life lived on the run with her mother.
what might befall on us in the future. Seven months after my trial, Continuously going from motel to hotel—country to
Hrant Dink was assassinated. Raiding the courthouses and fulfilling country—this mother/daughter team has been together
its purpose! They chose to murder the Armenian!
forever…yet always alone. No real friends are ever made
Hrant was a friend of mine. He called me after my nightmarish by the duo, as they move so often and without so much
trial and said that he came to support me, but when he saw the mob as a word to outsiders. They even bring their own sheets
at the doors he quietly left so not to bring me further trouble! I and towels along with them so they never have to use any
was writing a novel when my trial took place, and when Hrant was amenities from the places where they stay.
Their journey is literally binding them together, yet
murdered.
no
one
can decipher the reason for this constant hectic
The Turkish State sent two police officers to protect me on the
path.
There
are even strangers (such as hotel staff) who
day Hrant was murdered. All I was thinking was how to protect my
place
bets
on
whether or not the woman has actually
daughter. The television was not turned on so that she couldn’t watch
stolen the child and is simply staying one step ahead of
her mother being mobbed. I asked her father to take her to his house
the law.
right away.
Bambi is not the girl’s real name and she has no
So the end of my novel and all the escape is inevitably idea what it is. She also does her best to avoid asking her
shaped because of my personal turmoil during the time. The mother any questions about her past for fear of upsetting
psychological burdens of my past and present were entwined with the her, which actually leads the reader to believe that a
political turmoil that I found myself within. So this novel has political, kidnapping could have taken place.
personal, and psychological ramifications of all I went through while
As Bambi delves into their story, it is her wealth
of
emotions
that clearly shine through. Every once in a
being the mother of my daughter, and the daughter of my mother. 
while she will throw a question out about whether or
not she has other family—anything to try and make her
About the author:
Born in Istanbul, Perihan Magden has written novels, poetry, and mother tell her what this monotonous life is all about,
a column in Turkey’s national daily newspaper, Radikal. She is the and why it’s even necessary. As the story proceeds, it
author of two novels currently available in English, “Messenger Boy becomes clear that Bambi’s mom is protecting her from
someone or something out there, while in the process
Murders” and “2 Girls,” as well as “Escape” and “The Companion.” “2
depriving Bambi of a normal life.
Girls” was made into film by director Kutlug Ataman and premiered
For all the readers out there who truly revel in the
at the 2005 London Film Festival. Her novels have been translated into wealth of emotions that are shared between a mother
eighteen languages, including German, French, Spanish, Italian, Greek, and daughter during a time of fear, where courage
Portuguese, and Dutch. She is an honorary member of British PEN and strength is necessary in order to survive, this is an
and winner of the Grand Award for Freedom of Speech by the Turkish unforgettable novel.
Publishers Association.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery 13” for Suspense Magazine 
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Preview of

The

7th
Woman
by Frédérique Molay
Press Photo Credit: Josyane Piffaut

MONDAY
1
Marie-Hélène

I

t felt like lightning had struck him. He couldn’t
breathe. His mouth was dry, and his throat tight. He
was free-falling. She was wildly attractive: about thirty-five,
five and half feet tall, slender, with short auburn hair and
brown eyes highlighted by plain eyeglasses. Her voice was
soft and steady. She had a keen, friendly and reassuring look
in her eyes, and a smile illuminated her face—a magnificent
smile. He stared at her intensely, like a pimply teenager entranced by a Playboy cover girl.
“So, you’re Mr. Sirsky, is that correct?” she asked. She was
sitting behind her desk, her fingers absently playing with a
pen.
He nodded.
“Nico Sirsky. Is your first name Nico?” she continued
in a voice that was so memorable, it would be distinguished
from all others from that moment on.
“Yes. It’s not a nickname.”
“When were you born?”
“January 11, thirty-eight years ago.”
“What do you do?”
“I’m divorced.”
What a strange answer, but it was the first one that came
to mind when he looked at her. He had married too young—
when he was twenty-two—and had a child. He was single
again and not particularly interested in women, except for
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an occasional roll in the hay. No woman had
ever had this effect on him. He had thought
these feelings were the stuff of novels and
movies.
“Mr. Sirsky?” the young woman insisted.
He looked at her hands. No wedding ring.
“Mr. Sirsky!”
“What would you like to know?” he asked,
suddenly sheepish.
“Your profession would be enough.”
What an ass he was being.
“Chief of police.”
“And more specifically?”
“Head of the Paris Criminal Investigation Division.”
“Would that be the brigade criminelle at 36 Quai
des Orfèvres?”
“That’s right, La Crim’.”
“I suppose it’s a stressful job.”
“True enough. But no more than yours, I guess.”
She smiled. She was incredible.
“So, who sent you to see me—your brother-in-law, Dr.
Perrin, right?” she continued.
His sister had insisted. She behaved like his mother.
“What exactly is wrong?”
“Not much.”
“Please, Mr. Sirsky, let me be the judge of that.”
“I’ve had a stomachache for about three months.”

5

“Have you already seen a doctor?”
“Never.”
“What does the pain feel like?”
“Burning,” he said with a sigh. “And some cramps.”
It was out of character for him to admit any kind of
weakness.
“Are you more anxious or tired than usual?”
He frowned. His work was weighing on him. He was
waking up in the middle of the night, haunted by visions of
bloody bodies. It was impossible for him to share the anxiety
that assailed him. Who could he confide in? His colleagues?
From time to time they did spend an evening together, joking about corpses to chase away the ghosts. But nothing
could keep a cop grounded better than going home to a family and reconnecting with day-to-day life. Routine cares allowed you to put priorities in perspective and forget the day’s
sordid experiences. That is why he hired married men with
children. Eighty percent of his staff met these criteria. They
needed this balance to withstand the pressure of the cases
they worked at the brigade criminelle. He alone did not respect the rule he required the others to follow.
“Mr. Sirsky, you haven’t answered my question,” the
young woman said, annoyed.
He put on a mulish look that made her understand that
she wouldn’t get any more out of him, and she changed the
subject.
“Does anything calm the pain?”
“I tried eating, but that doesn’t change a thing.”
“Get undressed, and lie down on the table.”
“Uh, totally undressed?”
“You can keep your underwear on.”
He got up and obeyed. His tall and muscular build, blue
eyes and blond hair impressed women, but here he was a
little uncomfortable. She approached him and put her hands
on his flat stomach to examine him. He shivered. Erotic images raced through his mind.
“Is something wrong?” she asked.
“Medical examiners are the only doctors I know, and you
can be sure that they haven’t left me wanting to be treated by
any others,” he responded, hoping she would believe him.
“I understand. However, some situations require that
you see a specialist without delay. What do you feel when I
press here?”
He didn’t take his eyes off her. He wanted to take her in
his arms and kiss her. Damn it. What was happening to him?
“Mr. Sirsky, if you don’t help me out here, we won’t get
anywhere.”
“Oh, sorry. What were you saying?”
“Where does it hurt?”
He put a finger on the middle of his abdomen, brushing
the woman’s hands. She palpated and then had him sit on
the edge of the table to take his blood pressure. She returned
to her desk when she had finished. He would have preferred
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that she stay near him.
“Get dressed, Mr. Sirsky. You are going to need some
tests.”
“What kind of tests?”
“One of them will be an endoscopy. The doctor will put
an optical instrument down your throat to explore your digestive tract. The walls of your stomach and your duodenum
will appear on a screen.”
“Is that really necessary?”
“Absolutely. We need to determine the exact causes of
your symptoms. It could be an ulcer. We can’t treat you until
we have a precise diagnosis. An endoscopic examination is
not very pleasant, but it doesn’t last long.”
“Do you think it’s serious?”
“There are several types of digestive ulcers. In your case,
I think it is probably a duodenal ulcer, which is generally
benign. Although it’s usually caused by bacteria, stress and
fatigue can make the symptoms feel worse. But we need to
be sure. What do you do other than work?”
He thought for a while.
“Run and play squash. And shoot, of course.”
“You should slow down. Everyone deserves some rest.”
“You sound like my sister.”
“She gives good advice. Here’s a prescription. Once
you’ve had the endoscopy, make another appointment with
my secretary.”
“You’re not going to do it?”
“A doctor in the department will do it.”
He put his obstinate look on again.
“Is something wrong, Mr. Sirsky?”
“Listen, I’d like you to do it. Would that be possible?”
She looked at him calmly and understood that he would
not give up if she did not accept his request.
“OK.”
She took out her appointment book and turned the inkblackened pages.
“You look overbooked, and I’m adding to it,” he said.
“Don’t worry, we’ll find a time. We have to do it quickly.
Wednesday morning at eight. Will that work for you?”
“Of course. I’m not going to push my luck.”
She stood and accompanied him to the door. There, her
handshake was both caring and firm. He was sorry to leave.
One final time, he read the nameplate affixed to the office
door: “Dr. Caroline Dalry, professor of medicine, gastroenterologist, former Paris Hospitals chief resident.”
Once he was outside Saint Antoine Hospital, the sounds
of the city enveloped him, and he continued daydreaming
about her delicate hands touching his stomach. Then a dull
upper-abdominal pain brought him back to reality.
His cell phone vibrated on his hip. It was Commander
Kriven, the head of one of the brigade criminelle’s twelve
squads.
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“We’ve got a customer,” he announced in a deep voice.
“It’s an unusual murder. You should come.”
“Who’s the victim?”
“Marie-Hélène Jory, thirty-six, white, assistant professor of history at the Sorbonne. Killed in her home, Place de
la Contrescarpe in the Latin Quarter. Homicide with sexual
overtones. The scene is particularly, well, shocking.”
“Who found her?”
“Someone named Paul Terrade, her partner.”
“He wasn’t working?”
“He was, but the university was worried when she didn’t
show up for her class at one this afternoon. A secretary called
his office, and he went home to see why she wasn’t at work.”
“Breaking and entering?”
“No signs.”
Nico looked at his watch, which showed four thirty. It
had been about two hours since the body was discovered. It
was a miracle of sorts. Some evidence might still be intact,
unless a lot of people had gone in and out of the apartment.
“I’ll be right there.”
“You don’t really have a choice in the matter.”
Squad commanders were under orders to request his
presence or his deputy’s presence whenever they thought the
situation was serious enough.
“And ask Dominique Kreiss to join us,” Nico added. “Her
input could be interesting.”
She was a criminal psychologist with the Regional Police
Department, recently hired for a brand new profiling unit.
She wasn’t there to take over the investigation, but to provide
detectives with her psychological expertise. Considering
what Kriven had described, it seemed fitting that she go to
the scene. Analyzing sexually related murders was Ms. Kreiss’ specialization.
“Can’t we call in the old bearded shrink?” Kriven grumbled. “That brunette’s cute little ass distracts me!”
“Get your mind out of the gutter, would you Kriven?”
“Impossible with the body she’s got.”
“I’m hanging up now. I don’t want to hear any more of
that crap. See you in a few.”
The Latin Quarter reminded him of his childhood. His
grandparents had a shop on Rue Mouffetard. He recalled the
days he spent playing with the kids of other shop owners on
the street, not far from the Saint Ménard Church. That kind
of neighborhood conviviality was long gone now.
These days, the Place de la Contrescarpe was a tourist
haunt because of its cafés. As Nico approached, he saw that
the café customers were gawking at the building, where an
unmarked police cruiser, its lights flashing, was blocking the
entrance. A man was slumped over the Renault’s backseat.
Two police officers were guarding the car. You could tell by
their determined look that they had no intention of letting
the guy get away. David Kriven stepped out of the building
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to meet Sirsky.
“We’re lucky, Chief,” he said. “The precinct officer had
the good sense to evacuate everyone before he contacted us.
It’s all clean.”
He meant that no other police units had been able to
tread on the crime scene before being told that the case was
outside their jurisdiction. Too often, evidence was ruined by
the time La Crim’ was called in. Sometimes the body had
already been removed. Those were not easy investigations.
Yes, things were improving, but there was still a long way to
go. To get the job done right, they really needed an efficient
cop, which they had today.
“Where is this prodigious one?” Nico asked.
“On the third floor, standing in front of the apartment door. He’s monitoring who’s going in and out.”
The two men walked up the stairs slowly. Nico
studied the walls and each step to soak up the atmosphere. Then he held out his hand to the young officer, gratifying him with a warm smile.
“I showed up at three. I discovered the body and
immediately knew that this wasn’t an ordinary case.”
“Why is that?” Nico asked.
“The woman, uh, well, at least what’s been done to her.
It’s disgusting. I’ll be honest. I couldn’t even stay near
her. It’s enough to upset any man.”
“Don’t be fooled,” Nico said. “We all wind up being affected. Anyone who says otherwise is just showing off.”
The officer nodded and let them through. Nico
took the usual precautions. He didn’t touch anything
and did nothing that would destroy any evidence. David
Kriven did the same, with the same attention.
Each of the division’s squads had six members. The third
member—there was an established order based on experience and the role each member played—was the one responsible for the procedural aspects. Pierre Vidal had waited
for Chief Sirsky before he started his work of collecting and
sealing the evidence. He usually worked alone. For this one,
he would do his job under the watchful eyes of Kriven and
Sirsky.
The three detectives entered the living room. The victim
lay on a thick cream-colored carpet.
“Shit. No,” Nico let slip, despite himself.
He squatted near the body and said nothing more. What
could he say? The epitome of horror was spread out in front
of him. Did man’s perversity have no limits? He couldn’t hold
back a retch. He looked at his colleagues, all of whom were
pale.
“See if Dominique Kreiss is here,” he ordered.
David Kriven looked away from the body, and Chief Sirsky told the officers to step out momentarily, perhaps to give
them a break
“Go on. Now,” Nico commanded.
Commander Kriven and Captain Vidal left the apart-
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ment, relieved.
Chief Sirsky stayed near the young woman without moving and little by little noted the abuse she had been subjected
to. The torture had been intense, the kind to make you lose
your mind before you die. He thought about the probable
unfolding of the murder and the killer’s profile. He presumed
that it was a lone man. He felt it. He knew it. Every emotion left him, which always happened at a crime scene. His
work required him to stay focused, even in the most gruesome cases. But now his stomach began burning again. He
touched his abdomen. He was letting this get to him, and he
would have to calm down. How could he not react to this
level of atrocity? Suddenly, Dr. Dalry’s face came to him.
She was smiling and holding out her hand, so gentle. She
touched his cheek. He wanted to kiss her so much. He got
nearer and nearer…
The apartment door opened, and steps rang out in the
hallway. David Kriven was leading the squad in. The psychologist followed. She was small, thirty-two years old, with
bright, mischievous green eyes. Dominique Kreiss squatted next to Chief Sirsky. The professional in her took in the
crime scene without blinking. She looked unaffected by the
repugnant vision and the smell of death. Dominique Kreiss
had a degree in clinical criminology and was a specialist in
sexual assault. She wanted to fit right into the mainly male
team of detectives working at 36 Quai des Orfèvres. If for no
other reason than that, she never showed any weakness in
front of her colleagues.
“Any level-headed person would take off running with
one look at this scene,” Nico said to the psychologist.
Their eyes met. Nico had built strong walls, and
it was not easy to guess his weaknesses. But for the
first time, Dominique Kreiss perceived a slight
discomfort in the chief ’s eyes.
“Nothing seems to have been moved,”
Nico said. “Everything is in order. It was not
a burglary. I bet we will not find a single
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like a professional.” 

fingerprint. The work is meticulous and organized, and it is not
some passing folly. There was
no break-in, so the victim either
knew the murderer or trusted
him and let him in.”
“How high on the risk scale
was this for the criminal?” Dominique asked.
“Pretty high. The Place de la
Contrescarpe is very busy. Killing someone in her home without attracting attention, taking
the time to clean up and leaving
as if nothing happened requires
a lot of control. This bastard works
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Dark Minds,
Empty Souls
Sometimes as I lay in bed at night, when
everything’s still, I can remember what my
life was like before moving to Eureka Springs. Not
the Eureka Springs in Arkansas, by the way. This
Eureka Springs is a two-by-four town buried in the
mountains of West Virginia. Deep in a “holler” as
the locals like to say. But I’ll tell you one thing: when
John Denver sang “almost heaven”, he wasn’t referring to this
particular part of West Virginny.
I was fifteen and my family was living in Scarsdale,
New York, when my father got the crazy notion to move.
He claimed he was tired of the rat race, the hectic pace that
enveloped all the communities around New York City. He
wanted peace and quiet to fully concentrate on his writing.
At the time, he was a very successful writer with five novels
under his belt; all of which had shot to the top of the national
bestseller list. My mother balked, my younger sister cried,
and I threw one of my best teenage tantrums. But it was all
to no avail. My father was the head honcho and breadwinner
and that was that.
Goodbye twelve-room mansion and swimming
pool, and hello five-room fixer-upper and backwoods
springs. Adios five-star high school and hola three-room
schoolhouse. Arrivederci varsity basketball and ciao possum
hunting. To say it was a jolt to my system would have been
an understatement.
My father immediately rejoiced in the solitude and
slow pace, alternating his time between writing and using
his carpentry skills to improve the house. Mom, always the
subservient wife, accepted her lot by starting a garden and
canning vegetables. She even took up quilting. Sarah, my
eleven-year-old sister, wailed and whined for a spell, but
eventually fell into line, making some friends and doing what

By Gerald E. Sheagren
girls do. As for myself, I sensed there was something wrong
from the get-go. At first, I couldn’t quite put my finger on it,
but I had a near constant chill stirring my short hairs. Like an
uneasy dog sniffing trouble, but not knowing what or where
it was coming from.
It took me a full week to nail it down. It should have
taken me less than a day, but I was totally wrapped up in
a funk, longing for my home and friends back in New
York. The citizens of Eureka Springs weren’t quite normal.
Correction—they weren’t normal at all. No one seemed to
smile. No one joked. They all walked around in what I would
call a semi-robotic state, their eyes lacking both joy and
empathy.
The person who first woke me up to that fact was my
teacher, Ms. Seymour. She was a reedy, bare-bones woman—a
spinster in her mid-sixties—with a hawk-like nose and zinccolored hair, which she gathered tightly into a bun. When
she smiled, she resembled a shark in chum-filled waters.
When she talked history, she favored the plagues and
famines of the Middle Ages and the cruel reigns of Ivan the
Terrible and Vlad the Impaler. The Great Depression and
Ireland’s Potato Famine were also hot subjects. For English,
our reading list consisted of “The Road,” “1984,” “The Grapes
of Wrath,” and “Lord of the Flies”; four of the most bleak and
depressing novels ever written. Science was given to the illeffects of global warming. Math—well, you couldn’t very fool
with math, unless you insisted that one-plus-one was three.
And all eight of my classmates gobbled it right up, regaling in
the horrors and miseries and the misfortunes of others. My
first assignment was to research and write about the torture
tools that were popularly used in Medieval Europe. Oh, by
the way, Ms. Seymour always dressed in black, without fail.
A female Johnny Cash.
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Worried, I confronted my Dad about everything late one
afternoon while he was busy writing his sixth inspirational
novel. “Can I talk to you for a moment?”
“Sure. What about?”
“I don’t know. Maybe it’s just me, but the people in this
town seem different.”
“Different? How?”
“Nobody smiles. Nobody seems happy. Even my teacher,
Ms. Seymour, is all doom and gloom. And some of my
classmates look as though they’re ready for the loony bin.”
“Your sister came to me with the very same concerns.
And do you know what I told her?”
I shrugged. “What?”
“The people around here tend to be clannish and
suspicious of strangers. Give it a little time and, believe me,
we’ll blend right in.”
Jesus! I hope not!
“Eureka Springs is a far cry from Scarsdale, New York.
It’s going to take some getting use to. Some adjusting.” Dad
patted me on the shoulder. “Just try your best to adapt.”
“I’ve got to write an essay on the torture tools of Medieval
Europe.”
“That sounds interesting. Use our other computer and
you should get all the information you need.”
“And we’re reading “Lord of the Flies.” ”
“It’s a classic. You’ll enjoy it.”
Two afternoons later, Dad began to wonder about the
oddity of things himself, but not for very long. Sarah came
stumbling in the door, crying to high heaven, with both her
knees bleeding and missing skin. She also had a good number
of bruises and scratches. Two of her new friends, the Robson
twins, had decided to play rough, by pushing her down a
steep hill that was chock full of rocks and thorn bushes. Then
they’d added a little pummeling for good measure.
Dad, not wanting any trouble, tried to skew things by
suggesting that Sarah had tripped and fell down the hill.
When that didn’t work, he offered that West Virginia girls
probably played harder and rougher than girls in Scarsdale.
Hell, girls in Scarsdale didn’t play, they primped. When
Sarah kept carrying on, she forced his hand. The two of
them headed for the Robson place with me riding shotgun.
My father was not a confrontational man, excepting with
members of his own family, and I could see him getting more
and more nervous the closer we got to our destination. When
it came to toughness, he was a regular Pee-wee Herman.
We headed up a long dirt drive, parking in front of what
I would call a shanty, with a sagging front porch and rusted
tin roof. The yard was littered with everything from old tires
and axles to a wringer washing machine and a filthy, mouseravaged mattress. There were also a few toilet bowls and a
big collection of hubcaps. A tired, old pickup was raised on
a jack; its faded red body heavily dented and scabbed with
rust. Jed Clampett would have turned up his nose.
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Reluctantly, we mounted the porch, its floorboards
creaking and swaying, and my father knocked on a door, the
screen riddled with holes. A reed-thin woman, with frizzy
red hair and freckles, answered the door, wearing a stained
dress that might have dated back to the fifties. Someone had
used her as a punching bag, judging by her split lip and the
ugly purple mouse under her right eye. Either her husband
was a wife-beater, or the twins had decided to do a number
on their mother. Like just about everyone else, she was
wearing an expression that bordered on mean. She smelled
like a rotten cabbage.
“Yeah? What’chu want?”
My father fumbled for the right words. “Uh—my name
is Grant Sterling, and this is my daughter, Sarah, and my son,
Paul.”
“Goody for you. What’chu want?”
“Uh—well, there’s a bit of a problem.”
“There sure is and it’s you standing on my porch.”
“Who is it?” growled a voice from inside the house.
“I dunno. Maybe they’re Jehovah Witnesses.”
An ugly guy, wearing filthy bib-overalls, hurried to the
door and shoved the woman out of the way so hard that she
nearly lost her footing. He had a big bulbous nose, all red and
pitted, and when it came to teeth, he was sorely lacking. He
spat a glob of tobacco juice into the Campbell soup can he
was carrying, before leveling my father the evil eye.
“If you’re Jehovah Witnesses, you can go pound shit. If
you’re selling something, you can eat it instead.”
My father was fairly trembling in his shoes. “I’m—I’m
here to register a complaint.”
Robson plucked a bugger from his nose and flicked it
aside. “What kinda complaint?”
Dad grabbed hold of Sarah and pushed her front-andcenter. “Just look at my daughter.”
The man squinted. “Other than being a little beat up,
she’s cute enough.”
“Well…uh…it was your daughters who beat her up.
That’s totally unacceptable. There was absolutely no need for
it to have happened.”
“Which ones?”
“Pardon me.”
“I have five daughters. Which ones did it?”
“The twins.”
“I have two sets of twins. Which ones?”
“Tanya and Tasha,” my sister croaked, tears welling in
her eyes.
Robson offered a gritty chuckle, his eyes as dark and
fathomless as twin lumps of coal. “Well, girls will be girls.”
He yanked open the door, waving us in, shouting the names
Tanya and Tasha. Then he looked at Sarah, releasing another
phlegmy chuckle. “What did’ja do to rile my girls up?”
Sarah choked back a sob. “I-I didn’t do anything. They
just pushed me down a hill for no reason, then started
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beating on me.”
Seconds later, the twins plodded into the room. They
looked like their mother with red hair and freckles, but
taller and a lot meatier. They were wearing the usual sullen
expression, which I was starting to think was the trademark
of the town.
Robson jerked his chin at Sarah. “Did you rough this gal
up?”
The twins chorused a “Yup.”
“What for?”
Another chorus, “ ‘Cause we felt like it.”
Their father nodded, unconcerned. “Well, there you have
it. My girls figured it was the right thing to do. I can’t come
down on them for something like that. It would be pretty
unfair on my part, don’t cha think?”
Dad just stood there, flummoxed, trying to grasp the
logic of it, his mouth working without words. I stared down
at my sneakers, the right one making nervous circles on the
rough pine floor. Sarah began to sob.
One of the twins took a threatening step forward, her
eyes ablaze with anger and hate.
“Ya know something, Sarah. I should have split your
dumb head open like a watermelon.”
Then the other twin took a step forward, looking even
meaner.
“And I should have plucked out your eyes with my
jackknife.”
Robson gave both of his daughters a wallop alongside
the head.
“You jus’ hush up.” Then he turned to my Dad. “You folks
are new around here, ain’t cha?”
“Uh…yes. We’ve only been in town for a little over a
week.”
“Where ya from?”
“Scarsdale.”
“I like the scars part. Pardon me for asking, but where in
the be-Jesus is that?”
“New York.”
Robson gave each of his daughters another wallop. “Ya
see that, girls. These folks are new to these parts. From up
north. They ain’t had the time to settle in yet, to learn our
ways.” Then he wrapped an arm around my dumfounded
father’s shoulder. “C’mon, have a drink an’ we can bury the
hatchet.” Chuckling, he jabbed a finger into Dad’s forehead.
“Right about there.”
“No thanks. I don’t drink alcohol.”
“Who in the blue blazes said anything about alcohol? I’m
talking about water from the springs. That’s our beer around
here, our whiskey, our elixir.” A guffaw. “Our snake oil so to
speak.”
My Dad and Sarah seemed to jump at the chance, grateful
for the sudden camaraderie and the unexpected lessening
of tension. The house was a pigsty, smelling like an old root
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cellar, and the glasses were filthy, but they eagerly accepted
the water, Sarah replacing tears with a wavering smile. When
offered a glass of the water, I waved it aside.
“No thanks. I don’t like water very much. I’ll have a Coke
if you have one.”
Robson’s eyes narrowed.
“All we got and all we drink is water. Nice and fresh,
straight from the springs. C’mon, you’ll like it.”
“Nah. That’s okay. I’ll pass.”
“You’ll be learning. It might take awhile, but you’ll be
learning.”
Dad and Sarah gulped down the water, fairly smacking
their lips with pleasure. Then they drank a second and third
glass, as though it was the best thing they’d ever tasted. I
couldn’t figure it; water was water. When we were leaving,
Robson gave my father a jug of the stuff to take home.
“By the way; my name’s Clyde. My wife’s name is Maggie.
You know Tanya and Tasha. My other three girls and my son
are up in the woods, hunting rabbits. There’s nothing like a
good rabbit stew to go along with our water. When they get
lucky, they sometimes bring home a dog or a cat. Now there’s
some good eating.”
I winced at the thought of eating a dog or cat, but
strangely enough, the idea didn’t seem to repulse my father
and sister.
“I ‘spect I’ll be seeing you folks at the water festival.”
Dad raised a brow. “The water festival?”
“Yup. It’s coming up in a little over a month. There’s
water-chugging contests, water fights, water dunking, ice
sculpturing, apple-bobbing, you name it. Great fun.”
“Sounds fantastic. Well definitely be there.”
I walked out of that house completely lost. Dad never got
any satisfaction for Sarah’s injuries and as for Sarah, herself,
it seemed as though she’d forgotten about the whole thing.
And the following week kept getting stranger and stranger.
Actually, scary.
The next thing that I noticed about Eureka Springs was
the general dirtiness and slovenliness of the town. It rivaled
the sullen, gloomy, and mean-spirited attitudes of its citizens.
The Robsons weren’t an exception, they were a norm. Even
the cars and trucks were all filthy and caked with mud. The
fly-specked store windows looked as though they hadn’t
been washed in years. And the people stank as if baths
and showers were a luxury. If they all liked the water of the
springs so much, why didn’t they go up there and bathe in
it? I was beginning to hate the town, thinking of all I’d left
behind in Scarsdale.
But what could I do? I was only fifteen and a teenager
had little to say about things.
I was in for a shock one afternoon while I was walking
home from school, driving my uneasy feelings to even greater
heights. I was midway through the one block of Main Street
when a battered Honda plowed into the rear of an equally
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dilapidated pickup. A huge guy jumped out of the pickup,
cursing and shouting and beating the air with his fists. For
every inch he was tall, he must have had an inch of dirt. His
language would have embarrassed a drunken sailor. Trying
to pick out which dent in his fender was made by the Honda,
he began to kick at the little car with his gunboat-sized boot,
his rants increasing in volume.
The door of the Honda creaked open and to my
amazement a little old lady struggled out, supporting her
withered body on a cane. She had to be at least eighty, maybe
more. She watched the crazy man from over the top of her
spectacles, not seeming to pay his behavior much concern.
“You’re a blind old bitch, Bessie! Didn’t you see me in
front of you?”
“My windshield’s so dirty, I couldn’t see much at all.”
“I bet you were drinking water while you were driving.”
“What if I was?”
“I’ll show you what!”
Then right before my horrified eyes, the guy started to
shake the old lady by her shoulders. When finished, he gave
her a push, sending her flat on her back in the street. I thought
that was it for her, but to my surprise, she snapped up into
a half-crouch and drawing back her cane, she whacked the
man in the shin as hard as she could. Then, as he bent over,
howling in pain, to rub at his injured leg, she straightened
the rest of the way up and began to beat him over the head
with the cane. Not once, not twice, but a good dozen times,
until his head was gushing blood and he was sprawled on the
ground. For good measure, her eyes aglow with anger, she
began to kick him in the head with her little black shoe.
“How do you like those apples, Jed, you dumb
sonofabitch? Did I rattle what little brains you have?”
As I was staring with bulging eyes and open mouth,
the town constable hurried up the street, wrapping an arm
around the old woman’s shoulder. “Now, now, Bessie, you’ve
got to get hold of yourself.”
Bessie patted her private parts.
“Get hold of this, Mister Wyatt frigging Earp!”
The constable laughed. “Well, you each got another dent
in your vehicle. No harm done. I’ll leave Jed in the street,
here, until he decides to wake up.”
“What if he croaks?”
“Well, then, I guess will hafta bury him.”
Bessie snorted. “Make it seven feet instead of six.”
With that, the old lady got into her car and drove off;
nearly running over the man she’d beaten to the ground.
After watching her departure with a smile, the fat constable
walked up to me, removing his aviator sunglasses.
“You’re Grant Sterling’s son, ain’t cha?”
“Yes, sir. Aren’t you going to arrest that old woman for
assault?”
“Bessie? Heck no. She did what everybody else would
have done in this town. In fact, I’d say she restrained herself.”
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“I wouldn’t have done it.”
The constable looked down at me in sympathy.
“Well, it looks like it’s going to take awhile, but you’ll
learn the scheme of things.”
Disturbed, I headed home, deciding to not say anything
about what I’d witnessed. Crazily enough, my Mom and Dad
and Sarah had become addicted to the water of the springs,
with my father driving up there two or three times a week,
along a narrow dirt road, returning with a trunk-load of
gallon milk containers filled with the ever-loving liquid of
champions. I went with him once, and the whole area felt
extremely cold and smelled something terrible, like an
animal that’d been dead for a week. I could have sworn I saw
an apparition; an Indian, sitting on a rock, flashing a ha-ha
smile, dressed in deerskins. Could it be the redman’s revenge?
Whatever, the water became a staple for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner and I had to beg for my parents to buy me some Coke
or juice at the two-bit grocery store.
And then the changes started, creeping slowly and
insidiously into our home. Mom quit cleaning the house
and had to force herself to do the laundry. Weeds began
to flourish in her vegetable and flower gardens, and soon
became an infestation, smothering out all other forms of life.
At mealtimes, I had to scrap away the crud on my utensils
with a fingernail and when it got real bad, I washed them at
the sink.
Dad and Sarah were no exceptions. Like Mom, they
started to stink like outhouses, baking under a hundreddegree temperature. My father, who’d always been closeshaven, decided to grow a beard, which got more and
more scraggly with each passing week. Mom loved it, often
nuzzling it with her nose, despite the mounting clots of dried
food. All three of them started to regard me as some kind of
freak, for, as always, I took a daily bath and brushed my teeth.
Often, without the least bit of provocation, Sarah would give
me a painful pinch or a good swift kick to the shins. If I tried
to retaliate, my parents immediately jumped to her defense.
Needless to say, I gladly skipped the water festival.
Then one night as I poked over my possum stew, Dad
came to the table with a wicked smile on his face. He laid out
the pages of what appeared to be a new manuscript, his smile
turning from wicked to pure pleasure.
“I shit-canned that inspirational novel I was working on.
It was the same old same old. I’ve started a new novel about
a serial killer, completely lacking in moral fiber, who preys
on young and unsuspecting women. He’s a cagey and truly
repulsive individual. Sort of like Hannibal Lecter.”
Mom squealed with delight, “Well, it’s about time you
woke up to your true calling.”
“Yeah,” chirped Sarah, clapping her hands. “Way to go,
Dad! Can I read it when you’re done?”
“Most assuredly.” My father turned to me, raising an
inquisitive brow. “Well, what’s your take on my sudden
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transformation, Paul?”
Sarah made a face as though she was sucking on an
extra-sour lemon. “Ah, don’t ask him, Dad. He’s a pussy, a
complete wimp.”
I shrugged, utterly drained. I’d been giving my opinions
on things, right along, but nobody cared to listen. What
would it matter now?
“Damn it!” my father shouted, heaving out of his chair,
his face turning the color of a beet. “I asked you a question,
mister, and I expect an answer!”
My heart nearly jumped into my throat and I sat there
for a few moments, tongue-tied. I’d never seen such a mean
look on my father’s face. “Uh—personally—I think you
should stick to the inspirational stuff. That’s where you made
your name as a writer. What—what would your fans think?”
Dad turned in an agitated circle, flinging his arms
hopelessly in the air. “I might have known you’d say a dumbass thing like that! What’s with you, anyways?”
Sarah leaned in my direction, making a face and wiggling
her fingers next to her ears. “Wuss, wuss, wuss.”
“Here, Paul,” snapped my mother, as she reached over
and plunked down a glass of water in front of me. “It’s about
time you drank some of this.”
“I don’t want any of that crap!” I shouted, sweeping the
glass off the table. “Not now, not ever!”
Beside himself with rage, Dad dug into his possum stew,
nearly swallowing the icky chunks whole. If he wanted to
destroy his career by writing about a serial killer that was
totally up to him. Some authors, like James Patterson, made
a good living at it, but it wasn’t his calling. His publishers
would probably send him out to pasture.
Finishing up her stew, Sarah got up from the table. “I’m
going outside while there’s still light. Can I borrow your .22
rifle, Dad?”
“What for?”
“I’m going hunting with Tanya and Tasha. There’s this
bald eagle we’ve been trying to nail and I have a feeling it’s
going to be around this evening.”
“They’re your new bosom buddies, huh?”
“Yup. They’re good people.”
“Sure, you can take my rifle. But try to be home no later
than one in the morning.”
“Ah.”
“No ‘ahs.’ You’ve got school tomorrow.”
“I know. We’re studying the Spanish Inquisition.”
“A great period.”
“You bet.”
Gagging down the last of my possum stew, I stood,
thoroughly defeated, “I’m going to my room.”
“For joy,” chirped my mother, clapping her hands, her
dirty nails as long as scalpels. “I wish you’d stay there for a
month.”
“I just might.”
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After shedding a few tears in my pillow, I laid in bed,
my brain whirling with thoughts. It was that frigging spring
water that had transformed my family into hateful people;
just like it had with the rest of the town.
The water was cursed, I was certain of it. I thought about
the Indian spirit I’d seen. Somewhere back in history there’d
been a terrible injustice and the time of reckoning was at
hand. And there wasn’t a thing that I could do to stop things
or change things. If it came to me or the water, I knew my
family’s choice.
I bided my time, hoping against all hope that things may
take a turn. And they did, for the worse. My mother was
starting to look like a bag lady and my father and sister were
wallowing right down there with her. The house stunk like a
barnyard and the Volvo died when Sarah poured sugar into
the gas tank. When Dad received a rejection slip on his serial
killer novel, followed by an angry you-must-be-nuts phone
call, he took to binge drinking water with Clyde Robson.
That’s when they weren’t pulling the wings off butterflies.
The kicker came late one evening when I was entering my
bedroom. A big knife suddenly thudded into the doorframe
less than five inches from my head, its blade humming before
growing still. When I whirled in panic, I saw Sarah smiling
away at the entrance to the hall. She was starting to remind
me of Linda Blair in the Exorcist.
“Pretty good, huh? Josh, Tanya, and Tasha’s big brother,
gave me that knife and showed me how to use it. Surprisingly,
I caught right on.”
“Are you out of your mind?”
Sarah shrugged her shoulders. “Well, maybe a little bit.
But it feels so good.”
That’s when I knew that I had to pack my bags and
get away from the house, the whole damn town of Eureka
Springs. It took me a whole two weeks, but I managed to get
to my fraternal grandparents in Concord, Massachusetts.
They listened to my whole terrible story, incredulously, but
they must have believed me, because I’m still living with
them.
They tried to call my father on a number of occasions,
but no one answered the phone.
But at that point of time, honestly, I couldn’t have cared
less. I was safe, far away from the insanity.
Then about six months later, as I was watching the
evening news, I snapped up straight, my heart beating so
fast that I thought it would explode. The news anchor
was saying that a town in West Virginia, by the name
of Eureka Springs, had been totally swept away by a
monumental tide of water that had steamrolled down
from the mountains. It was a terrible calamity and experts
were struggling to find out how and why it had happened.
The latest report claimed there were no survivors in the
entire town. As my grandparents sat shell-shocked, I
bent over and started to cry into my hands. 
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Psychic
Profiler

an Interview with Robbie Thomas
& Michael Lamport

Interview by Jodi Ann Hanson

Robbie Thomas is a renaissance man with his feet in several
projects at one time. He’s in development for a prospective
television series called Psychic Profiler he and his producer
Michael Lamport—of Lamport-Sheppard Entertainment—hope will be picked up by a network. After making a name for
himself in 2003 with his first book, Robbie garnered his own radio show with followers around the globe. He also went on to
release another three books based on the paranormal and spiritual realms. Robbie has also written several screenplays and
has appeared in two movies in which he uses his psychic abilities to connect with spirit.
Robbie has been married for twenty years to his lovely wife and they have three beautiful daughters together. He focuses
his entire core of beliefs around his family and faith. The strength comes from the tight family unit who supports him in
everything he does within the paranormal and spiritual fields. Work hard, play fair, and love life while doing everything you
possibly can is a motto Robbie lives by: “It’s not how much you can get from life, rather, how much you can give to it that
counts.”
I initially connected with Robbie Thomas on a social networking site as we had several acquaintances in common. When
I saw he had a new horror book, “Parasylum,” I jumped at the chance to review it. In the conversations that followed, I learned
that Robbie has psychic abilities and uses his gift to assist law enforcement to solve murders and lost person cases, some of
which are high-profile.
Jodi Hanson (JH): Robbie, when did you first realize you had psychic abilities? What was the circumstance that prompted
the awareness?
Robbie Thomas (RT): I’d like to thank you for this opportunity you have presented me with for this interview; it’s most kind of
you.
I remember back as a child around the age of three, as I used to explain about my “imaginary friend” Carmichael, and how he
was actually an angel. Many monumental moments in my life revolved around the heavenly bodies of those who looked after
me, which presented themselves often to me during different times in my life. I use to speak regularly with my mother about life
on other planets and “the other angels” if you will, meaning there is, and are, different life forms other than ourselves on this
plane. Many intricate times I do recall where I explained for instance, that I was going to write a book, be in movies and go to
Hollywood. This was all stated at the age of three, and now coming full circle, I look back and things have been fulfilled. I actually
write about growing up, living the life intuitively and how in my teenage years if my peers were to have found out, how it would’ve
affected me. I find it’s more than that of what some call a “gift,” rather it being a way of life really. We all have an ability of some
form, it’s in the acceptance of what you have within oneself that determines how much of that ability will shine forward. I don’t
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know if one can say it was prompted or just was chosen and growing up on a scale of learning how it works for myself verses how
it would work for another.
JH: You have your hands in many projects both in mainstream television and writing. Which avenue do you prefer as an
outlet?
RT: I love the diversity I have allowed myself to achieve, which in saying so, I never put anything before myself I know I can’t
accomplish. If one loves what they do in life, the life of what they do is easy. Nothing should be a burden to anyone, or it’s not
what path they should be walking. I follow where I am guided by a higher source and in saying this I mean, nothing in life will
be handed to anyone that is too hard or become a hardship, it’s how one deals with the difficulties they are handed that makes
it either work, or the pleasure of work. I really enjoy writing and creating. I also love the production side of things for either film
or television. Creating is the easy step, the foregoing thoughts and inner sight if you will, gives me the advantage to know what
is good and what won’t be good. I put everything I have into my work from the soul, knowing that another will recognize this
and appreciate it fully. I always say, if you’re going to do something with only a little bit of gumption, then you’re only going to be
received the same way. I think in the future, I’ll stay the course of creating shows, producing them and even movies, but for the
most part, I will also be in front of the cameras doing what I do best, helping others.
JH: What has been the most challenging part of developing the TV series Psychic Profiler?
RT: I did a charity event back in 2009 for Make a Wish Foundation and met Michael Lamport. We knew of each other from when
he did Rescue Mediums. At that time in 2005, I received a phone call stating they were looking for a psychic to help in the show
as it was just starting out as well. At the time I really wanted to jump to this opportunity, but at the same time I was working a
murder case. I had to pass on the invitation. When I met Michael again, he handed me his business card, asking me to look him
up. His card sat in front of my computer for nearly two years staring me in the face. I took the chance and called him up and
he agreed to see my treatment I created for Psychic Profiler. I was on pins and needles, for not only was it my baby, but I was
reluctant to let any production company see it for there was nothing on television like it and what it was about. Michael called
me back almost immediately and we set up meetings. The rest I guess you can call history as it would be what some call a match
made in heaven. We both were on the same page as to helping people, what the integrity of the program is, and meant to everyone
involved. It went beyond the scope of imagination of being the right fit, right time, and right place. It was meant to be, period. The
challenge was over, the thoughts of it being rejected were not even in the cards, it was a complete acceptance. Oh, I was filmed
before for other production companies, but in some sense they just didn’t mesh
and it didn’t feel right. This feels more than right, it’s perfect.
JH: How do you juggle your writing, profiling, and filming with keeping time
for family life? Do you involve your wife and kids in your work?
RT: My family is so involved in every capacity of my work. I, along with my wife,
have discovered that team unity makes it happen, from working
on my books, to design, editing, planning tours,
going on tour, and even filming. They are my
core and you can say my committee of sorts
who have much in the way of suggesting what
would be a good fit versus what would not be so
good.
JH: Your writing is in the style of a screenplay
enabling the reader to picture the action
rather vividly in their minds. To what do you
attribute your style of writing?
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RT: I write a story the way I feel a reader should visualize all aspects of becoming that story. Writing a story should be in my
opinion, just like writing a screenplay. Both are telling a story and offering the reader their imagination to run wild, but you want
to also entice them with a bit of guidance so they can run with it on a grander scale. Almost like putting them in the director’s
chair. I feel this offers a more gentle way of explicit reading. It enables the reader to be more than captivated, it makes them part
of the story itself.
JH: You scare the bejeezus out of your readers. Who was your greatest inspiration in your writing? Was it an author or a
screenwriter?
RT: I love Stephen King, I mean, who doesn’t? From the time as a kid watching Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds, or It by Stephen King,
I was hooked. There are many inspirations in my life that I draw my thoughts from, but like I tell everyone, “Aspire to inspire,”
and that includes yourself. Take that chance and never be afraid to do what you feel is in your heart. The day will come and that
is the day you can look at yourself and say, “I did it!”
JH: Where did you come up with the premise of “Parasylum?” How long did the idea bounce around in your head before
putting it to paper?
RT: “Parasylum,” was born “Paradox,” the trilogy of movie scripts that are now going to be books. All the years of traveling around
North America working with many integral individuals in the paranormal field just shouted out to me. Being on the front lines,
so to speak, and firsthand in many encounters with the other side, has given me the edge if you will. Witnessing the effects on
people that have been on investigations with me at very haunted locations, has lent much to the vivid imagination. So I placed a
story together giving it the enlightenment of what has happened over the years. I wrote the book “Paranormal Encounters,” which
again is part of the history of me being in the field of work, and then from that a movie script came. Thus, it pushed me into the
realm of creating the horror behind “Parasylum.” I guess you can safely say it is a continuous work in progress to which I will
continue to indulge and delight my fans with the paranormal/ horror aspect of both fiction and non-fiction.
JH: Do you write from a laid-out plot or do you let the story tell itself as you write?
RT: Great question, as I know many great writers start with the simple idea and let it manifest into something greater. I too like
that style; however, I take what is real from what I see with my eyes and encounter in real life then either create the real story
(nonfiction) or then play on words and create the fictional side of things. Let’s face it, everyone loves to see or hear a reality-based
story, but then again, everyone loves that sensual walk on the fictional side of things, too, to exercise the imagination at times.
Creating the illusion from what is real is the better of both worlds, I feel.
JH: Are any parts of “Parasylum” based on an investigation you’ve been involved in, with as your previous books such as
“Time Shift the Paradigm?”
RT: Yes, when we were filming a movie, we did part of it at Manteno State Asylum. Much went on there in the early days of its
inception. One can actually say much went on in state asylums that sprung up like a bad rash throughout North America in
the early 19th through early 20th centuries. In keeping with the feeling of how these places operated back then, they experimented
on individuals with many drugs and shock treatments. For instance, in Manteno State Hospital, they used to take people, wrap
them in confined clothing immersing them in boiling water then immediately into cold water, just to see how the body would
react. VERY INHUMANE ways of research from government controlled hospitals. The case files that were found illustrated from
the anger of one individual as they wrote out the complete history of a poor young girl who was held there against her will and
experimented on. The person wrote from each wall, corner to corner the history of what took place against Gennie, the girl. Hence
one of the characters and mentions of the hydrotherapy tubs are in the book “Parasylum.” It’s a way I guess you can say that I’m
still getting her story out for those who need to hear what really happen back then.
JH: Your psychic profiling must be a rewarding part of your life. Tell me which case struck you most.
RT: I guess I can’t really give what case has struck me most, other than saying that they all have touched me deeply in some capacity.
One thing I will say is cases involving children really do have a place in my heart, for they are so innocent to what is going on
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in life and to have them taken from a mother or father
and murdered is so senseless. I guess too, any case really
involving anyone who is murdered is senseless. I sit
here trying to find an answer and going over the many
cases in my mind. It just brings back horrible sights I
have witnessed being on the front lines with families
and police. I will let you know this though: they—the
ones who have left us under this terrible act—do reach
back and assist in some capacity with me, pushing me
to keep going, to keep doing what I do and that is to
help those who need it most.
JH: Random question, who would you have seated
at a round table for coffee and conversation?

because he adds some flair to things.

RT: I think for those who have left us, General
Patton, Mother Theresa, Abraham Lincoln, my
mother and God. Reason being, you’re not going
to be slighted with a bunch of bull and you will
always get a straight answer! I added Nostradamus

As for those who are amongst us now living: President Obama, Charlie Sheen, Howard Stern, and Ellen! That way, if there is bull
flying around the table at least I know some form of horror will emerge with all these type of characters, which would make a
great conversation piece or a journal aspect to it in some tabloid! LOL
JH: Other than your being in production for Psychic Profiler and the release of your freaking scary novel “Parasylum” what
do you have in the works for the future?
RT: “Parasylum II” and “Parasylum III” are already in the works and hopefully through talks with producers for a movie or two.
Getting my television series off the ground, Psychic Profiler, and extending that avenue with yet another television series I created
that is, as I like to put it, very delectable paranormal style! I also own land on a tropical island that I would love to develop
sometime and bring in a hotel line or two. So the horizons for me are endless, to which I will continue to do everything I can daily.
I truly enjoyed our interview with Robbie and would like to thank him for taking the time from his schedule to chat
with me. I especially want to thank Robbie for connecting me with Producer, Michael Lamport of Lamport-Sheppard
Entertainment, who has also graciously agreed to a short interview.
Michael Lamport is co-owner of Lamport-Sheppard Entertainment and
the producer and narrator of Rescue Mediums, which is seen in twenty-eight
countries around the world. He has also produced the one-hour pilot In Your
Wildest Dreams for Discovery USA and the series Curous and Unusual Deaths for
Discovery Canada and the Crime and Investigation channel in the UK. Michael
was also the producer and host of the travel series Suite & Simple that airs on
networks in Canada and the USA. He has also executive produced the A&E
documentary The Disciples and the script and directing consultant for the highly
successful MOCDOCS series on CBC.
JH: How did you first make contact with Robbie Thomas?
Michael Lamport (ML): I first met Robbie in 2005 I think at a psychic conference.
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But the main contact was re-established in 2009 when we started to discuss the possibilities of creating a new psychic television
show.
JH: What was your motivation behind the creation of the series Psychic Profiler?
ML: We haven’t sold the series to a network yet, but we have created a demo and we are in the process of “pitching” it to different
broadcasters. I think that a show like Psychic Profiler can be a great tool to help people who have had family and friends
murdered. My older brother was shot to death near Dallas, Texas, so this type of show is very close to my heart.
JH: With series such as Rescue Mediums, Curious and Unusual Deaths, and the many documentaries you have produced, have
there been any particular experiences that stand out in your mind?
ML: Well, I have felt and seen some pretty strange things filming Rescue Mediums! My hair has been tugged (no one there!),
temperatures have inexplicably dropped inside rooms and things have certainly gone “bump in the night.” The most wonderful
thing about Rescue Mediums though, is the friendship and professionalism that our hosts, Jackie Dennison and Alison WynneRyder, continually demonstrate along with the amazing opportunity to meet some wonderful homeowners. In Curious and
Unusual Deaths, I enjoyed acting in two of the episodes as well as executive-producing the series. In the first season, I play a
fellow in the UK who actually laughed himself to death after watching a TV show—very peculiar! I also played a Kentucky “good
ole boy” that dies after ingesting something surrounding a copperhead snake. I don’t want to give away what it exactly was. I hope
people will watch the show and find out! With a travel series my business partner Gregory Sheppard and I also developed, named
Suite and Simple, we were lucky enough to travel a lot of the world. That was hugely exciting and mind-opening.
JH: What is the most challenging obstacle to overcome when in production?
ML: Hmm. There are so many in actuality. Weather obviously affects production, and coordinating everyone involved is often a
challenge. Financing is a key part of any production, as is accounting and dealing with permits. These are all the boring things
that most of us don’t REALLY like doing, but they have to be done. I wish it was all magic and exciting, but there are myriad
practicalities that arise from day-to-day.
JH: What can we expect with Psychic Profiler? Can you share any of the cases Robbie Thomas will be showcasing?
ML: We are not yet in production for the show as we are still hoping that a broadcaster will pick it up. At that point, we will have
an idea of the cases Robbie will be looking into.
JH: If it’s picked up, when do you expect the series to air?
ML: I wish I knew! We are all keeping our fingers crossed that a broadcaster will express interest!
JH: Can you share what you have in the works in your personal career? Anything you are particularly looking forward to?
ML: At Lamport-Sheppard Entertainment, we are hoping to develop at least two new series in the coming year and to also film
at least one movie. We recently completed St. Roz, a feature comedy surrounding the strange arrival of a statue at a local church
where the residents quickly find out it has miraculous weight-loss powers: if you light a candle, you lose a pound! So we hope to
keep our fingers in the movie-land pie!
Sounds like a great movie! Where can I get one of those statues?
I really want to thank you for taking time to speak with me when you are busily preparing for your trip to France for
MIPCOM where you will be connecting with various broadcasters from the U.K. as well as the U.S. and Canada. I wish
Lamport-Sheppard much success in all its endeavours.
For more information about Robbie Thomas you can connect with him at http://www.robbiethomas.net/ as well as
Twitter and Facebook. For more information about Michael Lamport and his business partner Greg Sheppard at LamportSheppard Entertainment, you can find them at http://www.lamportsheppard.com/. 
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By Donald Allen Kirch

Coral Castle:
A Monument to Love
The human mind has many ways to
express the emotion of love. Sonnets, paintings,

simple letters of a heart willing to accept almost any flaw just for that one
sweet moment of absolute perfection. Still, one monument in Florida
stands out amongst the crowd as not only a marvel but as a tribute to
the sad “unrequited” side of that emotion. It is simply called “The Coral
Castle.” What makes it a marvel is that it is composed of almost eleven
hundred short tons of rock, built by one five-foot, one-hundred-twentypound man. He allowed no one to help him, and engineers today cannot
guess how he accomplished the act.
One thing is for certain: when asked, several times, as to why he had
built the structure, the man would smile and say, “For my sweet sixteen.”
His name was Ed Leedskalnin.
Not much is known about the strange emigrant who came to the United States from Latvia. He was an amateur sculptor
who finally settled in Florida City, Florida, and was known for his rather unusual theories on magnetism.
The only record of Leedskalnin’s birth comes from World War I draft registration records. He was born on January 12,
1887. Not much is known of his childhood, except that he was from a poor family, and achieved, officially, only a fourthgrade education. Ed was a sickly kid and spent most of his formative years alone, inside reading books. He had a passion
for reading that went far above his educational level and quit schooling, stating that it “bored him.” For Ed, his passion for
knowledge became the compass that guided his life.
Like most young men, Ed tried to make a good life, find a trade, and eventually fall in love and marry. At the age of
twenty-six, he was engaged to Agnes Scuffs, a woman ten years younger than himself. He was remarkably happy for the first
and last time in his life. However, upon the eve of his marriage, the woman he referred to as his “sweet sixteen,” broke their
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engagement the night before the wedding. The theories behind the breakup are “legion.”
Ed Leedskalnin, after years of begging and hoping, left his village and never looked back. He moved to North America,
hoping to prove his worth, never losing his dream of obtaining his sweet sixteen. He found work in Canada, California, and
Texas. America held for him more chance at fortune than he could have built back home, and he “knew” that once he became
wealthy, his true love would see his heart.
In 1919, Ed contracted tuberculosis. In most cases, back in that time, there was no cure. One had to simply live with the
disease until it ran its course. So, moving to a warmer climate in Florida, Ed decided to prove the doctors wrong. He had
come so far, and would not let his sweet sixteen down. He had a plan.
Always looking for a good deal, Leedskalnin found a piece of land that no one in their right mind would want to own.
On the surface of the place it looked good and fertile, but rock coral lay two inches beneath the dirt. If it was farming he was
looking to do, he couldn’t have picked a worse piece of the earth to do it on. However, Ed took the land…no questions asked.
Those who sold it to him did so at a low rate—they felt sorry for him.
Over the next twenty years, Leedskalnin constructed and lived within a massive coral monument he called, “Rock Gate
Park.” The entire building was dedicated to the woman who had left him decades before.
He never asked for helpers.
And…no one was ever allowed to see him work.
He would only work at night, yet no one ever heard him hammer, cut, or move his rock. Still, in the morning, there would
always be results. Results large enough, heavy enough, and solid enough to silence any skeptic.
Leedskalnin eventually quarried and sculpted over eleven hundred short tons of coral into his make-believe kingdom
that would one day be known as “Coral Castle.”
‘How the hell can a guy like you move all of this?’ he would be asked dozens of times a day.
When he spotted people trying to eavesdrop on him when working, he would simply stop. Wait. Sometimes even sit on
his swing and wave back at them. No matter what, if it were a secret, Ed Leedskalnin kept it to himself.
Still, on certain days of the week, he was a gracious host.
For a ten-cent fee, even though it went against his private nature, Ed would allow families to explore his creation. He
would talk with those who were passing through, brag about his long journey to America, and cook hot dogs for the kids.
Even while cooking hot dogs, his genius would come out—he did so in a pressure cooker of his own design!
No visit was complete without his telling the story of his sweet sixteen. Leedskalnin would leave them with his unshakable
belief that one day his love would come to America, see his importance, and become his faithful bride.
Several
people,
including
representatives from the United
States Government would drop
by from time to time, offering
the tiny man money for his
secrets. With such motivation,
armies could move mountains!
Ed Leedskalnin would
simply shake his head “no.”
Occasionally, he would say
that he “understood the laws of
weight and leverage and knew
the secrets of the people who built
the pyramids (being those at the
site at Giza in Egypt).”
Most left more befuddled than
they arrived.
Leedskalnin however, seemed to
smile more at each passing volley.
Then came the most remarkable and darkest episode in his
life.
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Rumors went around of a hidden treasure,
of money being kept for a faraway bride, and of a
hidden power or secret that could propel one to a
higher standard of living. Evil men ventured into Ed’s
quiet world and demanded answers.
As the story goes, three thugs came to visit Leedskalnin after he
had just closed up and demanded to know the secret to his power. They
wanted money, and they were going to stop at nothing to get their prize.
Ed Leedskalnin remained silent.
For his defiance, the man was beat to within an inch of his life.
Strangely enough, charges were never brought upon the attackers—
and Leedskalnin knew who they were!
So, to keep himself from facing another possible home invasion, Ed
Leedskalnin, all by himself, dismantled his monument to his sweet sixteen, block by heavy block, and moved the entire site
to its present location, on a ten-acre lot near Homestead, Florida!
By means of necessity, a truck had been provided, but none of the drivers were allowed to help move the rock. Upon
arrival, Leedskalnin would offer them a cold drink, visit, offer a hot dog or two, and then kindly ask the men to take a walk
on the beach. Accepting his hospitality, the drivers would return hours later with incredibly huge and heavy blocks of coral
rock secured to their trucks ready for transport.
No pulleys. No forklifts. No help.
How was it done?
The theories are as numerous as grains of sand in a desert.
Once, a group of boys tried to spy upon Leedskalnin while he had been working, taking down one of the many blocks to
be moved to his new home. As a matter of record, one of these boys swore he saw Ed placing his hands above a block of rock
causing the half-ton brick to float off the ground like a balloon.
Ed Leedskalnin must have sensed he was not alone. For upon seeing the boys nearby, the stone was allowed to softly land
upon the ground. Ed smiled and waved at them, then went into his living quarters for the rest of that night.
Some in Homestead believe that Coral Castle is also a UFO magnet. Several unidentified objects have been reported
hovering above the building.
When Leedskalnin was looking for a new location to move to, he spent a great deal of time checking for “certain”
properties in the land he would not share with even those he considered close and personal friends. Perhaps there was
something built into the castle that, we, as humans, do not understand?
Leedskalnin considered himself an expert in the fields of magnetism. UFOlogists the world over claim that magnetism,
itself, could be one of the possible ways extraterrestrials propel their vessels through the cosmos. To “E.T.” does Coral Castle
appear to be an intergalactic gas station?
On November 9, 1951, Ed Leedskalnin placed a humble sign upon his castle —Going to Hospital—and checked himself
into the Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami. He suffered a small stroke along the way, arriving in a terrible state. He died
twenty-eight days later of a kidney infection, at the age of sixty-four.
He never was able to live out his dream of reuniting with his sweet sixteen, and suffered a lonely life wishing for a chance
to have a family of his own. Anyone who walks through the Coral Castle cannot help but feel the man’s supreme loneliness.
There was one stone that Ed was incapable of moving, and that was the small piece of limestone that marks his grave.
Unlike in life, Ed Leedskalnin is not alone in death. He is surrounded by the graves of three children.
Love, as an emotion, has been known to move mountains, create kings, and bond the universe together. In regards to Ed
Leedskalnin, the man, albeit alone, has helped uncounted millions along at the start of their journey.
For, you see, the castle, created by a man who lost his true love, is used each year by those wishing to be married.
Wholeheartedly, I feel that Ed would approve. 
If you are interested in learning more about the author and his work go to: www.donaldallenkirch.com. To learn more about the
Stranger Than Fiction radio program go to: www.facebook.com/StrangerThanFictionRadio.
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I

By Peter DiChellis

remember everything about that night: the truth, the terror, the luck, and the lies. Someday I want to forget.
As always, Larry’s Tavern was dark and dank as a moldy cellar. A woman sitting at one end of the bar had hiccups.
A leathery, trailer park grandma in a frizzy red sweater, she kept herself company with big gulps of bourbon and ginger ale.
A stocky boomer guy slumped at the other end of the bar, wearing a gaudy blue golf shirt with a shiny brown sport coat. He
burped and chuckled through a nasty grin. Six hours of cheap draft beer.
And I dawdled behind the bar, figuring how bad my tips would be if the night stayed like this. It didn’t, and then one
thing led to another.
At first, the bourbon and ginger woman’s hiccups seemed like good news. When people at Larry’s got hiccups, I got more
tips. Because there are about a million dumb ways to try curing hiccups, but just one cure works every time. And I knew it
cold.
I stepped up to the bourbon and ginger woman. She swayed on her barstool, squinting to see me.
“Heek-hupb,” she squeaked.
“Sounds like you got hiccups?”
“Heek-hupb.”
“I can cure those right now. Here’s what you do…”
Her hiccups vanished in half a minute. She pealed a delighted drunken laugh and handed me a nice tip. Works every
time.
It was a slow night, so I planned for the burping golf shirt guy to get hiccups too. I grabbed a bottle of crappy, mintflavored schnapps and poured him a shot. This rotgut always got me two tips, one for the free drink and another when I cured
the hiccups it caused. But that night, one shot of schnapps would change everything.
“On the house,” I told golf shirt guy. He gave me a small tip. I knew I’d get another soon enough. Wouldn’t take long.
He downed the shot. And that’s when they walked in.
The tall one came straight to me and pointed a huge black revolver at my face. The short little rat-faced one stood to the
side, bare hands in front of him, light hair drooping long and limp under a filthy baseball cap. They both looked dirty, jumpy,
stupid, and stoned. Both were skinny as needles, with pasty skin as white as prison sandwich bread.
“The money,” the tall one said. He waved the revolver back and forth.
Jumpy.
“Yours,” I told him.
The bourbon and ginger woman covered her eyes with her hands, head down. Golf shirt guy stared into his beer mug,
eyes like harvest moons.
Larry kept several thousand dollars in the rattling old cash register, more than anyone might expect at a lonesome tavern.
“Righteous place to stash it,” he always told me. “No paper trail, no questions.”
I put the money, all of it, into a small, cash deposit bag Larry pilfered from a local bank but hardly used. I turned around
to hand it over.
That’s when it happened.
“Heek-hupb.”
BLAM!
Golf shirt guy got hiccups. And the jumpy robber’s bullet got golf shirt guy, bad.
“Go, go, go!” the tall shooter yelled.
He and rat-face sprinted out the door, swallowed by vacant darkness.
I tossed the bank bag onto the beaten stainless steel beer cooler beneath the bar. Staggering a little, I headed toward golf
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shirt guy. From where I stood behind the bar, I couldn’t see where he fell, only a spreading pool of blood, thick and wet on
the grimy floor.
The bourbon and ginger woman still covered her eyes. She was shaking. I was too. When I gasped for air my mouth filled
with a taste like rotting meat. In that moment, the bourbon and ginger woman passed out.
The cops came, asked questions, took golf shirt guy’s body away. The cop in charge looked at the open cash register,
empty.
“You did the right thing,” he told me. “Always give them the money.”
Still wobbly, I glanced at the beer cooler. No bank bag. And it wasn’t anywhere on the floor, either. I already looked,
before the cops got here.
The local newspaper ran the story two days later. “Man Killed in Robbery-Murder” the headline read. Golf shirt guy was
a salesman named Marvin, traveling on business from Cleveland. Survived by a sister, Maylene, living in Seattle.
And based on my description, the newspaper wrote, police were looking for two robbers. Two tall men with short dark
hair, olive skin, and muscular builds. Exactly what I told the cops.
I told Larry I couldn’t work at his tavern any more, after everything that happened. He said he understood. But of course
he didn’t understand everything. Mostly he didn’t understand how the bank bag fell into the open gap behind the beer cooler,
where the bar and cooler weren’t flush against each other. How it got stuck down there, but I found it right away. Then, after
the cops were done, how I reached and strained and pulled to get it. How I opened it and counted the money…$5,251.
Maybe not enough for some people, at least not enough to do what I did. But for somebody like me, born to live a hard
life, it meant everything. Because Larry also didn’t understand what it was like for me to work in his tavern, or any place like
it, night after night, where even a good night really wasn’t good and on a bad night somebody got killed and you felt grateful
it wasn’t you and ashamed you felt that. Dark, sad places with a faint odor you can best describe as desperation. Desperation
to escape to anywhere, to be anywhere except wherever you were. $5,251 gave me a ticket. Escape.
But right now I wasn’t going anywhere except the police station.
On the phone, the cops said they just needed to ask me a few more questions. Routine, they said. I’m not what you call
highly educated, but I’m not what you call stupid either. When they put me in an interrogation room, I knew they meant
business.
Police interrogation rooms are cramped, mean little places where cops lie to people they think lied to them first. I believe
this not because I lied to the cops about the robbery, which I did of course, but because I’ve read every Harry Bosch crime
novel ever published. I planned to stick to my story anyway, because everything I remembered about that night whispered
to me. Every detail.
The room smelled like sweat. The cops were the same two detectives that came to the tavern after the robbery, a lean older
man and an attractive younger woman. Now intent on exposing my lies by lying to me, they wore savage smiles. Suspicious
and distant, they seemed to despise me.
The older cop’s raspy voice was somewhere between a hoarse growl and a raw scrape. He told me another witness gave
a different description of the robbers. Mine was way off, too far off. And wasn’t it funny that I quit my job right after the
robbery? Like maybe I just came into some money. I guess cops think like that.
Then he got right in my face with his raspy voice, his spit spraying me. They knew I was part of the robbery, he screamed.
Remember, they both told me, you didn’t shoot the gun but the murder’s still on you. The murder is on you, it’s on you, just
like if you pulled the trigger. They kept repeating it, screaming it. They knew all about it, knew everything, they said.
The older cop got frenzied, uncontrollable, screeching and spitting at me. Tell us the names of your robbery partners, he
shrieked. Is a three-way split from a chicken-shit bar heist worth a felony murder charge? They knew all about it, the cops
kept saying. The murder is on me. But if I would just sign a statement, they confided, maybe I could get a lighter sentence.
Five hours later, they let me go. There was no other witness. No partners. No three-way split. Almost nothing but lies.
The cops didn’t apologize for the deceit.
“You were a suspect,” the woman detective said. “We always check somebody like you.”
Four days later, the cops arrested a short little rat-faced man after he robbed a liquor store. The prosecuting attorney told
me about it. He said the detectives put the rat-faced man in an interrogation room, where they told him they had a witness
to the robbery-murder at Larry’s Tavern and they knew rat-face did it. They knew all about it, knew everything, the cops told
rat-face, because their witness saw rat-face and another man take the money, and saw rat-face do the murder. It’s on you,
they told him, the murder is on you. But if he would just sign a statement, they said, maybe he could get a lighter sentence.
So rat-face figured cooperating made sense. He confessed to robbing Larry’s, taking the money, exactly the way the cops
told it. Except to get a lighter sentence he put the murder on another guy, a tall, skinny man with a pasty white face. The tall,
skinny man told a completely different story, of course. Said the cops and rat-face got it wrong. Said it didn’t happen like that.
Then ballistics matched the murder bullet to a gun the tall man was arrested with. That was the end of it. The robbers gave
guilty pleas, went to prison. And I made plans. To take the $5,251, leave the lies and be anywhere but here.
Case closed. The prosecutor said witnesses like me make mistakes because we’re traumatized from getting robbed, seeing
someone murdered. But confessions and bullet matches don’t lie, at least not the way guilty killers do. 
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Broke

Special Preview from Kaye George

Chapter One

By Kay George
Press Photo Credit: Ron Whitfield

Imogene Duckworthy was sure her boss would approve, but she would have to be careful how she worded her request.
Mike Mallett, Private Investigator, had once fired her for taking too much time away from her job. She had been working on
her own cases, which she considered an aspect of job training, but he seemed to take a dim view of that.
Immy knocked on his open door. “Mr. Mallett?”
The look on his narrow face was pained. “What’s with the Mr. Mallett? When you don’t call me Mike, it’s usually trouble.”
His raspy voice went with his rumpled white shirt, giving him a bit of a Columbo aura. Columbo was probably a lot taller
that Mike Mallett though. Mike also never smoked a cigar.
“My appointment is for four o’clock,” Immy said. “It’s the only time she had available.” The eyes in his weasel face narrowed.
“My filing is all done and the bills are in my purse. I’ll mail them before I have my meeting.”
“Oh, all right.”
She waved away some of the walnut scent from the candle on his desk.
“But I need a full day from you tomorrow. I’ll be doing surveillance and I’m expecting a few calls.”
Immy assured him she would be at her desk promptly at nine, grabbed her jacket and purse, and skipped out.
Her car was parked in the next block since she’d gotten in a little late this morning and there had been
no spaces in front of Mike’s office. She flew past the display window of the travel agency next door
without even glancing, as usual, at the posters of Hawaii and the Caribbean and longing to be
somewhere warmer than chilly northwest Texas in autumn.
She got into her Hyundai Sonata. The powder blue car was eight years
old but brand new to Immy, her latest pride and joy. She’d saved for months
to get the two thousand dollars to buy it. Now she was free from having to
make arrangements to use the ancient green van she had shared with her
mother for years.
Freedom. She could come and go as she wished.
Well, not quite exactly as she wished. There was the job. And there
was Hortense, her mother. And, most importantly, there was Nancy Drew
Duckworthy, her beautiful four-year-old daughter, usually known as Drew.
Immy drove the half mile to Shorr’s Real Estate. The office was in a strip
mall, flanked by a dollar store and a coffee shop. Garish red and blue signs in
the window proclaimed: “Houses Galore with Shorr” and “Open the Door
with Shorr.” She pushed the glass door open and waited near it, politely, for
the woman at the metal desk to finish her phone conversation.
The woman slammed down her desk phone and stood. “You’re Imogene
Duckworthy?”
Immy nodded, wondering how she could tell. Maybe because she had
only one four o’clock appointment. “And you’re Ms. Shorr?”
“Call me Jersey.”
Jersey Shorr, thought Immy. Where have I heard that?
The woman stepped from behind her desk to greet
Immy with a firm handshake. She wasn’t tall, about
Immy’s medium five-four height, but she was built
like a model, sleek and taut. Her smooth brown hair
was pulled into a severe knot at the nape of her neck and
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her beige suit fit just right. Immy pushed her own straight, brown hair behind one ear and tugged at her stiff, new blue jeans.
There was something wrong about the way they fit, but Immy couldn’t decide what it was.
“I’m sorry,” Jersey said, “but that was the owner of one of the places I wanted to show you. No go.”
“They won’t show it to me?”
“They don’t want to take a chance on your pet pig.”
“My daughter’s pig, really. And he’s very nice. His name is Marshmallow.”
“Yeah, yeah,” she waved a manicured hand, then gathered her purse and coat. “Most people don’t want pigs in their
houses, even if they’re nice ones. We have four properties we can look at. That surprises me, actually.”
Immy followed her out of the office, climbed into the agent’s pristine black Beemer, and they drove to the first property.
***
Two and a half hours and three houses later, daylight was failing, along with the hunt for a place to live. Immy had had
such high hopes and was now getting discouraged. Maybe she wouldn’t be able to find anything in her price range in all of
Wymee Falls, Texas.
She loved her mother, she just didn’t want to live with her any more. A twenty-two-year-old with a child and a job, she
thought, should be independent, out on her own. Her first steps toward steering her own course in life had been getting the
PI job and buying her own car.
It wasn’t really a PI job, if she were honest with herself. It was more of a support job, a desk-work job. The actual job
description was file clerk, but Immy never thought of it that way. She was studying hard to become a real PI so she could assist
Mike with his cases. She’d even solved a few of her own, she was proud to say.
But the three houses, bland, brick things, that she and Jersey Shorr had just seen were no places to bring Drew. She didn’t
want her daughter breathing all those fumes from the gas station next to the first one. The second one faced one of the busiest
streets in Wymee Falls and Immy would worry about Drew and Marshmallow running into the traffic. The third was too
close to Allblue Unit, the prison. What if an escaped convict ran to the house and took them all hostages? Immy shuddered
thinking about it.
Besides, all three were so expensive it would be a stretch for Immy to make the payments.
“This is the last one.” Jersey stopped the car before a crumbling mansion, like something out of Poe, or maybe an Alfred
Hitchcock movie. Immy loved both Poe and Hitchcock. A crow cawed from a tree next door.
“What’s the rent?” Immy asked eagerly.
It was substantially less than the other three. The house looked even better now.
Jersey put her hand on the car door handle, but didn’t get out. “There’s something I should tell you. Some people say this
place is haunted.”
Immy decided she liked it. It had character. She’d always wanted to meet a real live ghost. Or maybe that would be a real
dead ghost.

Chapter Two

Jersey twirled the dial on the lockbox. After a couple of tries, she got it open. When a sudden wind whipped up behind
them, Immy stuck her hands in the pockets of her sweater to keep them warm. The door creaked as it swung open.
At first Immy thought the huge hallway was filled with piles of snow. It was nearly cold enough outside for snow. Cold
enough inside, too. But the mounds were sheets, covering furniture that the owner must have left behind. There was a slight
musty smell, but Immy didn’t think it was too bad. She was getting used to having a pig in her backyard and smells didn’t
bother her like they used to.
Jersey frowned. “I haven’t been inside this one before. I had no idea the owner left all this crap here. I’ll have to speak to
him about that.”
“Whose ghost is here?” asked Immy. “Is that what’s making that noise?”
Jersey blew out a breath of exasperation. “There isn’t really a ghost. That’s only a rumor. There’s no such thing as a ghost.
And the faucet in the powder room drips.” Jersey motioned toward a door standing ajar. Immy spied a small half bath
through the door, near the front of the house.
A scraping sound seemed to come from deeper inside the building. Jersey paled. Immy’s heart quickened. Would she
meet a ghost today?
Jersey swallowed audibly. “I’ll show you the house and you can ignore the furniture. I’ll get it all cleaned out.”
“If no one wants it, you can leave it here. I don’t have any furniture.”
“Don’t you think you should look at it first?”
Immy lifted one of the dust covers, revealing a floral brocade settee. It was most likely stiff and uncomfortable, but maybe
any couch would be better than none. She lifted another cover and found a footstool.
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“Oh look,” she said. “The cover is needlepoint. I think it’s handmade.” Her mother, Hortense, would love to see that.
Maybe she’d give this stool to her. Hortense was not happy about Immy moving out, so a peace offering would not be a bad
idea.
Jersey tapped an impatient foot. “Let’s see the rest of the rooms and get out of here. It’s cold.”
Immy thought something else might be making Jersey want to leave--a ghost?
The ceiling was three stories above them. The front wall had mullioned windows on the first two stories, small oriels
pooching outward on the third. The glass was so murky and dirty that hardly any light came through. Immy tried a wall
switch and a fantastic, but dust-covered, crystal chandelier shed a dim light onto the hardwood floor.
“Oh good,” said Jersey. “The power’s on at least. I don’t see a thermostat, though. We could warm it up in here if I could
find it.”
It was warmer in the house than it was outside. But the temperature was in the thirties today, cold for October, and Jersey
was very right. It wasn’t warm in the house. They wandered through a dark paneled dining room, a large kitchen with two
islands and a breakfast nook, and a library with a faded oriental rug and shelves so tall there was a ladder to reach the top
ones. The books, however, did not look like they were in good shape. Still, Hortense, being a retired librarian and a huge book
lover, might want to explore them. The small powder room Immy had noticed earlier nestled off the library. A steady plink
still sounded from the drippy faucet.
“Do you want to see more?” said Jersey when they’d seen the complete first floor.
“I’d better see the whole thing before I sign anything.”
“You’re really still thinking of taking this?”
Immy nodded. “I like it.”
Jersey shook her head slightly, but led the way up the curving staircase. A balcony overhung the main hall. Immy thought
it might be dangerous for Drew, but she’d have to make sure Drew knew not to lean on it. Or climb on it. Maybe Ralph could
construct something to make it safer. He was good with his hands.
Another rasping sound came from down the hallway. Immy peered into the darkness. Was that a sudden flash of light in
the gloom? Had she seen the ghost?
“Who is the ghost supposed to be of?” she asked.
“The widow woman who died here. Old Mrs. Tompkins lived here all alone for years and years after her husband died.
After she kicked the bucket, her nephew, Geoffrey Tompkins, inherited this dump, I mean this place. I don’t know if he ever
lived here, though. It’s been empty for a few years.”
“So Mr. Tompkins is the owner?”
Jersey nodded, then flinched at another of those mysterious sounds. It was coming from one of the bedrooms down the
hall. This time it sounded like someone snoring.
“Would you be willing to take something off the rent if I exorcise the house?”
At Jersey’s blank face, Immy rephrased. “You know, if I get rid of the ghost?”
Jersey’s harsh laugh sent puffs of breath into the air. “If you can prove there’s a ghost here and if you can prove you got
rid of it, we’ll talk.”
Jersey led Immy into the first bedroom. It was bare of furnishings. Strips of sad, striped wallpaper dropped off the
walls. The second bedroom held two dressers, one with a round mirror and a kneehole. A narrow bed with a faded coverlet
was shoved against the wall. Next, they inspected a bathroom between those two bedrooms with an old-fashioned pedestal
sink and a claw-footed bathtub.
Then they made their way to the third bedroom. Immy was pretty sure the sound was coming from it. Jersey hung
back and let Immy open the door. The room reeked of alcohol. It held a four-poster bed, an armoire, and an ornate
carved chest of drawers. And—Immy took a second look—a man sleeping in the bed.
He sat up, his eyes wide with alarm.
Immy and Jersey both jumped back. 
Kaye George is short story writer and novelist who has been nominated for Agatha awards twice. She is the author of three mystery series, the Imogene Duckworthy humorous Texas series, the Cressa Carraway musical mystery series, and the FAT CAT cozy
series with Berkley Prime Crime. The last two will debut in 2013.
Her short stories can be found in her collection, “A Patchwork of Stories,” as well as in “Fish Tales: The Guppy Anthology,” “All
Things Dark and Dastardly,” and “Grimm Tales” and in various online and print magazines. She reviews for Suspense Magazine,
writes for several newsletters and blogs, and gives workshops on short story writing and promotion. Kaye is agented by Kim Lionetti at BookEnds Literary and lives in Texas, near Waco. You can learn more at http://kayegeorge.com/.
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By CK Webb

Hex: a magic spell, usually with malevolent
purposes, such as a curse.
When I began this series, it was to give people a glimpse at the thing that keeps me awake at night. Okay, seriously, that’s
a scary thought! I have a morbid curiosity of death and I don’t mind admitting to being just a little bit odd, but that is the
very thing that makes me want to research everything so extensively. It is this great love of research that caused me to stumble
across the idea of ‘movie curses’ in the first place.
In the 1990s, I was a huge Chris Farley fan. The man was hilarious, but his demons were controlling every aspect of his
life and I always knew he would be another of Hollywood’s lost young actors. It was common knowledge that Chris was
a party guy, a drug user, and a drinker… he made no effort to hide that fact from the public. He was obese and just plain
unhealthy, but it would be his death and the events leading up to and surrounding it that would light a fire in me and turn
curiosity into an all-out need to know more.
If you are like me, the idea of a “movie curse” is pretty far-fetched, maybe even a bit ridiculous, but the tragedies that
surround these supposed curses are quite real. Lives have been lost or completely altered by circumstances too eerie to call
coincidence. So what do we call a series of events that leaves dead actors floating in its wake? This month we call it…

“The Curse of Atuk”

In the late 1970s, Atuk, a fish out of water screenplay about an Eskimo who comes to New York, was written with John
Belushi in mind. Atuk is most infamous however, for supposedly being cursed and at least partly responsible for the deaths
of several major comedic actors in the 1980s and 1990s. The Atuk Curse has become one of the better-known urban legends
of Hollywood. Its first victim, supposedly, was John Belushi, who the script had been written specifically for and who was in
the process of reading for the role. Belushi was reportedly enthusiastic about taking on the part of Atuk. Shortly afterwards
however, he was found dead of a drug overdose in 1982.
Six years after Belushi’s death, the part was offered to comedian Sam Kinison, who accepted it in 1988. (This was my first
taste of the curse, as I am a huge Kinison fan as well and followed his stand-up routines with great fervor). Kinison filmed at
least one scene for the movie before he grew dissatisfied with the script and demanded that parts of it be re-written, halting
production. It was during this time that Kinison was reported to have locked himself in a bathroom and refused to come
out until someone agreed to re-write the script. Kinison’s demands were finally heard and production halted in an effort to
adhere to the comedian’s requests. The outcome was not as cut and dry as the movie executives believed it to be.
A few years passed, Kinison got sober and his career began to pick back up. A fatal car wreck, ironically with a drunk
driver, would change all that. Kinison, believing the script to be sub-standard, decided to leave the production of the movie.
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His leaving prompted the production company to file a
lawsuit against him. That suit would ultimately play a large
part in his financial situation, which was bleak to say the
least, at the time of his death. Not long after, while talks
were still underway to continue the project, Kinison died
in a car crash.
The curse had apparently struck again.
On April 10, 1992, Sam Kinison was killed when
a pickup truck driven by a seventeen-year-old kid who
had been drinking crossed the center line. Sam Kinison
was declared dead at the scene from multiple, traumatic
injuries. His new bride (they had been married five days),
who was in the passenger seat during the crash, was knocked
unconscious, and suffered a severe concussion. She would
walk away from the crash almost unscathed, but her husband
of five days, would never walk away from his injuries. Sam
Kinison was declared dead on the scene of massive external
and internal injuries.
Atuk would drift into the darkness once again and be
forgotten for the next several years until the film’s lead role was offered to John Candy in
1994. Candy took the script, completely unaware of the rumored “curse” surrounding
the story. A short time later, John Candy would be dead of a heart attack. John Candy was reading the script when
he died on March 4 (the day before the twelfth anniversary of Belushi’s death). It was around this point in the production’s
history that the press began to speak of a curse. It was then that the curse became common knowledge in the tight-knit,
Hollywood community, and soon the script slipped silently back into obscurity. The writer of the book the screenplay had
been based upon spoke about the alleged curse and committed himself to plead with the owners to “bury” the script forever.
It did not have the effect he hoped for.
According to the writer, the screenplay was no more cursed than the man in the moon and simply needed the right actor
for the part. Enter Chris Farley.
The final victim of the Atuk Curse to date is said to be Chris Farley, who never hid the fact that he idolized John Belushi.
Like his idol, he too was up for the role of Atuk, and was about to accept it when, also like his idol, he died of a drug overdose
in December 1997. According to some versions, the curse would strike once more, only six months later in May of 1998 when
Farley’s friend and former Saturday Night Live castmate, Phil Hartman was murdered by his wife just before she took her
own life in a shocking murder-suicide that would rock Hollywood to its core! Farley is said to have shown the Atuk script to
Hartman before his death and was encouraging him to take a co-starring role.
(A good bit of my more graphic research comes from http://www.bestgore.com Here you can see the photos of Chris
when he first collapsed (a prostitute was kind enough to snap a photo of him as he lay dying, but could not be bothered to call
for help! Chris’ body was discovered two days later by family. Please bear in mind, the site is “no holds barred” and will be
beyond disturbing for sensitive readers. PLEASE TAKE CAUTION BEFORE USING THIS SITE—you have been warned!)
One more note on the John Candy death:
In 1994, the same year of Candy’s death, Michael O’Donoghue died. Who was Michael O’Donoghue, you ask? Michael
O’Donoghue was a writer for Saturday Night Live and also a close and dear friend to none other than…John Belushi and Phil
Hartman!
Through all of the speculation and innuendo surrounding the script, the writer, Tod Carroll, has always maintained that
a curse is ludicrous and simply beyond reason. He deduced that the tragedies connected with the screenplay were nothing
more than the untimely deaths of some extremely obese and unhealthy leading men. He, on more than one occasion, made
light of the fact that the man who had written the book from which Atuk was based (Mordecai Richler), believed wholeheartedly that the script is cursed. To this day, the screenwriter has never changed his position on the idea of a curse, though
something tells me he might be a bit more receptive to it today, if given the opportunity.
Mordecai Richler died in 2001 of cancer, perhaps a final victim of the curse of Atuk…or was he? Sadly, Tod Carroll, the
screenwriter, is back at it in Hollywood and making the rounds in search of the perfect, plump actor to play the title role!
Like I always say…
Someone, somewhere, is always getting away with murder! 
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DJ
McIntosh
Sumerians, Assyrians and Babylonians, oh My!

Interview by Suspense Magazine

In preparing to do the opening
and interview with DJ McIntosh,
we found her own words say it
better than anything we ever
could write:
“One teenage summer at the cottage spent submerged in
Perry Mason paperbacks sealed my fascination with suspense
fiction, a love affair that has never ended. Since those days
books have been friends, entertainers, and teachers and when
the opportunity for some personal time finally arose, I wrote
my own novel.
“Short stories came first and I was gratified to have two
published. By then I’d gotten to know a number of authors
and the tales about their constant piles of rejections were
enough to give a new writer nightmares. So instead of sending
my novel out to an uncertain slush-pile future, I entered it
into the Crime Writers Association (U.K.) Debut Dagger.
Opening the e-mail announcing that “The Witch of Babylon”
had placed on the shortlist was a watershed moment, one I’ll
never forget. One year later the novel won the Arthur Ellis
Award for Best Unpublished Crime novel and my writing
career was launched.
“Nowadays when my fingers aren’t tapping the keyboard,
living in a metropolis affords me the luxury of indulging in two loves: museums and live music. And I spend four glorious
months of the year in beautiful Bruce County.”
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D.J. (Dorothy) McIntosh is an author based in Toronto. She’s a member of the Canadian Society for Mesopotamian
Studies and a strong advocate for press freedom. She supports Pen Canada, the Committee to Protect Journalists, and
Reporters Without Borders.
Suspense Magazine is completely honored to have this time to bring to you our exclusive interview with author DJ
McIntosh. Enjoy!
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Can you give us a little behind-the-scenes action with your book “The Witch of Babylon?”
DJ McIntosh (DJM): New York has been written about countless times so I wanted to find venues that were a little different.
On my first research mission, I took the train to New York and ended up in the middle of the worst power outage in North
America’s history. Didn’t make it past Albany that time. On the second trip, we were caught in western New York State floods.
Persistence won out though and I ended up finding some really neat venues like The High Bridge, up on the far northeastern edge
of Manhattan, New York’s first aqueduct, and the perfect club: the historic rock emporium, Kenny’s Castaways, in the Village.
For obvious reasons I couldn’t go to Iraq, but the intensive media coverage, especially on television, at times brought the war quite
dramatically into our living rooms.
S. MAG.: What made you decide to write the series as a trilogy?
DJM: I wanted my lead character, John Madison, to be an ordinary guy (to the extent a New York art dealer can be “ordinary”).
That is, not a superhero but someone with failings and without a military or police background, someone who uses his wits to
survive. When the first book opens, Madison has grown up under the shadow of his much older brother, a star archaeologist. I see
the three books in the trilogy as not so much a series but more like three
volumes of one big book that trace Madison as he pulls away from his
brother’s dominant shadow and becomes his own man.
History made the decision about the trilogy. The three great primary
Mesopotamian peoples are: Sumerians, Assyrians, and Babylonians.
Book one is about the Assyrians, book two the Babylonians, and book
three will focus on the Sumerians.

Buy here at: http://tinyurl.com/8hsxmaw
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S. MAG.: On your website, you have a detailed bio of your main character, John
Madison. Is he real or based on a real person?
DJM: He sure seemed real to me in that he came fully formed to my imagination even
including small details about what he looked like as I started to write. But he doesn’t
resemble anyone I’ve met. Perhaps in a past life—who knows?
S. MAG.: What would be the most important ‘find’ an historian could make in your
lifetime?
DJM: Wow, neat question! So many possibilities. One of the most intriguing is the
lost city of El Dorado and an Inca Chief who dusted himself with gold. When the
Inca were finally defeated, the Spanish found the Incan city abandoned. The people
had taken their hoards of golden treasure and fled into the deep cover of the Brazilian
rainforest. Thus, the legend of El Dorado was born. Recently, satellite imagery has
detected remains of a vast settled area in this location. How exciting to think El
Dorado might eventually be found!
S. MAG.: Who would make your shortlist of best rock/blues guitar players?
DJM: Well, it’s a long shortlist! At the top is Steve Vai who takes the rock guitar
to places never heard before. I went back time and time again to his masterpiece,
Whispering a Prayer, while I wrote “The Witch.” Jeff Beck, who I was so fortunate to
see in concert this year, is as thrilling as ever. Jim Hendrix with his famous black and
white fender Stratocasters. Joe Satriani, and the incomparable Carlos Santana. Jimmy
Page’s unforgettable performance in 1975 at Earl’s Court, together with the very hot
Robert Plant. With his double-necked Gibson playing “Stairway to Heaven,” Page
gave us one of the greatest guitar solos of all time. Steve Lukather’s rendition of “My
Guitar Gently Weeps”—just sublime.
S. MAG.: John Madison is sitting in front of you. What would you like to ask him?
DJM: Well, since I know he’s single, whether he’s free for dinner, LOL. On a more lofty
level, Madison’s been told by his older brother who raised him that he was born and
orphaned in Turkey, but he’s beginning to realize the story of his birth was made up.
I’d like to know if he suspects what his real identity is.
S. MAG.: The beginning or the end of the book, which do you feel has the biggest
impact on a reader and which is the most difficult to write?

Donald
Allen
Kirch
“...genuine horror with
a perfect balance of
suspenseful thrills in his
latest creation—“REICH”!”

—Barbara Watkins, co-author of
“Six-Pack of Blood”

“ONCE HE STRETCHED
OUT HIS HAND AND
EUROPE TREMBLED.”
A U-boat Captain is ordered
to transport Hitler to a secret
military base in Norway
during the closing days of
World War II. While on this
mission, he discovers that
there is more to Germany’s
“S
“Supreme Warlord” than
meets the eye. To his horror,
the Captain discovers the
ird Reich’s darkest secret:

HITLER WAS A
VAMPIRE!

DJM: The highest impact is, I think, at the beginning. That is often the basis on which
a reader makes his or her choice about whether to buy the book and a great beginning
is essential for us to want to continue on. That said, I think the ending is far harder to
write. It must deliver the “reveals” in an organic and satisfying way. The endings I like
best have a strong ‘punch’ and often a twist reader’s don’t see coming and they set up
some hooks for the next book without leaving readers feeling cheated. Accomplishing
all that is challenging.
Thank you, DJ. We appreciate the time you afforded us to get to know you
a bit better. If you want to learn more about this talented author and her
work, check out her two sites at, www.babylontrilogy.com and www.
djmcintosh.com. 
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“ONE OF THE TOP THRILLER AUTHORS
WORKING TODAY” – STEVE BERRY

JAMIE FREVELETTI
Can Emma
Caldridge stop
a deadly island
pandemic before
it spreads across
the globe?

DEAD ASLEEP
FROM THE AUTHOR OF ROBERT LUDLUM'S

THE JANUS REPRISAL
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A Bomb Built in Hell
By Andrew Vachss

Written in 1973, this
is one of those novels
that’s both intriguing and
hard-to-take at times, due
to some of the in-depth
and bloody descriptions.
This is not a slam, this is a
‘shout-out’ to the writing
ability of this author.
Wesley is our main character and
is not new to Vachss’ readers. After
spending many years in prison, Wesley
is now a fabulous hit man. (If you can
use that adjective when describing
this occupation.) Going back in time,
Wesley was a juvenile delinquent who
was given a ‘second chance’ by a judge:
he could join the Army or go to prison.
Wesley learned many things in the
armed services, but the biggest lesson
was how to handle a gun and never miss
a target. This second chance however,
didn’t keep him out of prison.
While sitting behind bars, Wesley
meets a man named Carmine Trentoni,
a mobster who believes in the ‘eye-foran-eye’ approach to life that was the
only way of doing things in the old
days. He wishes to wreak vengeance on
folks who wronged him and thinks that
Wesley is just the guy who can do it.
When Wesley leaves prison, he’s on
Carmine’s payroll, and has become the
world’s number one hit man. Set up in
a location by Carmine, Wesley gets his
orders straight from the horse’s mouth
and kills a Chinatown boss as well as a
Mafia chieftain before taking on some
political targets. He recruits a young
boy fresh out of reform school to help
him and begins training the boy to take
over the business someday. However,
Wesley has no intention of fading into
that good night until he plans his final
big event.
Readers who like mystery/thrillers
will like this book as there is plenty of
reality to go along with the fiction.
Although some of the scenes are rather
extreme in content, the author certainly
holds the reader’s attention and keeps
them fascinated until the very end.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of
“Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense
Magazine 
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Murder of the Cat's Meow

By Denise Swanson
After all the delays, it seems that Skye Dennison might just have firm plans to
marry Police Chief Wally Boyd. One problem Skye is still facing is the late Mrs.
Griggs and the incidents she causes. Skye is determined to rid her house of the ghost
so she and her fiancé can live happily and safely.
Former Vegas showgirl Bunny Reid has set up a cat show and speed dating in
the bowling alley. The judge of the cat show is rude and incurs the wrath of one of
the cat owners. The confrontation is broken up and the ‘party’ goes on.
When Skye finds the judge dead, there are plenty of suspects. She was a rude person who
didn’t win any popularity test. Wally and Skye work together to investigate and weed through the
suspects to find the true murderer.
Grand cozy mystery with a wonderfully entertaining cast of characters.
Reviewed by Ashley Dawn, author of “Shadows of Pain,” for Suspense Magazine 

Beneath the Abbey Wall

By A.D. Scott
It’s 1957 in the Scottish Highlands. American rock ‘n roll music is popular and so
is television, but the government still blanks the screens for one hour in the evening.
There are small town successes and woes for the staff of the local newspaper. There
is also murder and one of their own is suspected. Welcome to the second Highlands
murder novel by A.D. Scott.
Mrs. Smart, the Gazette’s office manager is found knifed and the paper’s top editor,
Don McLeod is the number one suspect. The staff must keep the paper going while also taking it
upon themselves to investigate the case since the police think they have it solved. A newcomer from
Canada, Neil Stewart arrives, ostensibly for research, but soon is a romantic obstacle for Gazette
reporter Joanne. Does Stewart’s past have a connection to the murder? How about a decades’ old
kidnapping case? What part do the traveling people play? And what major connection between
the murder victim and the suspect will shock everyone? Too many suspects, a flailing paper, and
murderer on the loose. Who holds the vital piece of information?
This reads almost like a soap opera with every character experiencing travails and tribulations.
There is a thick layer of 1950s cultural and mores throughout. Although the constant change
in point of view from one paragraph to the next was distracting, Scott doles out the clues and
keeps it interesting all the way to the end. I became frustrated every time a piece of evidence was
dangled then taken away, urging me to read further to where it was revealed. Good solid writing in
a character-driven story.
Reviewed by Stephen L. Brayton, author of “Beta” for Suspense Magazine 

Princess Elizabeth's Spy

By Susan Elia MacNeal
“Princess Elizabeth’s Spy” is a historical mystery, featuring Government agent,
Maggie Hope.
The story starts in the midst of WWII, with agents at Bletchley working on
breaking Nazi naval decrypts. Having completed her training to work as a spy for MI5, Churchill’s former secretary, Maggie Hope, is sent undercover to Windsor Castle
to tutor Princess Elizabeth in math.
The British Government suspects someone working for the Royal Family of secretly sending
encrypted messages back to the Germans. Maggie’s job is to flush out the spy and prevent those
plotting against the Royals from assassinating the current King of England and reinstating suspected
Nazi sympathizer, the Duke of Windsor.
Soon after Maggie arrives at the Castle, a young woman is murdered and a decrypt is missing.
Maggie must use her wit, skill, and training and decide whom to trust, including members of her
own family. Her mission is both dangerous and critical regarding the future freedom of the nation.
The plot is intriguing and exciting, with a cast of well-developed, likable characters. Subtle
clues help Maggie get closer to the spy, even when she does not immediately understand them. The
reader experiences the tension with the mounting danger to the Royals.
This is an excellent mystery in the Maggie Hope series. Readers who like the Royals will enjoy
this inside look at life in Windsor Castle, with the young Princesses. Recommended.
Reviewed by Jenny Hilborne, author of “No Alibi” for Suspense Magazine 
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The Casual Vacancy

Devil's Gate

By J.K. Rowlings

It’s as far from Harry Potter as a muggle is from a wizard, with not a scrap of magic or
a wand in sight. In fact, within the first two chapters the C-bomb and other choice curses
are dropped enough times that you’re left with no doubt that this is not for the prudish
and definitely not for children.
‘It’s a big book about a small town,’ says the publicity blurb and the small town
is Pagford where a much loved resident Barry Fairweather has died suddenly, leaving
behind a mourning family, and a town of people who either win or lose from his death.
You see, Barry was on the Parish council and his death leaves a ‘Casual Vacancy.’ There is much
at stake. The ‘big’ city of Yarvil has built a slum suburb, the Fields, on the boundaries of the peaceful,
quaint Pagford. Barry was fighting on the council to have the Fields become part of Pagford, which
would be a disaster in the minds of many residents.
As several townsfolk vie for his seat, we realize Pagford is a town divided by discrimination,
prejudice, and just plain nasty gossip. The teenage characters are no better with drug-taking, casual sex,
bullying, cyber-vandalism, and even skin-cutting as constant past-times.
But is it good? That is the question on everyone’s lips.
This is a literary book written by an author who is undoubtedly the master of characterisation.
The characters, awful as they are, stand up from the pages like holograms as they suck you into this
world. It is a soap opera of the literary degree and if you enjoy eavesdropping and finding characters
that are more life-like than we care to know, then this book is for you. If you are looking for escapism
and a fantasy world where good wins over evil then “The Casual Vacancy” will disappoint. This is a
book by an assured author who wrote not for her fans but herself and who loves even the ugliest of her
characters. And I, personally, found much magic in that.
Reviewed by Susan May http://anadventureinreading.blogspot.com.au/ for Suspense Magazine 

Dead Anyway

By Chris Knopf
“Dead Anyway” creeps up on you in the same way a stalker would: with meticulous
finesse. Chris Knopf has written a great revenge story and built it around a rather unusual
protagonist. The book begins with the killings—executions—of Arthur Cathcart and
his wife. What the killer doesn’t know is that Arthur didn’t die. He wakes from a coma
with one thing on his mind: revenge. The unusual part is that Arthur is not you’re hero
type. He is a forensic accountant who spends his days finding information for people
that no one else can find. In today-speak, he’s a computer nerd. You will find that his skill set is a huge
advantage when trying to find people who have no identity.
“Dead Anyway” is like a washer on spin cycle. It ramps up to speed quickly and doesn’t stop until it
spits every drop of emotion out of you. It is the perfect combination of stealth suspense and intellectual
intrigue. Chris Knopf has written a compelling story that will leave you thinking long after you have
finished.
Reviewed by JM LeDuc, author of “Cursed Days” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine 

The Reckoning

By Jane Casey
From the prolific author who created “The Burning,” comes a new title that is extremely interesting.
As readers begin, they are greeted with a protagonist who is, quite literally, the ultimate ‘sicko’
hero—using his time and energy to get rid of child sex offenders in some of the most gruesome ways
possible; from fractured skulls and slit throats to a former ‘Man of God’ who is shot in the head.
Although this may seem ugly, the punishments seem to fit the crimes.
The police department is on his tail. Detective Constable Maeve Kerrigan is placed on the case
while she recovers from her last triumph, spending her time moving into a new apartment and a
relationship with her colleague, Rob Langton…a partnership that may not be the best thing for her
right now. Maeve is partnered in this very difficult case with a new Detective Inspector by the name of
Josh Derwent. A complete chauvinist, Josh is difficult to get along with as he’s the ‘boss’ on the case and
never lets anyone forget it—especially Maeve.
Along comes John Skinner, a criminal who admits that it was he who ordered the killings of these
‘pedos,’ as the cops refer to them, because his daughter disappeared and he’s sure that one of them had
something to do with it. Instead of this being an open-and-shut case, more bodies begin to surface and
DNA appears that belongs to a girl who disappeared eighteen months earlier, opening yet another
door for the cops to walk through.
This is a very busy story. From a multitude of threats to the police and the criminals; to a stalker
with a camera and many questions involving the crimes that make the police start to doubt their own
co-workers, the action never ends.
Brilliantly written, Maeve Kerrigan’s third time in the spotlight keeps the reader guessing until the
last page. But even if you haven’t read the first two, this exciting story will certainly stand alone.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 
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By F.J. Lennon

If you’re a latecomer to the
Kane Pryce novels as I was, my
suggestion is run, don’t walk to
snatch up Lennon’s latest release,
“Devil’s Gate.” Rich with the history
of Pasadena’s famed Colorado
Street Bridge…also known as a
“Suicide Bridge,” the Devil’s Gate
Dam, the Los Angeles Rock-andRoll scene, and the mysterious
world of the paranormal, Lennon
creates a moving tale that is sure to
fit the needs of any reader’s tastes.
Kane Pryce is on the verge
of living a dream. It’s not just
his dream, but also the dream of
thousands of budding musicians
across the world. He’s a talented
guitarist with a real shot at the
big time and he’s stashed away his
aptly named Soul Trap—a device
he’s effectively used to do exactly
as it should. Kane’s focused on the
future: women, drugs, and Rockand-Roll. He doesn’t want to look
back, well, not until he’s faced with
a challenge from his ex-cohort,
Ned Ross, and the prospect of a
small fortune from a billionairess.
They’re hired to spiritually clean
the Suicide Bridge.
Ned and Kane quickly find
that they’re outnumbered by
ghouls gone-astray and malicious
supernatural energy, and Mrs.
Barrington, their benefactor, hasn’t
been honest about her past or
the links to the bridge and dam’s
demonic past. They’ve bitten
off more than they—or frankly,
anyone—could chew and both
Kane and Ned are struggling
to juggle their separate worlds.
Besieged by the demonic presence
controlling the bridge, it’s soon
reaching beyond to attack Kane
when he should feel secure.
Nowhere is safe.
A thought-provoking plot,
“Devil’s Gate” is more than a battle
between good vs. evil. It’s first
class writing and the characters are
unforgettable beyond the last page,
as even the bridge and surrounding
area practically become characters
unto themselves. Lennon keeps
the door wide open for the
exceptional series and the in-depth
duo to continue forward for the
foreseeable future. I, for one, will
be waiting.
Reviewed by Shannon Raab with
Suspense Magazine 
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Pandora's Temple
By Jon Land

Jon Land takes us to the
future and back to the past
without leaving the present.
“Pandora’s Temple” begins with
‘dark matter,’ the sub-atomic
particles that were released at
the dawn of time to cause the
“Big Bang.”
An oil rig, the Deepwater
Venture, digs in the Gulf of
Mexico in an attempt to break
the record for the deepest
excavation ever accomplished,
but as it is about to hit its mark
everything goes wrong…very
wrong. The disaster in the Gulf
causes the U.S. government
and Homeland Security to call
on the services of those who
function outside of the system.
When a level-six (one that
threatens all mankind) security
breach occurs, there is no one to
turn to but Blaine McCracken
and Johnny Wareagle.
Jon
Land
brings
McCracken back in grand style.
He may be older, but he is no
less lethal. He and ‘the Indian’
are joined by Captain Seven,
the tech genius who is always
looking for his next joint or
bowl of weed.
“Pandora’s Temple” will
take you from the streets of
New Orleans, to the Pyrenees
Mountains of Spain, to
Hiroshima, Japan, to the waters
off of Greece in a race against
time to find what the ancient
Greeks called Pandora’s Box; a
mythical urn whose contents
were only meant for the gods.
The myth states that if it is
ever found and opened, all
mankind will be destroyed. Its
contents…‘dark matter.’
Land weaves a tale with
threads of espionage, biotechnics, a doomsday cult,
and Greek mythology with a
plot-line rich in relationships
and twists that will keep you
guessing who to trust until the
very end.
I know I speak for many
when I say, “Welcome back,
McCracken and thank you, Jon
Land.”
One of the best thrillers of
the year!
Reviewed by J.M. LeDuc,
author of “Cursed Days”
published
by
Suspense
Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine 
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The Last Victim

By Karen Robards
This paranormal romantic thriller—emphasis on the romance—is the first of a new
series featuring Dr. Charlotte (Charlie) Stone. She’s a serial killer expert with a personal tie
to serial killers and an extra ability she wishes she didn’t have.
Fifteen years ago, when she was teenager, she survived one of the attacks of a killer who
murdered three entire families in their homes. The killer was never caught, and left Charlie
traumatized for years. The killer slaughtered the families and abducted the teenage daughters,
leaving their bodies under a boardwalk a few days later. He was dubbed the Boardwalk Killer. She went into
her chosen profession to try to make up for the fact that the one particular sicko was never caught.
Her current job involves analyzing convicted serial killers, working in the prison, and conducting
interviews. However, when two Virginia Beach families are killed and their daughters found under
boardwalks, FBI agents Ryan Sinclair and Buzz Crane recruit her. They don’t realize that, in addition to
her experience years ago with what may be the same killer, she possesses an ability that—though she
doesn’t like to use it—will help enormously. She’s reluctant to get involved until a third family is killed.
The daughter is missing. If Charlie works fast, and if the inmate she’s currently treating will cooperate—a
guy as evil as he is hot—she may be able to save a life, if she can keep from falling into the clutches of the
handsome killer.
Reviewed by Kaye George, author of “Broke” for Suspense Magazine 

My Uncle Oswald

By Roald Dahl
I had one thought circling around my brain as I turned the final page in “My Uncle Oswald.”
Scandalous! A very adult read by the author of such children’s favorites as “Matilda” and “The BFG.” I was
stunned and left wondering at how this work was received in ’70 when published for the first time.
Readers get the treat of meeting Oswald Hendryks Cornelius—many years deceased—through the
printing of a diary excerpt. Oswald was no ordinary man. He begins the tale of how he amassed a staggering
fortune with a chance encounter between himself and a strange family visitor.
On this life changing evening, young Oswald learns of the Sudanese Blister Beetle and its alluring
sexual benefits. Intelligent and enterprising, Oswald quickly decides that if the legend bears truth, he’s
going to launch the product to the men of Europe. All for a very pretty penny. The journey will be the
catalyst that propels him into a life of adventure, debauchery, and leisure. A lifestyle that fits Oswald to
perfection.
His original plan ends better than expected and later with assistance from his partners and the Beetle,
Oswald churns up an even bigger scheme. One that is sure to net millions once a few geniuses in art,
literature, music, and science pass away…and let’s not forget a slew of Kings from Europe. Oswald plans to
steal sperm. Who wouldn’t pay a king’s ransom to be secretly impregnated with the sperm of Shaw, Monet,
or even Churchill? What would one pay for a chance at siring a child from the King of Spain or Belgium?
It’s ideal for aristocratic wives and no one would be the wiser, especially not their unattractive husbands.
Oswald however, wasn’t keeping his eye on the prize and the twist Dahl throws near the end, keeps
things lively. “My Uncle Oswald” is a book you won’t soon forget and it may give you an extra chuckle the
next time you pass by one of Dahl’s award-winning children’s books now that you know the other side of
this brilliant author.
Reviewed by Shannon Raab with Suspense Magazine 

Elvis and the Blue Christmas Corpse

By Peggy Webb
Have you ever wondered whatever happened to the King—Elvis Presley? Has he really
“left the building?” Or is his death an elaborate hoax, designed to let the undisputed King of
Rock and Roll live out his days in peaceful anonymity? Peggy Webb answers that question in
this laugh-out-loud mystery: Elvis is now living the high life of a pampered pooch with his
human mama, Callie Valentine Jones, in Mooreville, Mississippi. Who knew?
As Christmas approaches, Callie is sweet-talked by her own mama into being part of
a holiday program at the local mall, complete with Santa. Things don’t go as planned, especially when
Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer gets the shock of his life when he sits down on Santa’s throne. Immediately
leading to the shock of his death. Could Callie’s Uncle Charlie—who’s playing the role of Santa, and is also
seriously injured, have been the intended victim? A logical guess, given Charlie’s previous career as a CIA
agent.
The police determine the electrocution of Rudolph was simply a tragic accident, and another poor
soul is cast in the role of Santa.
Zap. Bye-bye, Santa.
Yes indeed, all is not well in Elvis’ world. And since he “writes” every other chapter of this book, he
makes sure readers know his opinion on how badly the humans are handling the case. Callie is determined
to solve the mystery and protect her family from any more harm. With a little help from a certain fourlegged basset hound.
“Elvis and the Blue Christmas Corpse” has a zany cast of characters and a fast-moving plot that is sure
to entertain readers. A perfect gift to put under the Christmas tree!
Reviewed by Susan Santangelo, author of “Marriage Can Be Murder” for Suspense Magazine 
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Parasylum

Blood Line

By Robbie Thomas

Robbie Thomas writes scenes in the narrative for a horror story that will have you jumping at
shadows. A new terror happens with the turn of each page as you follow a group of friends on the most
terrifying paranormal investigation they have ever experienced.
As you read the book, you will notice one thing that sets “Parasylum” apart from other books:
Thomas, being a screenwriter, lays out each of the scenes as if it were a movie. I found myself casting
each of the five protagonists with suitable actors to bring each of them alive in my mind. I have to tell
you doing so increased the scare factor ten-fold.
Here’s the premise of the story. Three paranormal investigators along with their wives set out
on what they consider to be their biggest investigation ever. With the latest technological equipment
stowed, the group hits the road excited about their night ahead. Experiencing some strange occurrences
along the way, the group becomes anxious about what awaits in the condemned asylum.
What happens next? You will have to buy a copy of “Parasylum” to find out. I would love to give
you more detail, but in doing so I would take the experience of your scare away.
Bottom line, if you love being terrified to the point of screams being ripped from your throat, you
won’t be disappointed. As you read the ending you will be shaking your head in disbelief.
Reviewed by Jodi Ann Hanson (chaptersandchats.com) for Suspense Magazine 

The Death Instinct

By Jed Rubenfeld
At noon on September 16, 1920, a horse-drawn wagon stopped in front of 23 Wall Street, the
headquarters of J.P. Morgan Bank. At 12:01, a large bomb in the wagon exploded, killing thirty-eight
people and wounding one hundred forty-three. It would remain the deadliest terrorist bombing in
the U.S. until the Oklahoma City Federal Building bombing almost seventy-five years later. Different
from Oklahoma City, the Wall Street bombing case was never solved.
Jed Rubenfeld takes the bombing as the starting point for his historical thriller, “The Death
Instinct.” Former Harvard professor and physician Stratham Younger and his friend, NYPD Captain
James Littlemore, are close by when the bomb goes off. With them is Colette Rousseau, a French
radio-chemist trained by Madame Curie, who met Younger in a field hospital during World War I.
Waiting for Colette at her hotel is her younger brother Luc, who has not spoken since the massacre of
the rest of their family by the Germans during the war. Within hours of the bombing, Colette and Luc
are attacked multiple times, and only quick work by Younger and Littlemore save them. The attacks
are both violent and inexplicable.
Littlemore doesn’t accept the Bureau of Investigations assumption that the bombing is the work
of Italian anarchists. His investigation turns up the possible theft of gold from the nearby Federal
Reserve Bank, as well as the potential involvement of foreign nationalists.
While trying to keep Collette safe, Younger and the Rousseaus embark on a trip that winds
through Europe and includes spending time in Vienna with Younger’s friend and one-time mentor,
Sigmund Freud. It takes all of Younger’s bravery, Rousseau’s knowledge of the new nuclear science,
and Littlemore’s police instincts to unravel a mystery that involves some of the most powerful men in
the United States.
Rubenfeld weaves together actual history and public figures and creates a fascinating possible
solution for the bombing. The central act of terror in “The Death Instinct” mirrors our more recent
history, making it quite relevant to our world today.
Reviewed by David Ingram for Suspense Magazine 

Never Say Pie

By Carol Culver
Hanna Denton is now a baker thanks to her grandmother who owned The Upper Crust Pie Shop
in Crystal Cove, California. When Grandma retired to an upscale retirement home, Hanna took over
and has kept the shop successful. Now she’s on her way to set up at the first annual Crystal Cove Food
Fair to bring her pies to the masses, make new contacts, and improve customer relations. In addition,
Hanna is very interested to meet and greet the local merchants, including Bill and Dave, who claim to
make the best sausage in town; Jacques, a cheese salesperson; and Nina, an old schoolmate of Hanna’s
who’s now creating candy.
Things go well for Hanna until she gets a glimpse at the local paper featuring a column by food
critic, Heath Barr. Heath has panned Hanna’s pies along with some of the other wares at the fair, but
unfortunately for him, knifing Hanna and her friends in the back is his very last review. The murder
weapon was a knife that’d been given out to most of the vendors at the Fair for publicity reasons,
which means all the vendors become suspects.
Hanna and her cooking cohorts were outraged by the comments of the reviewer, but certainly
never wished him dead…or did they? And to top it all off, the lawman in the small town just happens
to be Hanna’s old flame from high school that she still has her eye on. To save themselves, Hanna
and her friends do a little investigating, angering the Chief who doesn’t like them intruding on his
territory. So, readers have to wonder if Hanna will eventually have to do her baking from a small,
frightening jail cell.
This is the second cozy from this author featuring Hanna Denton, and is just as much fun as the
first…perhaps even better. Not to mention, the mouthwatering recipes that are offered will soon be
served up in homes across the nation. So enjoy!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 
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By Lynda La Plante

DCI Anna Travis has a lot
to prove. To Detective Chief
Superintendent James Langton,
her boss and former lover, she has
to prove she’s up to the job of being
a Detective Chief Inspector for the
Murder Squad. To herself, she has
to prove that she can still function
after the murder of her fiancé.
When Anna is given the task
of tracking down the whereabouts
of Alan Rawlins, the adult son of a
court employee, she’s suspicious
that she’s been demoted. “Check it
out for me,” Langton says. In spite
of her feelings that the case should
go to Missing Persons, she gives in
with grace.
Anna and her team work
through the steps. They interview
the parents, the fiancée, the coworkers, and the neighbors, and
quickly find that there are two
major problems. One, Alan was
an all-around good guy and there
seems to be no reason whatsoever
for anyone to kill him. Two, there’s
no body, or even any evidence of a
body.
But it becomes increasingly
clear that something is amiss. Blood
is found in the apartment that Alan
shared with his fiancée, too much
blood for a person to have lost and
survived. Though the team shares a
surge of excitement, the lead takes
them nowhere. The only solution is
to keep digging.
It soon appears that little
about Alan is as it seems, but the
accumulating evidence can be
interpreted different ways. Tension
builds as Anna determinedly
heads down one path, while
Superintendent Langton is pushing
her toward another. Has Alan
Rawlins been murdered? Or did
he simply make himself disappear
from a life that he couldn’t live with
any longer?
This
police
procedural
details the inner workings of
an investigation from before its
beginning through to its bitter end.
Anna’s need for an arrest trumps
everything, but close behind are the
realities of budgets, staff relations,
and the grind of a trail going cold.
International bestselling author
Lynda La Plante has written another
novel that’s sure to please.
Reviewed by Laura Alden, author
of “Plotting at the PTA” for Suspense
Magazine 
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The Cutting Season
By Attica Locke

“The
Cutting
Season” is steeped in
history, both of place and
family, and Attica Locke
takes full advantage of
the Louisiana setting,
intertwining
the
background of the Belle
Vie plantation and a
personal legacy of slavery, connecting
past and present in surprising and
emotional ways.
Caren Gray, the manager of Belle
Vie, oversees weddings and other
events on the historic plantation,
as well as educational tours for
school children and tourists. Caren
has mixed feelings about her and
her daughter Morgan living on the
remote plantation. Her family has
been connected with Belle Vie for
generations, all the way back to an
ancestor who was first a slave on the
plantation and then worked there as
a free man after the Civil War for the
man whose descendants still own
the property. It’s a complicated and
often uneasy situation that adds to
the tension building on the plantation
after the body of a field worker is
discovered. The police quickly focus
on one of Caren’s employees as a
suspect, but Caren thinks they’ve
got the wrong man. Her amateur
sleuthing is complicated by concerns
for Morgan’s safety and the arrival of
Morgan’s father, whose wedding to his
girlfriend in DC is fast approaching.
It makes for rich storytelling
that, unfortunately, is marred by a few
missteps. At times Locke shifts from
quoted dialogue to narrated dialogue
and back, deflating the tension
developing between characters in
heated discussion, and there seems
to be no reason for it. On a couple
of occasions, Caren, a former law
student, mishandles evidence in
inexplicably peculiar ways, and there
are details she withholds from the
detectives for no discernible purpose.
When Caren chastises others for not
doing all they can to help the police,
she doesn’t reflect upon her own
bizarre behavior that has hampered
the search for the truth.
If you can look past these issues,
the atmospheric setting and engaging
characters draw you in, and the closing
chapter, after some initial concerns,
veers away from being too neat while
still wrapping up the plot threads into
a satisfying conclusion.
Reviewed by Scott Pearson, author of
“Star Trek: Honor in the Night,” for
Suspense Magazine 
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Buried on Avenue B

By Peter De Jonge
Back in action is Detective Darlene O’Hara of Manhattan South, who is an
interesting character. A dedicated drinker, she has a shot every day before she starts
work at 8 a.m., carries a chip on her shoulder, and likes to do all things her way.
One day a home healthcare aide comes into the station to report that her client,
who is a veteran jailbird, has told her he murdered someone seventeen years ago and
buried the victim under a tree in the community garden on ‘Avenue B.’
Darlene goes to see the old man and realizes that due to all the drugs he took in the past, he
really can’t remember his own name much less the fact he might be a murderer. However, Darlene
persuades her boss to let her dig up the plot and, sure enough, the coroner finds a corpse. But this
victim is certainly not what they were counting on; instead of an ‘old junkie,’ they unearth a nineyear-old boy who was recently buried after sustaining a gunshot wound.
Darlene posts all the information on the internet since this will be handled as a cold case and no
one yet knows the boy’s identity. But much to everyone’s surprise, the Sarasota Police Department
comes up with a partial match. Benjamin Levin, an elderly boxer, seems to have shot himself with
the same gun that was used to kill the boy. This news sends Darlene to talk to a detective in Florida
and then on to South Carolina to try and find the connection between these two shooting victims.
As Darlene tries valiantly to solve this mess she encounters many interesting characters,
including a band of gypsies. With these ‘oddities’ and a heroine that is most assuredly a different
breed, this book is a definite keeper. Having co-written a mystery or two with James Patterson,
readers should know that De Jonge is a terrific writer who does well in the suspense realm all by
himself.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 

The Incense Game

By Laura Joh Rowland
Readers may be surprised to learn that this interesting title is actually book #16 in this author’s
series featuring Sano Ichiro, who is now the Honorable Chamberlain, not to mention the Shogun’s
second in command. (Let’s face it, when you’ve written sixteen novels about a character, you know
that it’s one of the ‘best-of-the-best’ in literature).
The year is 1703 in Edo (Tokyo), Japan. Sano is about to look for the truth behind a suspicious
suicide that was made to look like an ‘Incense Game,’ (an innocent game that was once played by
many).
The tale begins when a very powerful earthquake flattens the city and provinces. The people
threaten to overthrow the Shogun’s administration when he refuses to do anything about the
travesty, choosing instead to send Sano to oversee the relief and rebuilding of the city.
While doing his job, Sano comes across the well-preserved bodies of three women that would
have been seen as a casualty of the quake, but with a further look turns out to be ‘murder by incense
poisoning.’ Sano is asked by a powerful landowner—the grief-stricken father of two of the women—
to find out the real reason why his daughters were murdered.
As Sano hunts for leads and suspects, including some powerful members of the government, he
travels the length of the city observing the aftermath of the horrible force of nature. With the help of
his family, he soon stumbles upon a so-called ‘secret’ society; its members are bound together with
the sole purpose of weakening the government of the Shogun. Add to all this the fact that there is
someone (the previous Chamberlain) who wants Sano’s job and will stop at nothing to get it back,
and you have a novel filled with intrigue.
Sano is a longtime hero who’s very likable and highly interesting. The mystery is strong, and
offers an added bonus of giving several ‘hints’ as to how the next installment will be written.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 

The Book of Paul

By Richard Long
At first glance you think, oh boy here’s another book about a psychotic serial
killer in the vein of “Silence of the Lambs.” But then as you read you realize “The Book
of Paul” is so much more. The first installment in a seven volume series sets the tone of
what to expect in the other six volumes.
The intricate vignettes Long weaves are the stuff nightmares are made of. Not
specifically a horror in the holy crap it’s scary style, but is more the feeling of a prickling
up your spine. “The Book of Paul” is definitely not a book for the faint-hearted. It’s often graphic
details of body modification, piercing, and torture—which incidentally, I think is necessary to the
telling of the story—are enough to make even the seasoned reader of horror wince a wee bit.
As it is written in short chapters, some narrative, and filled with mystical details between Hermes
Trismegistus in ancient Egypt, Sophia, the female counterpart of Christ, and the Celtic druids of
Clan Kelly, the reader needs to pay close attention to keep the details straight. Long switches so
quickly from one character to the next, which is in my opinion, a little befuddling at times.
I think “The Book of Paul” is an example of what a gift Richard Long has in his writing. His
ability to draw the reader into the story and keep them there as he sets the stage for what will happen
next is brilliant. “The Book of Paul” is definitely a great read and I can’t help but think it would make
a pretty intense television series.
Reviewed by Jodi Ann Hanson, (chaptersandchats.com) for Suspense Magazine 
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Murder Most Austen
By Tracy Kiely

Judgment and
Wrath

By Matt Hilton
Elizabeth Parker is, to put it mildly, a Jane Austen fan. As a treat, she and her Aunt
Winnie travel to the annual Jane Austen Festival in Bath, England. On the ride over, they
meet Professor Baines, an expert on Austen…at least his version of her writings. He has
Joe Hunter is
some strange ideas of her works and is completely obnoxious about them.
both an interesting
At the festival, Professor Baines seems to rub everyone the wrong way with his
and very dangerous
theories and ‘facts’—one person to the point of murder! There is no shortage of suspects
character; we are
as the man has annoyed everyone he has ever met. The problem is, the main suspect is Aunt Winnie’s
talking about a real
friend Cora.
tough guy with a
To help Cora, Elizabeth has to figure out who really killed the obnoxious man so an innocent
serious heart of gold.
woman doesn’t take the blame for murder. With all the interesting characters and suspects, Elizabeth
In this tale, Joe and
has plenty to investigate!
his business partner/friend, Jared
Plenty of wit and humor in this cozy mystery…along with a few twists and turns!
Rington—who operate a private
Reviewed by Ashley Dawn, author of “Shadows of Pain,” for Suspense Magazine 
investigation business in Tampa,
Florida—have been asked by a
Fourth Grave Beneath my Feet
client to bring his daughter home.
By Darynda Jones
The father, Richard Dean, says
Charley Davidson really isn’t that much different than most women her age—if
you ignore that pesky, unpaid, and underappreciated grim reaper position she holds. I that Marianne is being held captive
think many women, even quite a few men, would hide if faced with half the number of by millionaire Bradley Jorgenson.
life-ending scenarios that she’s confronted. But life does go on and Charley has to pull He also maintains that his daughter
it together. She’s broke, living day-to-day in her pajamas and hanging with her dearly is being abused by said millionaire
departed aunt, and is now coping with a home shopping addiction that would put a and backs his claim up by giving
millionaire to shame.
Hunter photographs of Marianne
Cookie, Charley’s best friend and sometimes receptionist has cut the cord. Her credit cards have that show her beaten and bloodied.
been cancelled—not that they actually had much give—and Cookie’s cleaning house. Now Charley’s Joe Hunter is no killer, but let’s just
got to figure out where to find some cash and she knows who owes her. First challenge? She has to say that when he sees the pictures
shower, change into something more outdoor appropriate, and somehow get over a small but weighty of the poor girl he seriously thinks
case of Agoraphobia. Second challenge? Figure out the best way to approach Reyes Farrow, son of about doing the millionaire in.
Satan, and give him her bill for services rendered.
Of course, Hunter may have to
As Charley haltingly trips down the steps, she runs smack dab into her next client. However, life stand in line, as it seems there is
isn’t without its humor…and Charley’s hot new case may be harder to solve than she thought. As sweet yet another person gunning for
as she is, Harper Lowell could be crazy and she may not be the recipient of death threats like she thinks. Jorgenson.
While crazy is the consensus, Charley has a soft spot for the underdog and she’s determined to solve
This other individual calls
this case.
himself, “Dantalion” (one of the
Jones throws more curveballs than a MLB pitcher as Charley clumsily tries to pull herself together. fallen angels). He is a paid assassin
Did I mention there’s an arsonist lighting up the city? Or the fact that Charley’s dad has kind of lost it? and is extremely capable at his
Well, if you can call going after your daughter with a loaded pistol ‘kind of.’ I’ll gloss over the demons job. When Hunter and Dantalion
and the real link between Reyes and Charley, because any fan of this series will want to read that for arrive at the very swank place
themselves. Nothing is out of bounds for Jones and in its quirky and unconventional way, everything where Jorgenson is supposedly
works.
‘holding’ Marianne, both try to
Reviewed by Shannon Raab for Suspense Magazine 
do their jobs at once. But when
The Dark
the two of them cross paths and
By Scott Bradley and Peter Giglio
Dantalion gets away, a pursuit
“The Dark” tells the story of Ben Pilot, a washed-up actor who has lost his family to
begins through south Florida:
drugs and the other haunts of celebrity. We witness his plight as well as the plight of his
Dantalion thirsting for Jorgenson’s
ex-wife, Claire and their daughter, Susie. The entire story unfolds in one harrowing night
blood, while Hunter tries to reach
in L.A. when the world seems to turn inside out. The darkness has finally overtaken the
and save the ‘poor’ Marianne.
light. The darkness seems to represent man’s evil nature while light represents what is left
This is one of those ‘fun’
of his goodness. As Ben tries to make his way through the city to get back to his family,
suspense
novels that is filled with
darkness is winning. People, who have been taken by the darkness, become soulless lemmings with one
car
chases,
gunfights, ordinary
thought in mind: take the light from the others and bring them into union with the dark.
fights,
murder,
and mayhem—
Once the family is reunited, we take a deep breath hoping that the worst is over…we’re wrong.
with
extremely
humorous
scenes
The dark will fight through love and plant the seed of hopelessness in anyone who has an inkling of
scattered
throughout.
Hunter
is a
doubt. Only time will tell if this family’s love is strong enough to make it through the darkness and find
great hero, Dantalion is a real nut
their way back to the light.
“The Dark” will pierce the reader’s heart and soul. It is only there where love can defeat hate, it bag, and their collaboration offers
an absolute thrill ride for readers
is only there where good can defeat evil, and it is only there where light can shine over the darkness.
Bradley and Giglio have crafted a story that will raise the hairs on the back of your neck. If you who love suspense and adventure.
don’t have any, you will grow them. The horror story, a twisted metaphor on life, is wrapt with imagery This is one title that you will want
Hollywood to purchase right away.
so real that you will not soon forget it.
“The Dark” harks back to a time when horror was synonymous with suspense and not just Real people and not one vampire
in sight! Now, that’s good reading!
gratuitous gore. I can’t wait for Scott Bradley and Peter Giglio’s next horrific tale.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author
A must read!
Reviewed by J. M. LeDuc, author of “Cursed Days” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for
Suspense Magazine 
Suspense Magazine 
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Mixed Signals
By Jane Tesh

David
Randall,
private
detective extraordinaire, is looking
forward to the celebration of
Christmas in his small town of
Parkland, North Carolina. One of
the best parts is that his widowed
mother is coming for a Yuletide
visit. And even though David is
still dealing with the fact that his
beloved mom will want to talk all
about David’s daughter who was
killed in a car accident, he still can’t
wait to see her.
Of course, there are other
‘things’ to watch out for in this odd
little town. You see, Camden—who
owns the house David lives in and
is his best friend—is also a psychic
who has used his gift to help the
local authorities solve cases. And
wouldn’t you know it…David and
Camden soon stumble upon a dead
body.
The victim is Jared Hunter,
who was a friend of Camden‘s.
Immediately,
Camden
and
David do their best to assist the
local authorities in finding the
perpetrator—much to the dismay
of the Chief of Police. Although
Camden begins having horrible
flashbacks on the scene of the
crime, he can’t seem to see anything
helpful. Going on the hunt for ‘solid’
clues, David soon discovers that the
victim served jail time for breaking
into a museum…and another local
was involved in the crime.
Add to this story a Superhero
who calls himself the Parkland
Avenger, who’s costumed and
running around town at night to
fight crime, and you have a real
‘entertaining’ tale on your hands.
In fact, there is a group of people
in town calling themselves, “The
Super Hero Society” that also want
to fight crime, but deny knowing
the Avenger’s identity.
Not only does the author take
readers on a roller coaster ride
through the town and all these
fascinating people, but she does it in
a way where the mystery builds up
exceedingly as a bevy of strange and
extraordinary characters join the
party. Readers of the ‘cozy mystery’
will absolutely love this title and
look forward to the next adventure
featuring David Randall and his
unforgettable gang.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of
“Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense
Magazine 
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Blues Highway Blues

By Eyre Price
Seeing the lights of the Vegas strip is an awesome sight, unless of course you are
viewing it from above while being held upside down by your ankles. This is how Daniel
Erickson, once a successful music promoter, finds himself. He took some money from
Russian mobster for a reality show that went bust.
The reality show of following the lives of former famous band crashed and burned
and now he has to pay the money back. When he opens his safe to retrieve his secret
stash—the money he had hidden to pay back the debt—it isn’t there. In place of the
money, is a CD with a blues song on it that is the first clue in a journey.
The stakes are high as Daniel hurtles through the history of blues trying to save his and his son’s
lives. As he figures out the clues, he must avoid the mobster’s goons and stay one step ahead.
Full of music history, suspense, and danger! This book is an original debut.
Reviewed by Ashley Dawn, author of “Shadows of Pain,” for Suspense Magazine 

Vengeance

By Benjamin Black
“Vengeance” is the fifth book in Black’s mystery series featuring Quirke, a
pathologist who supports Detective Inspector Hackett in his cases.
The plot is an interwoven, complicated story about two families headed up by
business partners who are the sons of business partners. It seems as though one of
the families has always been the ‘top dog,’ holding the upper hand in all the business
dealings that have occurred over the years.
Victor Delahaye (the dominant partner), takes Davy Clancy (son of the secondary partner)
out for a day’s sail—much to the dismay of Davy as he is not a very good sailor. While out on the
high seas, Victor tells Davy a story about fathers and sons, and then proceeds to commit suicide by
shooting himself in the heart, leaving behind a very gruesome scene.
Victor’s corpse is sent to Dublin and because of the prominent position Delahaye held in the
business world, the case comes to the attention of Detective Inspector Hackett and, of course,
Quirke—who is named as the pathologist on the case. The two men have to proceed very carefully
because of Delahaye’s position in the community, so they tread meticulously as they hold their
interviews with everyone, including Mona, the dead man’s young wife; James and Jonas, his twin
sons; and Jack Clancy, his partner. However, when a second death happens, a secret from the past is
revealed, one that could destroy the reputations of some of the most prominent people in Dublin.
The question that the Detective has to answer first and foremost is, “Why did Delahaye kill himself?”
And what on earth does it have to do with knocking the other families out of society once and for all.
Although an interesting read at times, anyone that is new to Black’s writing should probably
begin with the first in this series in order to fully comprehend all the ins-and-outs of the characters.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 

Wright for America

By Robin Lamont
Robin Lamont’s newest book is not suspense in the traditional sense, but does
create enough tension to keep the reader turning the pages.
The main character Maren Garrity is a struggling actress who uses her theatrical
skills to work as a private detective to pay the rent. On her current assignment, she
creates various identities and disguises to trap the sellers of knock-off designer bags,
but the plot turns into a comedy of errors when a shipment of fake Louis Vuitton bags
is mixed up with a shipment of weapons destined for a survivalist group in Utah, who are under
surveillance by the FBI.
And to complicate matters, Maren is on her own quest for vengeance against Pryor Wright, an
ultra-right wing, radio talk show host whose virulent anti-gay tirades may have caused a vicious attack
on her twin brother Dell. The attackers were heard to quote Wright as they beat Dell so severely that
he lands in the hospital, and almost loses the use of his hand, a double tragedy for a guitar player.
Maren finagles a job as a summer intern on Wright’s show by creating another persona who
adores Wright’s message. Meanwhile, the FBI and New York police are on her trail, but whose trail are
they following? As she changes costumes and identities, they are unable to figure out who she really
is, and what her agenda is.
While the story sometimes takes on aspects of Greek tragedy, Maren rehearses for a new
musical version of Antigone, and she may be caught in the same web of deceit that led to the death of
the original character from Sophocles’ play.
“Wright for America” is a thoroughly enjoyable novel that had me laughing at the confusion
of the characters, but at the same time, it sends a timely and crucial message: Words have power.
Words can shock and words can kill. If you speak, think first. And think about what you hear.
Robin Lamont’s book shows her versatility as a writer, and I look forward to what she does
next.
Reviewed by Kathleen Heady, author of “The Gate House” for Suspense Magazine 
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The Twelve Clues of Christmas
By Rhys Bowen

This book is a delightful mystery that’s masterfully plotted! With the locations,
wardrobes, and the ‘pride & prejudice’ of the societal elite, readers will be automatically
reminded of Agatha Christie’s perfect novels.
Lady Georgiana Rannoch is staying with her brother and his wife at the ‘Family
Home,’ which is a very cold and damp pile of stones located in Scotland called, Castle
Rannoch. The date is December 14, 1933, and Georgie is basically thinking she would
love to be anywhere but there. Her mother is living in London and she wants to spend Christmas
with her, but Mom is going away for the holidays to a place called Tiddleton-Under-Lovey with Noel
Coward (yes, THAT Noel Coward). So not only is Georgie’s hope dashed but she is soon buried in
snow at the ‘castle.’
A Christmas miracle occurs when Georgie has a chance to land a hostess position at a very
lush holiday party in the village of Tiddleton right where Mom is having fun. She’s truly excited and
finally in the holiday mood, but no sooner does Georgie get the job than a neighborhood troublemaker
named Freddie falls out of a tree, dead as a doornail.
On her second day in Tiddleton, yet another accident happens, and so on. A local prison break
might have something to do with these deaths, but no one really knows. Added to all this is the fact
Georgie’s true love, Darcy O’Mara, has just turned up in Tiddleton when she thought he was in South
America. Now Georgie may be 35th in line for the throne of England, but she’s way happier planning her
Christmas, catching up with her love, and sticking her nose into all the ‘so-called’ accidents that seem
to be never-ending.
This mystery (as well as the rest in the Royal Spyness series) is so much fun to read, and
Georgie is one of those witty characters that will leave a lasting imprint. One of the best parts? Delicious
Christmas recipes and games are also gifted to the reader in this book, so happy “early” Holidays!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 

Wall-To-Wall Dead

By Jennie Bentley
The real estate market is an “iffy” business these days. Less than a decade ago, investing in a
property—for a very cheap price—then fixing it up and re-selling it was a sure way to make money.
But in today’s volatile buyer’s market, flipping properties can be dangerous. In fact, it can be deadly,
as Avery Baker and her partner, Derek, discover in “Wall-To-Wall Dead,” the newest title in the Do-ItYourself mystery series by Jennie Bentley.
When Avery and Derek purchase a rundown condo unit in the picturesque town of Waterfield,
Maine, their intention is to add some cosmetic touches, spruce up the unit, and re-sell at a profit. But
they didn’t bargain for the condo complex’s resident busybody, Hilda Shaw, who gets her jollies by
finding out her neighbors’ darkest secrets. Then one morning, Hilda isn’t at her regular post—her
front window. And no one at the complex seems to care. Except of course, Avery—a curious person
herself—who unfortunately finds Hilda dead in her unit. The police rule it a tragic accident; it seems
that Hilda had severe allergies, which are blamed for her untimely death.
But Avery suspects that one of the secrets Hilda uncovered about her neighbors led to her death,
and decides to investigate and find out the truth.
“Wall-To-Wall Dead” even has a special bonus at the end—home design and renovation tips to
maximize a small space; how to build a space-saver wine rack (from mailing tubes!); and how to etch
your own mirror. It’s page-to-page fun!
Reviewed by Susan Santangelo, author of “Marriage Can Be Murder” for Suspense Magazine 

Playing Dead

By Julie Heaberlin
Tommie McCloud lives in the small town of Ponder, Texas, and has enjoyed
a good, solid life overall. She, her sister Sadie, and her brother Tuck, were raised in a
nice household where Mom was an accomplished pianist and Dad was a former Federal
Marshall and rancher. Everything was simply great…until Tommie’s Dad passed away.
Not only was the death a tragedy, but things got worse when Tommie received a
letter from Chicago that stated she was not the daughter of the ‘happy’ McClouds, but
was actually the daughter of a crime boss named Anthony Marchetti, and that she had been kidnapped
when she was just an infant. Unfortunately for Tommie, she can’t ask the man who raised her for the
truth, nor can she ask her mother. It seems only Sadie has a few glimpses of what could be the truth.
A reporter, Jack Smith, soon shows up in Ponder to write a story about Tommie, because she’s an
inspirational figure who works with traumatized children using horseback riding skills. Although sweet
and professional on the outside, Tommie becomes overly suspicious of Jack when she spies an ankle
holster on his body.
With some assistance from Hudson, a former boyfriend, Tommie discovers a story of an unsolved
murder and the killing of an FBI agent—which has something to do with the appearance of Jack Smith.
From finding Anthony Marchetti locked up in a jail in Texas to discovering two bank vaults maintained
by her mother that hold some truly disturbing objects, Tommie soon becomes completely confused as
the life she’s always known unravels completely.
This interesting read offers a slew of plots and characters, so readers should ‘keep on their toes’ so
they don’t miss a single second of the action.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense Magazine 
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Ragnarok

By Jeremy Robinson with Kane
Gilmour

How do I
begin to classify
“Ragnarok?” Sci-fi,
mystery, suspense,
thriller? How about
I classify it under…
incredible and leave
it at that. Here’s the
thing, no matter your genre of
choice, you will love “Ragnarok.”
You receive all the above and more.
In “Ragnarok,” the Chess
Team is up against the impossible.
How do you stop a force that is
not of this world? Their enemy is
an energy field that opens portals
to other dimensions. Portals that
appear with no rhyme or reason
and kill anything in their path.
What’s worse is that they seem to
house creatures that are part wolf,
part ancient Norse mythology.
Large white, almost transparent
wolves—dire wolves—that move
at amazing speed with unheard of
dexterity and strength.
The team is weakened by the
fact that they are split up. King
and Deep Blue are in New York,
Knight and Bishop are in China,
Queen is in Norway, and no one
has heard from Rook since their
last mission. Each finds a way to
fight insurmountable odds until
they are finally reunited in Norway
where they must battle both myth
and science and defeat what some
would say doesn’t exist.
Mixed in to the plotline is the
sub-plot of Aysa. She was saved by
Rook while he was in transit from
Russia and now she has repaid
him by saving his life. The team is
grateful for her help in fighting the
dire wolves, but there’s something
about her that has them on edge.
They could swear they knew her,
yet they know they have never met.
You’ll have to read “Ragnarok” to
unravel the mystery. It’s worth
unraveling.
Jeremy Robinson and Kane
Gilmour have teamed up to write
an amazing chapter in the life
of the Chess Team. They have
combined science with mythology
and suspense in a way that needed
two highly gifted authors. Together
they have climbed to the summit
of the publishing world. Five stars
for “Ragnarok.”
Reviewed by JM LeDuc, author
of “Cursed Days” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine 
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Movies

Paranormal Activity 4
2012

Genre – Horror (R)
They’re back! And the question everyone asks: “Is it scary?” The amount of big people
(grown-ups to be specific) who commented they would never see a ‘Paranormal Activity’ film
because it looked too frightening was staggering.
Even my family refused to see it and so did my reliable girlfriend. But who goes to freaky
films on their own? What if it WAS terrifying? I was desperate. So I did what any fearless
reviewer does, I borrowed a friend’s six-feet, intrepid husband.
This is the fourth installment in the popular horror franchise filmed using ‘found footage’
which means hand-held cameras, iPhones or computer console cameras which give it a very
real and intimate feeling.
In this one, which is a direct sequel from Paranormal Activity 2, Alex (Kathryn Newton)
and her boyfriend Ben (Matt Shively) are the filmers. Alex discovers Robbie (Brady Allen), the peculiar neighbor’s child,
in their cubbyhouse at night and takes him home to his Mom (Katie Featherston). That night, Robbie’s mother is taken to
hospital and Robbie is taken in by Alex’s mom Holly (Alexondra Lee) for a few days.
Wyatt (Aiden Lovekamp), her little brother, and Robbie become friends and that’s when the creepy things start happening;
doors opening on their own, blurred images zooming across video playback, knives shooting up in the air. Ben sets up video
monitoring throughout the house via the computers in the bedrooms, kitchen and even the X-Box in the lounge in order
to capture footage of whatever it is. Of course, the disturbing events escalate but nobody will believe Alex that something
supernatural is in their house. You know where this is going don’t you?
Paranormal Activity 4 was a bit of a surprise and I do think it’s the best of the series. The scares come from the jump-outand-startle-you kind of shocks but it is still eerie and fun. My fearless, borrowed male friend’s wife tells me he was sufficiently
freaked out to have a restless night muttering, “Be gone demon child.”
This is definitely not one for the kiddies. It will cost you a fortune in electricity as they demand to only sleep with the
lights on. And yes, they have announced a number five releasing in October 2013. I’d better start looking for new friends.
Reviewed by Susan May http://anadventureinfilm.blogspot.com.au/ for Suspense Magazine 

Savages
2012

Genre – Crime/Thriller (R)

Don Winslow’s audacious 2010 novel, “Savages” must be a page turner, if the film is
anything to go by. Whilst Three-time Oscar®-winning filmmaker Oliver Stone (Platoon, Wall
Street, Born on the Fourth of July, W.), famous for his idiosyncratic characters and ability to
‘savage’ performances from his actors, doesn’t always get it right in his latest offering, he does
get it there enough to make an entertaining film.
Be warned, Savages is a reasonably apt description for where these characters fall on the
scale of likable, including the unsympathetic leads. Although Benicia Del Toro’s Lado—who is
the nastiest and least redeemable character—is a highlight. John Travolta also is magic onscreen
reminding us he has the acting chops to carry a heavy-weight, bad-ass persona.
Narrated by ‘O’ (short for Ophelia) (Blake Lively) who is one lucky girl, she has two gorgeous
men in love with her Ben (Aaron Johnson) and Chon (Taylor Kitsch). They lead an idyllic life
living in luxury on Laguna Beach funded by Ben and Chon’s hugely successful dope business.
When the Mexican Baja Cartel, run by Elena (Salma Hayek), decide they want in on this
successful independent business, they force the reluctant boys to join them by kidnapping their
love, O. These are brutal people, who inflict their will by such charming disciplinarian measures as decapitation by chainsaw,
whipping, and burning, or sending the gardening crew around, headed by Elena’s enforcer Lado, to have a little talk. These
talks usually end in torture and death.
Ben and Chon must find a way to recover O without alerting Elena that they are not in compliance with her idea of their
new partnership. Chon who is an ex-Afghanistan Navy Seal, commands a mini-army of ex-veterans, who somehow have
managed to get hold of mines, and all manner of weaponry to wage a cat-and-mouse war with Elena. They make good use
quite brutally of the dirty DEA agent (John Travolta), who provides some real comic relief.
All of the characters, including the supposedly good guys, Ben, Chon, and O begin as morally bankrupt, but as the
story progresses, Stone asks us to find an understanding of the degrees of morality. You will enjoy this out-of-control ride if
you are prepared to accept those degrees.
Reviewed by Susan May http://anadventureinfilm.blogspot.com.au/ for Suspense Magazine 
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Fabrizio Panattoni

Repaints Beautiful Faces
Interview by Suspense Magazine

Featured
Artist

SuspenseMagazine.com

Swan
45

Dark Corner

Fabrizio Panattoni is a self-taught digital
artist with two years of experience. He
trained himself by following a lot of guides
for Photoshop. He now has the means to
express what he feels through his works.
Fabrizio was born in Livorno, Italy, in
1977. He studied accountancy for five years
and then proceeded in his studies with
foreign-languages in Pisa, Italy.
In 2005, he started to work as a mooring
man in the port of Livorno and still holds this
position.
He approached the digital world in
2010, thanks to a friend of his. She showed
him her digital pieces and he fell in love
with that type of art. He decided to deepen
his limited knowledge of Photoshop and
developed image processing, and started to
combine photographs together creating his
first amateur “puzzles.”
Day by day, he improved his works
studying new techniques in terms of
photomanipulations (the art of merging
parts of different pictures together). He
felt more comfortable with his art so he
started to publish his pieces over the
Internet on DeviantArt.com. Fabrizio
met a lot of people in the Deviant Art
community who so graciously helped
him to improve even more. He reached
almost one thousand viewers that stimulated him to improve his skills in order to transmit his emotions to the audience.
That’s why he finds himself still reading tutorials and accepting constructive criticism from people who are captured by what
he’s creating.
Many of Fabrizio’s creations are portraits. He loves to re-paint beautiful women’s faces and put them into new scenes.
This is the main way he shows what he feels inside. In fact, his art has mostly an emotional style. He’s also created dark, gothic,
and fantasy pieces. His subjects offer a vivid range of colors, dramatic lighting, and a painted look.
He got a lot from the art community and his way to thank people is writing tutorials and offering free stocks. That’s the
reason why he’s received a lot of encouragement from other artists, numerous features, and interviews.
Fabrizio continues with his main job, but he would like also to become a professional, part-time artist. We wish him luck
and joy with his dream.
Suspense Magazine is proud to bring you our exclusive interview with this month’s talented artist, Fabrizio Panattoni.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Started as an accountant, and now you have a wonderful dream of becoming a part-time
professional artist. How do you make the leap? What started your inspiration? Was it only your friend’s artwork? Or was it a
spark that you always had, just getting ignited?
Fabrizio Panattoni (FP): The step from accountant to professional is kind of hard considering that there are a lot of talented
artists out there.
Anyway, starting with the fact I couldn’t leave my first job, my maximum aspiration would be creating book or CD covers. I was
commissioned for pieces by many people, but only for personal use. I thought ‘this could be a beginning.’ I create my pieces to
express myself, so if my art career doesn’t take off professionally, I will be happy anyway.
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“Sometimes I don’t like

‘perfect’ works made by
artists who have been
taught to draw.”
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When did everything start? My friend showed me some of her pieces and introduced me to the Deviant Art world. When I visited
the site for the first time, I was surprised. I didn’t know people could do such things. I always loved every kind of art, especially
whatever involves music. This is where I get inspired all the time. I love to sing, to dance—I did a lot of ballroom dancing
competitions. Maybe art has always been inside of me!
S. MAG.: When the folks at Deviant Art reached out to help you and be there, what was that like to find such camaraderie
amongst basic strangers at first?
FP: If I have to be honest, a lot of famous artists on Deviant Art ignored me when I asked them for help. I don’t know if I can
call this “camaraderie”; I was perhaps just another boring newbie that contacted them. On the other hand, I found some other
famous people that helped me out. They weren’t like, “I am the king/queen of Deviant Art”; they have been nice and treated me
like I had same skills they had.
Famous artists know that they are considered like stars. Some of them make you feel like you are nothing or that you have to feel
honored to talk with them. Some others don’t care about it fortunately, and those are the ones that I love.
S. MAG.: As a self-taught artist, do you think it makes you appreciate your work more than you would had you been
professionally trained?
FP: I would say yes. But this is because the contrary is true. When I see beautiful pieces and I read that the artist is a self-taught
one, I am really impressed by their talent. Sometimes I don’t like “perfect” works made by artists who have been taught to draw.
This is because they don’t make me feel a lot. You can obviously see skills, but not their emotions. And I think this is the worst
thing for an artist, whatever kind of art is. Generally, I don’t care if the artist is self-taught or not, but only if the piece makes me
feel something. If the piece is beautiful, the artist has all my admiration no matter if they are self-taught or not.
S. MAG.: What is your favorite form of art: photomanipulation, digital, etc.?
FP: I could say I love everything. Digital and traditional are so different, but I appreciate both. I think that traditional is more
difficult, you have to be familiar with brushes, colors, blending, and so many things…that’s why I admire a little bit more
traditional artists. And this is strongly penalizing for me because I am into digital and not traditional!
In the digital branch, I love the photomanipulations. When well done, they can seem like real paintings. And this is how I express
my feelings.
S. MAG.: Have you ever dabbled in watercolors or oils on canvas? Maybe even charcoals? If not, would you ever try it?
FP: As I said before I am only a digital artist. I did try some watercolors. I painted my cat several times and I liked these paintings
only because it was my cat! I think I should leave these things to those who really can make it. Everyone has their own methods,
styles and forms to express themselves. Photomanipulations are my world.
S. MAG.: Do you have a piece you hold especially dear to you that you simply will not part with?
FP: I am never one hundred percent satisfied with the pieces I do. I always say to myself ‘You could do it better!’ But eventually
I am bound to them all. The one that I wouldn’t part with is No More Alone. I created it in 2011. After some months of making
photomanipulations, this is the one I really loved. I like the concept and how I expressed it using a lot of stock images. I found a
sense of pureness in it.
S. MAG.: Who is your favorite artist?
FP: I think it’s hard to answer to this question. I noticed that lately there are a lot of talented artists. I could say a lot of names
but if I can choose only one it is Elena Dudina. I think she has a gift. Her works are beautiful. She combines photomanipulations
with a lot of paintings and she does it in a way that I totally love.
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I want to mention another great artist and that’s Cindy Grundsten. She’s not only talented, she always re-invents her style. She
can easily create different scenes without any flaw. I admire her because by changing her art she risks people not enjoying her new
pieces. But it’s impossible…she’s great in every piece.
S. MAG.: What do you think has stayed the same about you throughout your life?
FP: Another hard question. I have to say, nothing. This is because in 2007 I had a bad experience. I was close to death because of
a heart infection. I stayed in the hospital by myself a lot so I had plenty of time to think about my life. It has been an experience
that totally changed me. Now I live my life in a different way. I appreciate every little moment I spend. I renewed my relationship
with family. I found out that I neglected them a lot. I am more bound to them now that I live on my own than when we shared a
house. I was a selfish guy and I don’t like the me prior to 2007. So I am happy this happened. I am a better man now.
S. MAG.: If you could write a message to future aspiring artists and place it in a time capsule for them to read years from now,
what would you write?
FP: Let’s make like I have to write a little letter:
Dear artist, you will surely go through an emotional journey. There are some things you have to know. The world of art is as
complicated as real life. There will be difficulties to face, especially if you are a self-taught artist. You will probably ask for help
from someone else, but not everyone will answer to you. Don’t be discouraged, some new friends will show you the way. Maybe
you won’t like your first pieces, but this is routine. You will not be totally satisfied with your future works either. There will always
be new things to learn and do. But isn’t it great? You can use a range of different styles and forms to express yourself. Do the best
you can to reach the top, but always remember to show your feelings in your pieces. It pays. Even if you have a big audience, do
your pieces for you first! Don’t do what they want to see. I told you, it’s like in real life! Good luck!
S. MAG.: Going back to the friend whose art inspired you to begin with, did she give a specific piece of advice that you’ve
continued to hold onto?
FP: My friend is a pessimist! She showed me a portrait she did that represented Christina Aguilera. I still have it on my mind. She
always told me to be patient, but she is not! I was exactly like her, but I found out in time she was right. You can’t pretend to do
beautiful pieces in a few minutes or to learn new techniques only by reading a guide. This is my advice as well. Be patient! But
most of all I suggest you practice and practice again until techniques are acquirements.
Suspense Magazine thanks Fabrizio Panattoni for agreeing to be this month’s author. His work definitely speaks for itself
and if you want to see more of what this talented man has to show you, check out his Deviant Art page at,
http://b-r-a-c-i-a-t-a.deviantart.com/. 
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Richard
Doetsch
Pairing Adrenaline with Imagination
Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Yolanda Perez

Most authors choose to write
about thrills—Richard has lived
his life experiencing them. He is a

skydiver, tri-athlete, expert skier, and scuba diver, just to
name a few of the extreme sports he thrives on. He’s jumped
out of planes, off bridges, cliffs, and cranes with either
rubber bands around his ankles or parachutes on his back.
And sometimes he just enjoys a hundred-foot freefall into
water with nothing to slow his descent. More power to you,
Richard.
He pairs the adrenaline rush of his life with his
imagination to bring out the best in his characters. He
finds his motivation in the love he has for his childhood
sweetheart and wife of twenty-four years, Virginia, and how
far he would go to protect her. It is what helps him fill his
stories with heart and hope.
Richard writes under cover of darkness where distractions
are few and his creative juices flow best. A highly disciplined
man, he manages his businesses and conducts his research
throughout the day, does the bulk of his writing from 8 p.m.
until 1 a.m., and rises everyday by 6:30 a.m. to work out and
start his day anew.
Richard’s first novel, “The Thieves of Heaven,” was
published in 2006 and has been purchased by 20th Century
Fox. An international bestseller, it’s been published in
twenty-eight languages and available in thirty-three
countries. His second novel, “The Thieves of Faith,” came out
in December 2007 and rode the bestseller lists all over the
world, followed in August 2010 by “The Thieves of
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Darkness.”
“The 13th Hour,” another bestseller,
arrived in December 2009 in hardcover
and has been riding the bestseller lists
around the world ever since. The movie
version will be arriving in the summer
of 2013. Now that’s something to look
forward to!
Most recently published, in late
September, was “Half-Past Dawn.”
It’s one of Richard’s best-reviewed
thrillers. The Huffington Post calls it
“Riveting…emotional…amazing.”
And The Houston Chronicle calls it “a
gut-wrenching read.”
Next up, on Nov. 27, is “The
Thieves of Legend.” New York Times
bestselling author Steve Berry says this:
“The tension leaps off the pages in this
classic, ticking-clock thriller. Watch
out. You’ll grip the pages so tight your
knuckles will turn white.”
We here at Suspense Magazine
are very excited to have yet another
opportunity to speak to one of the
thriller genre’s greatest authors, Richard
Doetsch.

Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Give us
the behind-the-scenes scoop with your
latest book “The Thieves of Legend.”
Richard Doetsch (RD): There are
always multiple ingredients that go into
my stories. I’m constantly researching,
reading, learning, and I fill notebooks
with ideas and things that aren’t
generally common knowledge.
I’ve always been fascinated by The
Forbidden City in Beijing, its size; how it
dwarfs all other palaces in the world; its
structure, how it has withstood countless
assaults and wars; its underground, how
it is never spoken of but in whispers.
I love Macau, its mixed heritage, how
it has become the gambling Mecca of
the world far exceeding Vegas in scope,
dollars, intrigue, and secrecy.
And I was equally fascinated by Zheng
He, an enormous Chinese explorer with a
fleet of more than three hundred
ships who sailed the world in
search of treasure, history, and
commerce. His ships were huge,
with his own personal vessel
four hundred fifty long and one
hundred sixty feet wide. It had
nine masts, four decks and held
five hundred people, a seagoing
wooden behemoth whose size
was not approached until 1880.
Six hundred years ago—one
hundred years earlier than
Columbus—Zheng took seven
voyages to Africa, India,
Arabia, and the west coast of
what became the United States
and finally disappeared on
his seventh voyage, leaving
behind a legacy of discovery,
riches, and mystery. And it
just so happens he was a close
friend of Zhu Di, the Yongle
Emperor, the same emperor
who built The Forbidden
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City (hmm…where could that lead?).
So I have these fascinating things spilling
around in my head and I have Michael
St. Pierre and his ex-girlfriend, KC Ryan,
swearing they will never go back to being
thieves as they are heading off in different
directions…
Well, needless to say there are Triads,
military contractors, swords, gambling,
thieves, a legendary book, and a compass
whose arrow points to the heart of a
mystery that is the key to Michael and
KC’s survival.
S. MAG.: The beginning or the end:
which has more impact on the reader,
and which is more difficult to write for
the author?
RD: The beginning has the immediate
impact, hopefully enough impact to get
the reader to buy the book. It sets the
tone, gives the sense of character, and
foreshadows things to come. But…it is
the end that sticks. It is the end that ties
the story together and should not only
satisfy the reader but make them yearn
for your next story. As such, I think the
end is harder to write. You must bring
things full circle, all of your characters
must find resolution, all the mysteries
you seeded throughout your novel must
not only be solved, but be logical. It can’t
be rushed, yet it can’t be drawn out. A
true writer knows this and may find
themselves going through an edit/rewrite
to accomplish this. But when you get
the beginning and ending right, there is
nothing more satisfying for the writer
and the reader.
S. MAG.: How have you adapted in this
crazy world of publishing right now?
RD: While I continue to be under
contract to Atria/Simon & Schuster, I
have branched out in writing screenplays.
It’s an entirely different process and
far more confined, I equate to a puzzle
where you have to convey your story in
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a finite period of time visually, concisely,
and without the inner thought being
conveyed. But while some may see it as
an alternative to a slumping publishing
world, I see it as an opportunity to tell as
many stories as possible. You can publish
only one or two books a year in this
tough market, and as I have a plethora
of stories to tell, it’s another medium that
allows me to get the story told.
S. MAG.: You take a month vacation
on an island with nothing but one CD,
one movie, and one book. What are you
bringing? (If you need a couple more
books, go ahead.)
RD: CD: Goodbye Yellow Brick Road, or
Physical Graffiti or Zosa IV by Zeppelin.
Movie: Braveheart or Raiders of the Lost
Ark. Book: “A Christmas Carol,” as it
covers so many genres, is so well written,
and you can read it over and over again
always finding new things.
S. MAG.: What is on your DVR right
now?
RD: Homeland, Strikeback, Ghostbusters,
Nashville, Arrow, The most recent N.Y.
Giants game, a Metallica concert, the
most recent episode of Nova, the 2012
Iron Man at Kona, Mission Impossible
IV, the most recent local news, the last
season of Entourage, Fringe, the last
episode of Lost, Smallville, and 24.
S. MAG.: You are a very accomplished
musician. Who would you love to jam
on stage with?
RD: Jimmy Page and John Paul Jones
from Zeppelin would be very cool. And
Eric Clapton, who wouldn’t want to
jam with Clapton? It would be great to
do that, then hang out afterword. The
stories would be just as much fun to hear
as it would be to play.
S. MAG.: Your main character Michael
St. Pierre has been through a lot. Do
you have some vendetta
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against him?
RD: No, not really, unless it’s some kind
of self-abuse in a Freudian way. It’s the
challenges; it’s throwing him into the
lion’s den, the snake pit, into situations
where the odds are stacked against him. I
always look at it as throwing myself into
the most impossible challenge or danger
I can think of and then I have to figure
my way out of it. If I don’t make it hard,
it’s not plausible, it’s not interesting, and

“I always

look at it
as throwing
myself into the
most impossible
challenge or
danger I can
think of and
then I have to
figure my way
out of it.”

the reader will lose interest as fast as I
would.
S. MAG.: For fans that just found out
about you, would you say they can
start with “The Thieves of Legend” and
then go back and read more about the
adventures of Michael St. Pierre?
RD: Absolutely, each story stands on its
own, fully fleshing out the characters
in the context of the current story

while hinting about things past and
future. This way, there are definite
arcs in each story, the new
reader can emotionally relate
to my characters and in doing so enjoy
the ride as much as the reader who has
experienced all of my stories.
S. MAG.: I see on your website you
have a picture of your desk. Within that
picture is a photo of Batman. Are you
a comic book geek in silence? (I’m a
Batman comic collector).
RD: Love Batman and Superman. I love
how they can continue to come up with
fresh and new stories for them. I also love
the core Avengers (Thor, Capt America,
Iron Man, and Hulk) plus how can you
not like Spider-Man? Many years ago,
I taught my son to read using comic
books and it sucked me right back into
the world of my childhood. But now,
the artwork is incredible, the stories
are excellent, and it’s usually served up
in a cliff-hanging serial format. It’s so
funny that people who don’t read them
look down their noses at them. They are
illustrated stories, visually enthralling
from some of the greatest writers out
there today. So yes, I am a silent comic
book geek, but my silence has now been
broken.
S. MAG.: What is the greatest
compliment a fan can give you?
RD: Just taking the time to read one of
my books, to taking a chance on me, to
devoting ten hours digesting something I
created is truly an honor, an honor I hope
to always live up to. And the ultimate
compliment a reader can give? Coming
back for more.
We want to thank Richard for the
time he gave us to do this interview.
To learn more about him, his writing
process, and so much more, check out
the FAQ link, pix, and his desk on his
website at http://www.richarddoetsch.
com/home. 
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America's Favorite
Suspense Authors
On the Rules of Fiction
John Lescroart and The Matrix

By Anthony J. Franze

In this series, author Anthony J. Franze interviews other
suspense writers about their views on “the rules” of fiction.
This month, New York Times bestselling author John
Lescroart shares his writing matrix. Next month, Anthony
and Richard North Patterson discuss the writing process.
What is John Lescroart’s matrix? No, it’s not a computer simulation
that controls humanity—though I’m tempted to refer to Lescroart as
“Neo” or “The One,” given that he’s one of the best suspense writers in
the country. Lescroart’s matrix is “a list of things writers ought to avoid if
they want to have a real chance at getting published.”
Lescroart, the bestselling author of twenty-three acclaimed suspense
novels, developed the matrix after years of teaching at writers
conferences. The concept began when the Maui Writers
Conference asked Lescroart to teach a course and sent him
writing samples from the students.
“As I began reading the fourteen samples, I realized that
every single one of them had the same exact problems,” he
said. He circled in red the same issues over and over. Today,
hundreds of writing conferences, manuscripts, and red circles
later, Lescroart has refined the list to twelve problems that
recur in the work of newer writers. He originally posted the
matrix on his blog, http://www.johnlescroart.com/. I recently
caught up with Lescroart and he elaborated on his dirty dozen:
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Extricate Exposition.

This is another way of saying “show, don’t tell.” Lescroart said many newer writers
want to explain everything. “Sometimes you have to explain things, like in a legal thriller the reader may need to
understand some procedure or how the law works. But don’t just tell the reader. Have it come out in dialogue or show
it in the actions of the characters.”
Lescroart illustrates the point with a simple example: “Bill was sad.” Those three words give the reader some basic
information about Bill, but little else. The reader doesn’t “see” Bill and has no real sense of Bill or Bill’s despair. Better,
Lescroart said, is this: “Bill opened the door to his office, his shoulders sagging with an invisible weight. Inside, the door
locked behind him, he stood still for a long moment until finally he sighed and crossed over to his desk. Lowering himself
into his chair, he reached out and lifted the framed photograph of his wife that he’d turned face down when he’d heard the
news. Seeing her smiling face, he set the picture back down, folded his arms on the desk, and rested his head down on them.
He thought he might never move again, and wasn’t sure he ever wanted to.” The reader understands Bill because his sadness
comes from his actions. “This is the very meaning of drama, and as such, is essential to effective storytelling.”
In his writing courses, Lescroart puts “Bill was sad” on the whiteboard and directs students to write a paragraph about
Bill that doesn’t use the word “sad” (or synonyms) but that will make Lescroart believe that Bill isn’t just sad, but suicidal.
Lescroart recalled that in one class he sent a student back to revise the paragraph so many times, the student started crying.
“But the student got it,” Lescroart said with pride.

Put Aside Passive Voice.

This rule, Lescroart admits, is “fifth-grade stuff.” But newer writers often
forget the basics. “In the active voice, a subject does something (usually employing an active verb) to an object—Joe hit
the ball. In the passive voice, an object is acted upon by a subject—The ball was hit by Joe.” The passive voice, Lescroart
said, takes the reader out of the story. “It is looking backwards and you want to keep moving forward.”
Should a writer ever use the passive voice? “Only in dialogue, and only then when you want to make the speaker appear
to be slimy, non-responsive, or disingenuous.” Lescroart uses the famous Watergate-era example, “mistakes were made.”
That’s sleazy politician talk, he said, so it may work if your character is a sleazy politician. Otherwise, nix the passive voice.

Master Grammar.

“You wouldn’t try and be a plumber without knowing how to use a wrench,” Lescroart
said, “so you need to know the basics of grammar to be a writer.” This point may seem so obvious as to be ridiculous,
Lescroart said. But, like all the issues in the matrix, Lescroart included this one after seeing recurring grammar
problems in manuscripts. “I recommend that anyone who can’t immediately identify the parts of speech, much less
can’t say for sure how many of these nettlesome things there are, put your pen down. Turn off your word processor. Stop
trying to write right now.” Instead, buy a primer on the English language and memorize it. “Then read Strunk and White’s
The Elements of Style and read it again.” Lescroart is not alone on Strunk & White. As I explained last month, all of Catherine
Coulter’s ten rules of writing derive from the little book. For Lescroart, the bottom line is this: “If you can’t bother to learn
the basics, you shouldn’t try and be a writer.”

Abandon Adverbs/Adjectives.

This again is basic advice, Lescroart said, but he is surprised by
how often newer writers use (and abuse) adjectives and adverbs. Tongue in cheek, he said that adjectives “result in a
line of poor, redundant, lackluster, non-essential prose words that add nothing to the narrative.”
As for adverbs, his rule is simple: “Just don’t use ’em at all.” The adverb is closely connected to exposition (#1
above) because adverbs are about telling the reader what is happening, not showing. Don’t write, “He sat down angrily at his
desk.” Write, “He sat down at his desk, picked up his fountain pen, and stabbed the nib into his blotter, then threw the damn
thing across the room.” Don’t write, “She carefully removed the spider from the teacup.” Write, “She reached down with her
thumb and index finger and lifted the spider from the teacup.”

Cut Contradiction.

Lescroart said the hundreds of manuscripts he reviews often contain obvious
inconsistencies. In one chapter the manuscript says the character has beautiful blue eyes, in another chapter the
same character has brown eyes. The problem also sneaks into manuscripts in other ways, such as when the writer has
an overweight character running a four-minute mile. The good news, Lescroart said, is that this is an easy fix with
careful proofreading. The rule in fact is just an illustration of one of Lescroart’s broader tenets: “There is no good writing,
just good rewriting.”

Avoid Cliché (like the plague).

Never use cliché, Lescroart said. “And for God’s sake, don’t use
it as the first sentence of your book.” Lescroart said students often will justify using cliché or jargon in dialogue
because “that’s the way people really talk.” That may be true, “but that doesn’t mean your dialogue should reflect this
reality. Why? Because you’re not trying to write reality—you’re trying to write fiction. Which, okay, mimics reality.
But it’s better than that, or should be. Fiction is reality passed through the sieve of creativity so that the dull or stupid parts
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are removed.” Lescroart said that if you’ve ever read transcripts of a real-life conversations you’d quickly realize how few
interesting things people say. For Lescroart, if a writer uses cliché it is the equivalent of posting a billboard that says, “I have
nothing new to say. I am not creative.”

The Yuck Factor.

Lescroart said that writers should avoid getting into the details of things no one wants
to read. “A detailed description of the chunks in vomit. Gross things like a character picking his nose. No one wants
to read that. Find a different way to make them gross if that’s your goal.”

Eradicate the Echo. Echo is the use of the same or similar word over and over and over and over again.

Lescroart called it a “lurking enemy” that writers should eliminate from their manuscripts. The problem indicates
a lack of careful proofreading. Lescroart acknowledged that some great writers recommend using only the same
word—“said”—to follow dialogue. But he disagrees. “Sometimes it’s good to say ‘he replied’ or ‘she stumbled.’ It’s
about flow and the sound of the words, not some rigid rule about using the same word.”

Discard the False/Negative Descriptors.

Lescroart said that this is a more subtle problem,
but easy to identify if the writer is aware of its existence. A false or negative descriptor is setting a scene by describing
what is not there: “Normally the wind went howling through the canyon, swirling clouds of dust in its wake, although
today the weather was calm and mild” or “If Tom were here, he’d be wearing a jacket.” The reader doesn’t need to know
about weather that isn’t there or people who aren’t there. “As writers, we want to keep our readers focused on the here and
now of the story, and not on things that are not actually in the story.”

Un-do the Unclear Antecedent.

This is a common mistake where the writer is sloppy with
pronouns—he, she, it, him, her, they. “Jim ran to the store while Carlos took his bike. When he got home . . .”
Who is the “he” in the sentence? Jim or Carlos? “I used to think it made prose ‘clunky’ or inelegant if I repeated
an antecedent, as in ‘Jim ran to the store while Carlos took his bike. When Carlos got home . . .’ Actually, though,
this construction is far preferable to one where clarity is not assured.” Lescroart cautions writers to pay particular attention
to the word “it.” “In any given paragraph, there might be five or six acceptable candidates for an antecedent to ‘it,’ but clearly
the writer means to refer to only one of them with this particular ‘it.’”

Reduce Redundancy.

Lescroart’s favorite example of this principle is the Monty Python tag line,
“Department of Redundancy Department.” Redundancy takes many forms, including using the same word (#8
above). But writers should watch out for other types of redundancy, such as when the writer already has said or
described something adequately, but repeats the point later in a different way. If the writer describes the character
as “portly, disheveled, and blond,” the writer need not later describe him as “fat” or “heavy-set”; “sloppy.” If the writer has
described the character sweating and taking off her jacket, there is no need to say it is a hot day. The writer needs to “trust
your readers and that they’d ‘get it.’ And make sure they do without over explaining.”

Wrong Word. Another recurring issue Lescroart has seen in manuscripts is the use of the wrong word.

This is not just the obvious incorrect usage of a word (“desert” instead of “dessert”; “affect” for “effect”). It also
is the incorrect word for the image the writer is trying to convey. For instance, writing “Her fine skin stretched
like marble.” Marble doesn’t stretch. Also, avoid using big words for the sake of using big words. “Vocab snobs,”
he said, turn the reader off.
Reflecting on his matrix, Lescroart acknowledged that Lee Child and several other thriller writers have disavowed many
of the conventional rules of writing. Lescroart takes a middle ground. “If you can make it work, there are no rules.” At
the same time, when writers are starting out, they need to know the basics and should use caution when breaking the
conventional rules. “Lee Child is a genius. If Lee wanted to write in passive voice, readers would want to see where he’s going,
but not so with writers who haven’t proven themselves.” Violate the matrix as a new writer, Lescroart said, and an agent or
editor likely is going to think the writer doesn’t understand the basics. “At a minimum, if writers master these twelve simple
problems,” Lescroart said, “they will be 150% better writers.” 
*Anthony J. Franze is a lawyer in the Appellate and Supreme Court practice of a major Washington, D.C. law firm and author of
the debut legal thriller, “The Last Justice.” In addition to his writing and law practice, he is an adjunct professor of law, has been
a commentator for Bloomberg, the National Law Journal and other news outlets, and is a contributing editor for the Big Thrill
magazine. Anthony lives in the D.C. area with his wife and three children.
Press Photo Credit: Robert Dugoni (www.robertdugoni.com), Tess Gerritsen (www.tessgerritsen.com), Steve Berry (Kelly Campbell), John Lescroart (provided by
author), Gayle Lynds (www.gaylelynds.com), Richard North Patterson (Miranda Lewis), and Anthony J. Franze (provided by author)
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Lori Armst
rong

More Ideas Than Time

Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Lloyd Jensen

Lori Armstrong is fast becoming the next great author in the
suspense/thriller genre. Her first mystery novel, “Blood Ties,” was
nominated for a Shamus Award for Best First Novel by the Private
Eye Writers of America. Since then, her books—especially the Julie
Collins mystery series—have shown up on other award lists, proving
she is much more than a one-book wonder. She changed roads and
started another series with her character Mercy Gunderson.
“No Mercy” was the first book in this series and came out with
rave reviews, again showing fans and readers that Lori is a force in
the genre. “Mercy Kill” was the second book, and in January, she
released “Merciless,” the third book in the Mercy Gunderson series.
Lori has also contributed to three anthologies, with the most
recent one being “Love is Murder,” edited by Sandra Brown. It
took a lot of guts for Lori to change direction from her critically
acclaimed Julie Collins series to start something new, but the great thing about talent is that it always rises to the top and that
is exactly what Lori is showing. To show off her steamier side, she also writes under the name Lorelei James, whose books
are contemporary erotic western romances. We were delighted that Lori took some time from her busy writing and event
schedule to sit with us for an interview, one that you can start reading and enjoying now.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Until 2000, you worked in the firearms industry. What exactly is the “firearms industry”?
Lori Armstrong (LA): My husband, brother-in-law, and sister-in-law have owned a firearm engraving business, selling custom
firearms of all types, for twenty-five years. I handled the bookkeeping for a decade until I quit to write full-time.
S. MAG.: “Blood Ties,” being your first novel, certainly got its fair share of acclaim. What was that like for you? Did it scare
you or simply make you proud?
LA: Exhilarating! Julie Collins is a tough female character and the publisher I signed with for the first book didn’t insist I soften
her—I got to write her as edgy as I envisioned. So for the book to get nominated for a Shamus Award was one of the biggest thrills
of my career.
S. MAG.: Your career began with Julie Collins. What was the bridge that brought you from Julie to Mercy Gunderson? Are
they anything alike?
LA: It’s always good for a writer to stretch those writing muscles and create something new. Although both Julie and Mercy are
South Dakota girls, their upbringings are diverse, which makes their life paths and life choices vastly different. Julie is very hotheaded, quick to act, and quick to fight, whereas Mercy is very cool-headed and methodical, she will consider the best option
before reacting.
S. MAG.: If you could sit across from Mercy and ask her anything, what would you ask and why?
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LA: Strange question, beings that Mercy lives in my head and I know exactly
what her response would be to any question I asked her! But the one that comes
to mind is that if she hadn’t been injured in the Army, would she still be enlisted?
S. MAG.: Where did the idea of bringing in the tribal police and a reservation
come from? Is there really something called tribal police?
LA: Yes, there are tribal police on all reservations across the country. There
are five reservations in western South Dakota, and since Mercy is part Native
American, it was important to bring that angle into the storylines.
S. MAG.: What is your idea of fun? If given a choice to skip work for a day,
how would you spend the entire day?
LA: We just bought a new boat, so I would pack up the family and we’d stay at
the lake until the sun went down.
S. MAG.: What do you think are your three best qualities?
LA: Tenacity, my work ethic, my adaptability.
S. MAG.: Finish this sentence: If I could no longer write, I would ___________.
LA: …probably end up in the mental ward for chatting with all the voices still inside my head, nagging me to tell their story.
S. MAG.: With children of this generation, what
do you think the adults can do to get them back to
reading and getting lost in between the pages of a
great adventure instead of trying to figure out how
to kill the bad guys in the latest electronic game?
LA: I think it’s a great time to be a young reader—
there are so many more choices of books now than
when I was growing up. And there are more ways to
get the books into the hands of these readers, either
physically or electronically. Kids love to read if they’re
allowed to read what they want and not only what is
dictated to them by classes in school.
S. MAG.: After “Merciless” makes its debut, what’s
next?
LA: Good question. I’ve got more ideas than time
at this point. I also write as contemporary erotic
romance author Lorelei James, and that side of my
career keeps me hopping.
We would like to thank Lori for taking the time
to talk with us and we encourage all our readers to
jump on the Armstrong train and dive into some
great mystery books. Whether you choose to start
with her Julie Collins series or her latest Mercy
Gunderson series, just make the choice, because
once you do, you’ll pick up the rest of the books. To
find out more about Lori, visit her website at www.
loriarmstrong.com. 
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Merciless

By Lori Armstrong
This extremely exciting page-turner is a new title in the popular series
that surrounds Mercy Gunderson, a woman who was once a sniper in the
service of her country and is now an FBI Special Agent living in South
Dakota.
As our story begins, Mercy is sent out on her first murder case for
the FBI, working with the Tribal Police on the Eagle River Reservation.
The victim is a young girl who is the niece of the Tribal President. During
the investigation, another murder occurs that has Mercy and her superior,
Shay Turnbull, disagreeing on whether or not the cases are connected.
Mercy’s life off the job is just as complicated, seeing that her live-in
boyfriend is the Eagle River County Sheriff Mason Dawson. Due to their
respective jobs, they really can’t discuss the status of their various cases,
and awkwardness abounds. Add to that the arrival of Mason’s young son
who is sent to live with him because his mother can’t handle him anymore,
and you have a life of chaos for Mercy.
There are various paths and various people involved in these crimes
that all have agendas of their own and, as any good thriller will do, readers
watch as families turn against each other while trying to figure out if the
authority figures in charge of solving these crimes are actually up to no
good.
The fun part? There is a real whacko out there who has placed their
focus squarely on Mercy and her family as the next murder is planned.
Trying to do the right thing as a peace officer is difficult, seeing that Mercy’s
history as a sniper brings some very dark moments into her head. While
trying to separate the past from the present, the whacko strikes again, and
Mercy finds herself going on a rampage in order to take care of business.
Readers will love being by Mercy’s side yet again as they witness a dual
personality that is highly addictive! This is one character that will not soon
disappear (thankfully) from the suspense genre.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “Tallent & Lowery - 13” for Suspense
Magazine 
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Immersion
By Laura Kathryn Rogers

“You seem tired. You don’t have anything this morning,
You should go back to bed. Get some rest.”
The words bounced off the nothingness that surrounded
Rhonda Norris. She lay, seemingly suspended, in the
darkest dark she had ever known. Despite the dark, she felt
comfortable. At peace…unafraid. It was strange, because
usually, Rhonda was a little afraid of the dark. However, this
dark did not seem to be an enemy.
Unlike being alone in a dark room, her eyes did not pick
up on shades of objects around her. It was as if she was blind,
had been born that way and had never known anything else.
“You seem tired.”
The voice was so familiar. So rich and resonant. A voice
made to give important speeches or to recite great quotes.
The voice of a politician, or an actor…or…
A professor.
Ian’s voice.
As Rhonda realized whose voice she heard, she also felt
something sticking into her hand. She picked it up, using her
fingers to identify it. Prickly, rough, a pinecone like the one
her young son, Jason carried around for good luck.
It shouldn’t be here…wherever ‘here’ was.
But where was she?
“Get some rest…”
The voice traveled fluidly in a time that seemed to be
elastic. The words could have been said a minute ago or eons
before.
Perhaps, they were yet to be said.
Though she wanted to know, Rhonda felt no urgency.
She had a hungry mind and loved to soak up information;

however now, she felt sleepy, calm, oddly in a procrastinating
mood. She’d figure it out when she did.
No hurry.
There seemed to be amazing latitude. Everything seemed
to flow. But curiosity was heightening as she lay there. Yes,
she was lying down. In a comfortable place. Something soft
and warm beneath her.
Warm really an odd word to use, because there seemed
to be no temperature. Rhonda was a diabetic and she was
very sensitive to heat or cold. Her husband, Ian, often called
her his ‘little barometer.’
Here, there was no temperature to measure. Warm, for
her, meant that she was comfortable, peaceful, wasn’t hungry,
or thirsty.
And lately, sadly, it meant that Ian wasn’t home.
Images flowed in front of her eyes. She realized that she
was remembering her life. Odd to see it displayed as if on a
movie screen.
Growing up in Pennsylvania, the only child of Marge
and Harmon Phillips. She had been cherished and overprotected. She went to college on a full scholarship, which
was where she met Ian Norris.
Ian was a doctoral student at the small, private university.
She hadn’t really known him at first. He’d gotten his Ph.D,
and was offered a job in the English department. Rhonda was
an English major. She took his class in Elizabethan literature,
and fell promptly in love with Ian.
Ian was already something of a legend on campus, as
much for his scholarship as his roving eye. He wasn’t really
the type that one would consider a ladies man. He was of
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medium height, with closely cropped brownish-red hair.
He was something of a dandy, preferring Ralph Lauren
and Hilfiger items right down to his socks. He had a passion
for hats. His one great feature was his piercing blue eyes,
made even brighter, at times by contacts of a brighter blue.
Sometimes he wore a goatee, which gave him a bit of pirate
look.
In a university of up and coming young professors, you
could have turned a building on its side, and seen four or five
men that looked just like Ian, or at least similar. The difference
was that Ian had a charisma that drew women like flies, and
made men all desire to be his friend. He had a charm and
gracefulness that seemed to highlight his every move. He
seemed to have no enemies, even in what could be a cutthroat university political arena. He got brilliant evaluations,
and within two years of his graduation, had published his
first book, about the origin of English fables and poems.
Rhonda, who dreamed of someday becoming a writer,
and who had a passion for the English culture, had never been
in love before. She was a shy, somewhat socially awkward
young woman. She’d been awed by the love and commitment
her parents had, and secretly believed that she would never
be able to duplicate it. She was also a devout Catholic,
graduated of a strict, all-girls school, and at nineteen, when
she met Ian, was a virgin, determined to remain that way
until she married.
Her sorority sisters made fun of her desire to remain
virtuous and called her “Saint Rhonda.” Ian, once they began
dating, tried seducing her, using everything that worked with
countless other women. Rhonda firmly resisted him.
Ian then tried pouting, dating other women, doing things
that he was sure would made Rhonda fear that she lost him.
Yet, she was made of stronger stuff, and Ian soon saw that
no matter his attempts to manipulate her into bed, it would
not happen without a wedding ring. He had to grudgingly
admire her faith, and her commitment to it, although he did
not in any way share it.
In Rhonda’s senior year of college, Ian asked her to marry
him. Rhonda accepted. Soon after their wedding, right after
she graduated, they found out that she was pregnant. Within
two months however, she miscarried. She grieved her loss,
and started working on a graduate degree in education.
Ian didn’t like the time that her courses took away from
him, and complained bitterly. He wanted her to be available
to travel with him, be his hostess at parties, to go to all the
university events that would further advance his career. He
had somewhat of an overbearing personality, that tended to
dominate Rhonda’s somewhat timid one, and within a few
semesters, she dropped out of graduate school. It was easier
to do what he wanted, than to deal with his anger when she
didn’t.
Three years into their marriage, she’d gotten pregnant
again. Ian was thrilled. He saw all of his peers with growing
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families, and often complained bitterly about not having
children. During the pregnancy, gestational diabetes was
diagnosed. The last four months of the pregnancy, Rhonda
was confined to strict bed rest.
During this time, although Ian was unhappy about
her not being able to attend activities with him, he seemed
supportive, and most times, loving. If something seemed
missing in the way that he treated her, Rhonda didn’t often
let herself think of it. They had a wonderful house in a great
neighborhood, and they were going to have a baby. Things
would surely get better once their child was born.
Jason was born a few weeks early, weak, and sickly. At
first, he was not expected to survive. However, by prayer and
by miracle, he not only overcame his early issues, but became
a healthy and thriving young boy by the time he reached
toddler years.
The gestational diabetes turned to an ongoing problem
for Rhonda. She was put on insulin, and Ian learned along
with her to monitor her blood sugars, eat healthier, and
administer insulin.
It was just after Jason was a year old that Rhonda noted
anything unusual. At first there were hang-up calls. It was
always in the evenings when Ian was home, and Rhonda got
to the phone first. Then, she thought she smelled perfume
on his shirts when she was laundering them. She told herself
she was imagining things. Ian was perfectly happy. They were
the family he wanted: picture postcard perfect, photogenic,
happy, smiling. People envied them their life. Why would he
be dissatisfied?
Then she found him with a freshman, Stacey Elliott, in
his office. She opened the door without knocking, and saw
them, clothing disheveled, in an embrace. She turned and
walked the three blocks home, her heart full of an icy feeling,
feeling as if someone had punched her in the stomach.
Before Ian had time to get home, she packed up Jason
and herself and was heading in her station wagon, to
Pennsylvania.
She and Jason stayed with her parents for nearly a year.
Her father fixed up a storage room over their garage into an
apartment for the two of them, to give them privacy. Rhonda
found a job as a secretary, and considered what to do next.
For the first few months, she ignored Ian’s phone calls, and
refused to read his letters or emails.
Finally, she agreed to meet him for a meal. Ian was deeply
repentant, or so it seemed. He told her that the relationship
had been a one-time thing, and that he would never do it
again. He told her he loved her and Jason. He begged them
to come home. His passion impressed her, and Rhonda—
thinking of her parents’ many decades of marriage—relented.
She returned home.
In the years to come, the promise not to stray was broken
so many times that Rhonda lost count. Gradually, she lost
love and respect for her husband, but she didn’t know what
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to do. Jason was growing up, and had started elementary
school. She didn’t want to uproot him again. She didn’t
want him to be a child of divorce, with all the baggage that
was supposed to contain. She watched the years go by as if
watching a stranger’s life. It was something like being held
under a clogged and swollen stream, immersed, with no way
to be released.
She told herself that she could handle Ian’s affairs as long
as he didn’t let Jason find out. However, when Jason was
seven and home sick from school, Rhonda came home to find
Jason in bed asleep, and Ian and another student in his and
Rhonda’s bedroom. They were definitely NOT asleep. Once
again, the car was packed, and once again, they returned to
Pennsylvania. This time, Rhonda filed for divorce.
The divorce was nearly final when Ian again came to visit.
Finally, after many weeks of such visits, he wore her down. It
would be better for Jason to have two parents at home. He—
Ian—realized he had a problem. He would get counseling,
go to church, whatever she wanted. He told her he loved her,
and wanted her back. And because something in Rhonda
still wanted to believe, she and her son returned. That had
been…six months before.
Rhonda again considered this odd place where she lay,
and wondered where she was. It was such a strange place.
There was no sound, no smell…no, there was a smell. A musty
smell…something like dried herbs. Just then, she moved her
other hand and found the source. Leaves, crinkly leaves.
It reminded her of Regell.
Regell moved next door to them the week after she
and Jason returned home. At first, Ian seemed to like her,
then he didn’t. Regell was—for lack of a better word—a
modern hippie. She had written books about herbs and
herbal remedies. She grew a huge herb garden and sold her
plants. She taught a class at the community college about the
medicinal properties of the plants she nurtured and grew.
She wore kimonos everywhere, although she was not Asian.
When gardening, she wore jeans, with big holes torn
out of them. She reminded Rhonda of a young Grace Slick.
She had the same flowing, black hair, the same exotic blue
eyes, and the same larger than life personality. She drove an
antique MG midget, with Deadhead and Co-exist stickers
plastered on the back. Her personalized licensed plate was an
abbreviation of her favorite Doors song, L.A. Woman.
Regell was friendly to all…except Ian. When she looked
his way, Rhonda saw what she thought was a kind of contempt
on her face. Despite his charms, Regell seemed immune. And
Ian couldn’t stand it.
“I’d really like it if you wouldn’t talk to that woman so
much, babe,” Ian commented one night over supper.
“That woman? Oh…Regell?” Rhonda said. “I really don’t
that much. She shares some of her herbs with me. In fact that
salad you liked so much just now. Several of her herbs were
in it. Makes it delicious.”
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Ian raised an eyebrow, “I’m surprised she isn’t raising
weed over there. I wonder what the cops would find if
someone tipped them.”
“Oh, you wouldn’t!” Rhonda had protested. “Why don’t
you like her, Ian? She’s nice to me. She adores Jason. She just
made him cookies the other day…”
“I don’t want my son near her!” Ian said sharply, his voice
nearly a shout. “You keep him away from her, you hear?”
“Ian, I…don’t understand…”
“Just hear me on that. You keep him away!”
Years before, such a tone would have intimidated her.
Two separations and a growing gulf between them had given
her strength.
“No, Ian.” She said firmly.
“What do you mean, no?” He challenged.
“Just that. No! He’s my son too. I see no harm in him
going over there. She’s my friend. Until I see reason to change
that, he can go.”
Ian stood up abruptly, causing the table to tip then fall
heavily.
“She will cause trouble in this marriage! I’ve known her
kind before. Men-hating wretches!”
“Why do you think she’s a woman hater, Ian?” Rhonda
asked gently. “Has she turned you down?”
The two stared at each other for a time, and then Ian
slammed out of the house, not coming back until the next
afternoon. When he came back, it was as if nothing happened.
Again, Rhonda let the sleepy feeling overcome her. It would
be so easy to completely give into it, to just rest here, languidly,
forever. Yet, the smell of the leaves kept pricking the sleepy state,
bringing her back to wakefulness.
It could have been two days ago…maybe two years.
She didn’t know. All she knew was the next thing that came
after the fight about Regell. She’d been sitting in the garden
with her, drinking tea flavored with mint julep and watching
Jason play with Regell’s Persian cat, Terry. She confided Ian’s
unfaithfulness to her, and Regell listened, yet never offered
advice. This day, she finally did.
“He’s not going to change, you know,” she said, gently.
“For him to change, it would take something to totally
rock his world. Something to show him how selfish he is.
Something to make him hate his behavior so much that he’d
be willing to do anything to change it.
“Right now, he’s got everything his way. He’s got you as
his wife, willing to put up with his games, ready to be his
party host at any moment, and he’s got this cute little boy
who adores him, but is afraid to talk to him. Have you
noticed? They never play ball out in the yard. What do they
do together?”
“Well,” Rhonda said uncomfortably. “They, ah talk about
things. Ian tells him about the classes he teaches. Tells him
about literary events that shaped…”
Regell stopped her by laughing harshly, “You’ve got
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to be kidding me! Jason is nine-years-old! Does he even
understand that? Who gets down on the floor and plays with
legos with him? Who reads him stories?”
“I do,” Rhonda said. “But Jason tries to understand. He
will sit still for hours and listen to Ian talk.”
“Because that’s the only time he has with him. Children
take what they can get.”
Just then, Jason came up, arms full of the ever patient
Terry, who let him lug her around the yard without a protest.
He put her down, and pointed at some dried leaves in a box
on the table where his mother and Regell were sitting.
“Those look weird. What are they?”
Regell laughed, “That, little love, is Phyfoxia. An
interesting little herb. The ancients said that it was good for
curing bad dreams, and that it is strong enough to call forth
the dead from their graves.”
“Wow!” Jason exclaimed. “Would they be all gross and
slimy like in movies?”
“I don’t know,” Regell said, smiling indulgently. “It’s just
an ancient story. I wouldn’t think so, though. Phyfoxia is such
a beautiful herb. I think it could only bring forth beauty.”
Jason looked confused. She smiled and tousled his hair.
“It’s also good for tummy aches and colds. I can see that
you’re getting a bit of a cold. Put it in your pocket and tell me
if it helps.”
Jason was pocketing the herb when Ian drove up. He
got out of his Lexus, and seeing the trio on Regell’s patio,
seemed to become immediately incensed. He marched over,
and yanked Rhonda out of the chair, his grip so hard that it
felt like his fingers were cutting into her flesh.
“Get my son away from that witch!” he snarled. “What
did I tell you?”
“Jason, go in the house. Now,” Rhonda said, her voice
trembling with anger. Jason, looking frightened, quickly
obeyed.
“Get your hands off her,” Regell said, her voice steely. “Or
I will call the police.”
“You can’t do that, you crazy hippie, she’s my wife!” Ian
insisted.
“I can do what I like in my own yard, Ian. From the way
you just grabbed her, she’ll likely have a bruise. In this state,
that’s assault. How would that look to the university?”
Foul language began to spew out of Ian’s mouth, but he
let go of his hold on Rhonda’s arm.
“Your kind disgust me!” he snarled.
“No more than your kind disgust me,” Regell said.
Rhonda watched the exchange in shock and anger. She
had known Ian didn’t like Regell, but had never known it to
be this virulent.
“You think you can fill my wife with your lesbian, manhating ways?” Ian charged, “Well, you won’t! She knows
better.”
Again, Regell laughed, “She knows…enough.” Her eyes
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fell upon Rhonda, and the gaze was not contemptuous, but
kind. “Don’t you, my dear?”
Then the gaze hardened as it returned to Ian, who looked
more than irate, furiously angry. Angry enough to kill.
“And now, you little man, are on my property, and even
the soil protests it. Take your hypocrisy elsewhere.”
“Hypocrisy? I don’t grow weed and God knows what else
for my drugged-out friends…” Ian started.
“No, but you did, in the first two months I lived here,
pester me constantly to have sex with you. Oh, has your
memory failed? I don’t hate men, Ian. I just hate men like
you.”
“Rhonda! Now!” Ian roared.
Rhonda shook her head, “Ian…did you? My God, she’s
our neighbor…how could you?”
“Don’t tell me you believe her!”
Ian’s face was bright red, any handsome or charming part
of it mottled by his fury.
“Yes,” Rhonda said, her heart feeling dull and dead. “Yes,
Ian. I do.”
Three days later, they hadn’t spoken except for the most
necessary comments. She’d gone to the guest bedroom. The
silence was cutting. She’d gone out to the library to get some
books for herself and Jason. She found nothing she liked and
decided against shopping for school clothes for him. She told
Ian she’d be back at five that evening. She got home at three.
She wasn’t surprised, really, to find him at home. In his study,
with his latest mistress, a sophomore from the university.
He didn’t look surprised when she saw them. He looked
defiant. The girl got hurriedly dressed and left the house.
Rhonda waited until she was gone and told him that she and
Jason would be leaving as soon as school got out. One week.
And this time, it would be permanent.
The sleepiness again threatened to overwhelm her, the dark
like an old friend. Rhonda started to give into it. But then, she
heard a voice. Someone calling her.
Jason.
She tried to speak, but no words with come out. She
struggled to call back to him, and tried to sit up. Her head
bumped the top of the place where she was, and she lay back
down. She reached out to the sides of the place, and wasn’t
surprised when her hands touched the sides. Then, she knew.
This wasn’t a room. Not even a place. She was in a casket.
Somehow, she was in a casket. Had she been buried alive?
One last memory flowed in front of her. It was the last
one she’d had. This morning or some morning, recently.
She’d been sitting at the table, drinking out of one of a pair
of matching mugs that she and Ian had gotten for a wedding
gift. They liked to drink hot tea out of them, because the mugs
kept the tea’s temperature well. In twelve years of marriage, it
was the only thing that they still shared.
Ian was coming into the kitchen. Rhonda watched. He’d
brought his mug to the table and sat across from her.
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She heard him speak, “You seem tired. You don’t have
anything this morning, You should go back to bed. Get some
rest.”
She saw herself getting up. Walking down the hallway.
Saw Ian go to the refrigerator. Take out her insulin. Pouring
the entire amount into her cup. “Here!” He called. “You
forgot your tea. I’ll bring it to you. Have your tea, and then
get some rest.”
His voice seemed totally casual and friendly.
“Mommy! Can you hear me?”
Outside the casket, outside the darkness, Jason was
calling to her.
“Jason?” Her voice, seeming rusty and long unused,
finally was working. “Jason?” She called again. The smell
again filled her nostrils. It seemed even stronger. It was the
Phyfoxia. She remembered the smell of it. She remembered
the conversation. Phyfoxia. Good to chase away bad dreams.
Good for a upset stomach…
Good for the calling forth of the dead…
“Jason!!” she called again. This time, her voice was
stronger. Would he hear her?
There was no answer. Her heart began to sink. How long
had she been here? How long had she been dead?
Who had put her here?
She recalled the memory of the kitchen. Ian, unseen by
anyone, pouring insulin in her tea cup. Bringing it to her like
any considerate husband would do.
Or a husband who no longer wanted to have a wife.
It occurred to her then, that the separations had hurt
Ian’s career at the college. They raised eyebrows. The place
was too conservative. People who had been divorced were
shown the door, even if they had tenure. Ian hoped someday
to be president of the university. He could never be divorced.
But…he could be widowed.
As a divorcee, the stench of scandal would attach itself to
him forever. The college would shun him. But as a widower,
they would embrace him. They would enfold him in grace.
Ian killed her.
“God, help me,” she said, as she put her hands to the
rosary that was about her throat. “Help me.”
She was in her kitchen. The light was the most gorgeous
thing she’d ever seen. She had her steaming tea in one of the
matching mugs in front of her. Ian came in, ignoring her at
first. Then, pouring hot water in the other mug. Putting a
tea bag in. Then liberally dosing it with sugar and honey. He
came and sat across from her.
“You seem tired. You don’t have anything this morning,
You should go back to bed. Get some rest,” he was saying.
No! Was it happening again? Or this time, could she
change it?
She got up, taking her mug with her. Ian stopped her.
“Let me bring it to you. We have some fresh honey. I’ll make
it just the way you like it.”
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Rhonda’s blood went cold. He seemed so casual. What
could she do? How could she change it?
She went down the hall, and then, suddenly turned. She
put her hands in her robe pockets. She was not surprised to
find crinkly dried leaves there.
Phyfoxia.
It hadn’t been a dream. But Jason had the leaves. He
would have put them there. Why? Did he sense something
she made herself blind to?
She nearly bumped into Ian coming down the hall. He
looked frustrated to see her. Good, be frustrated, she thought.
“I’d rather have my tea at the table, Ian,” she said, as
sweetly as she could without sounding artificial.
“Please yourself.” He said, his voice taking on a grumpy
tone.
She sat down, and he followed her back. But she didn’t
drink. Neither did he.
“It’s going to get cold,” he said, a smile quivering at his
lips.
“You know, I need to do a finger stick, I feel really weak,
and I don’t trust my feet,” she said, suddenly inspired. “Would
you get my testing stuff from the bedroom? It’s on the table by
the bed.” She put everything she had into looking innocent as
she said it. She knew her life depended on it.
He shrugged, got up, and went down the hall. Quickly,
she changed the mugs.
He came in, handed her the supplies, watched without
expression as she took her blood reading.
“Just a bit low,” she said.
“Well, the honey in the tea should help you,” he said.
She took a sip. It was too sweet, and was likely to raise her
blood sugar, but at the moment, it seemed very satisfying.
He took a long drink of his own. Looked at her intently,
“You know, it doesn’t have to end this way.”
“Excuse me?” She said, allowing some shock to be shown.
“A divorce. We could try again. I really would go to
therapy this time. Maybe both of us could. Maybe we could
work things out.”
He took another deep drink of his tea.
Already, she could see his intense blue eyes growing…a
bit…dull? Would it work that quickly?
Maybe. Just maybe.
“I’m willing to consider it,” she said, placidly. “I really
don’t want a divorce, either, Ian. Not anymore. I want what
you want.”
“Really?” Ian’s eyes briefly lit up. “Then, I think we should
make a toast.” He lifted his mug containing the remainder of
the tea meant for Rhonda in mid-air.
“To us,” he said, his voice dragging a bit.
Rhonda smiled at her sleepy husband and let her mug
tap against his.
“To us,” she said. 
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John Connolly
Hooks the Reader at the Beginning

Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Mark Condren

Bestselling author John Connolly was born
in Dublin, Ireland in 1968 and has worked as a
journalist, a barman, a local government official,
a waiter, and a dogsbody at Harrods department
store in London.
Connelly studied English at Trinity
College, Dublin and journalism at Dublin
City University. Afterward, he spent five years
working as a freelance journalist for The Irish
Times newspaper, to which he continues to
contribute.
His first novel, “Every Dead Thing” was
published in 1999. It introduced the world to the
character of Charlie Parker, a former policeman
hunting the killer of his wife and daughter. In
2000, “Dark Hollow” made its debut. “The
Killing Kind”—the third Parker novel—was

published in 2001 and in 2002, “The White Road” followed.
John published his first stand-alone book and fifth novel, “Bad Men” in 2003. In 2004, “Nocturnes,” a collection of
novellas and short stories, was added to Connelly’s list of accomplishments. And 2005 witnessed the publication of his fifth
Charlie Parker novel, “The Black Angel.”
John’s seventh novel, “The Book of Lost Things”—a novel about fairy stories and the power that books have to shape our
world and our imaginations—was published in September 2006. With everything else on his author’s plate, including “The
Gates” (2009), Connelly’s first YA novel, its sequel in 2011, “Hell’s Bells”—published in the UK—and “The Infernals” which
was published in the U.S., he’s found the time to write six more Parker novels, culminating to his latest, number eleven, “The
Wrath of Angels.”
Based on John’s description of “The Wrath of Angels,” we think this title will be another bestseller. We have taken a few
moments of John Connelly’s time to ask him some questions to bring us up to date with what he’s been up to and maybe even
a little of what we can expect. Enjoy!
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Charlie Parker is sitting in front of you. What would you like to ask him?
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John Connelly (JC): “Do you think God hates you?” If he was sitting in front of me and if I was the author and he was the
character I’d ask, “Do you want to know what’s going to happen to you?”
S. MAG.: The beginning or the end of a book—what do you feel has more impact on a reader, but which is more difficult to
write for the author?
JC: That’s an interesting question. It’s funny, for my books, people often seem to remember the beginnings more. I’m very conscious
of honing an opening to a book that draws the reader in that is atmospheric and that has a tone of the writing that makes it very
clear to come later. I think you hook the reader with the beginning.
S. MAG.: And do you feel that the beginning is more difficult for you to write or the ending?
JC: Well, the ending almost takes care of itself. There is a momentum by the time you’re that far into a book. I feel that I write the
endings quite quickly because you have a momentum behind you at that point and the ending should be written quite quickly
because if you’ve done the book right, a reader should read the ending quickly. Whereas the start you will have to think more
about. You are making a very conscious effort to pull a reader in. Plus, the beginning tends to be conscious and the end is
instinctive.
S. MAG.: In the Charlie Parker series for a new reader that’s just finding out about it, which book do you say
they should start with?
JC: There are those who, if you’re reading a series, will tell you that you have to start at the beginning and there are
those who tend to be slightly less didactic about it. For writers, it’s a bit different as writers hope they are getting
better. You really hope that you’re tenth book is better than your first. If not, why are you writing? But readers don’t
always agree on that. For example, if you were starting to read James Lee Burke, I’m not sure that “Neon Rain” is
the best place to start.
I think he finds his feet with his second book “Heaven’s Prisoners.” So for Burke, you might be better off saying, start with
“Heaven’s Prisoners” and then if you want to skip back to “Neon Rain” you can. Then there’s a school of thought that says,
“No! You must start at the beginning!” I think the sixth or seventh book in my series, because it’s a self-contained little
story.
S. MAG.: What is your favorite and least favorite word and why?
JC: All of my favorite words are probably swear words actually and I’m trying to be quite careful about how I use them.
Oh wait, I actually do have a favorite word. One of my favorite words is “chthonic.” And do you know where I learned this
word from? When MTV started many moons ago they used to have a word of the day. It would probably astonish people who
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watch it now who think it’s about the Housewives of Beverly Hills or whatever the hell that show is. It’s having to do or pertaining
to the underworld and I remember when I saw it used on MTV and they used to give you a sentence as to which it’s used and the
sentence I remember them giving was, “I have a chthonic mother-in-law.” That always stuck in my head so I quite like “chthonic.”
Now with the words I don’t like, well I don’t like the word “nice.” I remember that being once defined as, “the TV repairman gives
you flowers when you’re sick.”
S. MAG.: How did you get involved in editing “Books to Die For?”
JC: Honestly, it was a terrible mistake. One day I was living a perfectly happy and normal life and the next I was doing that.
Declan Burke, my co-editor, got me at a moment of weakness when I had a couple glasses of wine on me and asked, “Would you be
interested in maybe getting involved in something like this?” I gave him a very, “Yeah, maybe some point in the future when I have
nothing better to do and when I’m on the verge of death and I might die before I have to do any work on it.” So, I had come back
from a book tour and he had already commenced nailing down writers and looking at publishers and I got drawn into it. At that
point the die had been cast. It was probably the hardest work I’ve ever done and the hardest project I’ve ever undertaken. Mainly
because, apart from corralling writers who, unlike journalists, novelists take deadlines as purely advisory, the back checking
of every essay all had to be checked. There were only three people effectively working on the book, so it was massively timeconsuming. I’m delighted with what’s resulted, but I don’t think I would ever do anything like that again. It nearly broke my heart.
S. MAG.: What scares John Connolly?
JC: Very little of the classics: heights, spiders, and closed spaces. I don’t have any fears of that nature. I don’t particularly want to
be trapped down a hole and I don’t particularly want to fall off of a tall building, but other than that, I don’t have any deep-set
fears. Your fears become more concrete and also strangely more abstract as you go along, so my concrete fears are the ones that
go along with age. My father died of cancer so I think I have a fear of cancer because I watched him die. I think that’s why so
often in the books cancer is used sometimes as a metaphor and sometimes as an actual process of disintegration. I find cancer so
appalling.
S. MAG.: Finish this sentence: If I wasn’t a writer I would be___________?
JC: I’d probably still be a journalist. I quite liked being a journalist although I was never a great journalist, but most writers try
to find a way to be paid to write. I didn’t think I would ever be paid to write novels. I always wanted to be a veterinarian as well,
but that never worked out so I’d probably still be a journalist.
S. MAG.: When I visit Ireland what’s the one place I have to stop and eat at and what should I order?
JC: In Dublin, there’s a restaurant called L’Ecrivain which is the French word for writer and
that’s a lovely restaurant. It’s where I had my fortieth birthday party and it has the best
Martini and the best wine selection in the country. If you had one meal to eat in Dublin,
I’d go there.
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S. MAG.: Where do you see publishing headed in the future? Where
could you see it in five to ten years?
JC: I think the paperback will probably be gone. I think that will naturally
be taken by the e-book. There will not be those mass-market paperbacks.
I think the hardback will persist, as well as nicely bound and probably
signed with some extra content at the back. It would come with a download
code that when you buy the hardback you can download the e-book onto
your computer or e-reader. For those people that love books and still want
to be surrounded by books will want a nice addition of the book to put on
their shelves. I’m more optimistic than most. I think a balance should be
found between the printed word and e-book. They should co-exist because
they aren’t the same thing and they perform different functions. I’m just getting increasingly
angry because one of the things that morons are talking about is “Dead Tree Publishing”
and those people shouldn’t be dominating the conversation of publishing books because those
of us that love books still want them around. People are just getting too ignorant.
S. MAG.: Can you give us a little preview of “Wrath of Angels” for those of us in the U.S. because it doesn’t come out until
January 1?
JC: It concerns the discovery of a plane in the great north woods. A plane that seems to have no flight record that nobody has ever
reported missing and that doesn’t have any bodies on it. The hunt for a list contained on this plane draws Charlie Parker into it
and some very, very nasty and unpleasant people who are all intent upon finding this plane and what it contains before anyone
else does.
S. MAG.: Do you want to give us a little bit of anything else you’re going to do or any promotion stuff you have going on?
JC: Well, I’m not going to be touring the “Wrath of Angels” in the
U.S. because if you’re trying to tour in the winter you’ve got snow
and flights being cancelled and it’s the weather that nobody goes
out in. I can just imagine Maine and how no one will want to go
out with three feet of snow on the ground. It’s just too hard unless
you’re just touring in the Southwest.
S. MAG.: After “Wrath of Angels” comes out, for the next
couple of years do you already know what you want to come
out?
JC: Next year is going to be a couple of experiments. I’ve wanted
to write—and nearly finished—a science fiction novel, but I don’t
have a contract for it. My publisher is very interested in it, but
I haven’t shown it to them. I’m also going to do another of the
Samuel Johnson books for kids and I also want to write a couple
of short stories and stretch my muscles a bit in other areas.
John Connolly is based in Dublin, but divides his time
between his native city and the United States, where the Charlie
Parker mysteries are set. We thank John for carving out a little
time from his very full schedule for us. If you’d like to learn
more about this talented author and his work, check out his
official website at, http://www.johnconnollybooks.com/. 
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Critiquing Services
www.JodieRennerEditing.com

Specializing in thrillers,
romantic suspense,
& other crime �iction
Look for Jodie’s craft of �iction articles on these blogs:
Crime Fiction Collective, Blood-Red Pencil, The Thrill
Begins, Writer’s Forensics, and Suspense Magazine.
“Jodie Renner worked with me to transform my thriller,
The Lonely Mile, from an exciting book to a tight,
suspenseful, heart-pounding thrill ride.” - Allan Leverone
“Jodie edited my last three novels and did a
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Murder
in the Catskills

Forg

By Deborah Travers

The team searching for sevenyear-old Howard Rothenberg were in
a panic as they scoured the wooded
area near the boarding house where
his mother waited on the front lawn.
He hadn’t been seen in more than two
hours. Was the child lost in the woods?
Maybe clinging to a rock after a fall in
the creek? Even a bear attack wasn’t out
of the question.

It was Dr. Mulberry who had the
arduous task of telling Howard’s mother
the grim news. Rose Rothenberg’s
screams followed, shattering the thick
humid air on that late August morning
in 1923.

reunions each weekend. But in the case
of the Rothenbergs of Newark, New
Jersey, it was a summer vacation turned
into a nightmare that would result in
Howard’s murder and leave behind a
trail of ruin.

When they found him, he was
only two hundred feet from the house
on the banks of Kelly Creek, a narrow
creek that winds through the length of
the town and right behind a sawmill.
He hadn’t been dead long; an hour,
maybe two. Howard lay on his side as
if sleeping. He wore a pongee shirt,
knickers, and white stockings. A cloth
gag, remnants of his baby sister’s
diapers, was in his mouth, and a small
towel wrapped around his head held
the gag in place. His hands were tied in
front with the same material that was
also knotted around his neck. A fishing
pole, a gift from his father, lay nearby,
untouched beside a tackle box.

“I know who did it,” she cried to
the doctor, pointing up to the white
eclectic Victorian boarding house. “It
was someone up at the place!”
It was an accusation that started
a frenzied shockwave and threw the
tiny town into a limelight of scandal
and tragedy. The eighty-nine-year-old
murder remains unsolved.

It wasn’t the first time Charles
and Rose Rothenberg had traveled
to Windham, but the early August
1923 trip was an extended family
affair. Charles, a member of a wealthy
family that owned a hat manufacturing
company in Newark, brought with him
his wife, two-year-old daughter June
and his son Howard. Called a spoiled
child by some, Howard was known to
kick his mother and throw tantrums
when not getting his way. Rose’s sister,
Esther Litt, of Brooklyn, also traveled
with them as did sixteen-year-old
nursemaid Anna Sobin. Of Polish
birth, Anna struggled with the English
language.

The knots in the boy’s hands
were intricate using many strips from
the diaper. The coroner, Dr. Claude
Mulberry, cut the boy’s clothes off for
the autopsy so not to disturb the knots.
Police found no fingerprints, there
was no sign of struggle, and Howard’s
clothes were fairly dry considering the
wet ground from the rain the night
before.
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Windham, a small town in upstate
New York’s Greene County, is a quiet
postcard community crafted in the
Northern Catskill Mountains. Just a
two-hour drive from New York City, it
has always been a country playground
for visitors from metropolitan New
York, Long Island and New Jersey. In
the 1920s, it took long hours either by
train, dayliners or even longer for those
who drove their Model Ts the whole
way up.
Vacationers to the mountaintop
didn’t come for just a weekend then.
They’d stay for weeks, sometimes the
entire summer. Those who could afford
to kept the entire family at a boarding
house while the father trudged back to
the cities during the week leaving his
family in the mountains, returning on
the weekends. Usually this led to happy

Long before Howard’s murder,
stories swirled of the two sisters,
always dressed in style, their hair
short bobs as was the fashion. They
were often seen during the weekdays
close to an “unsavory” young man,
Burtsell (Burt) Branaugh, whose father
owned the boarding house where they
stayed. Village residents claimed to
have seen the two women arguing
over the attention of Burt. There were
also rumors of Howard fighting with
his relatives, strange men going to
the house, horseback riding in town
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with different men, and a quarrel with
a riding master who Rose said grew
angry with her because she rebuffed
his advances. There was gossip of an
illicit affair between the three and even
that Rose’s daughter was actually Burt’s
from a previous summer visit.
Whatever happened during those
weekdays was out of the vision and
earshot of Charles back in Newark
who, only a few days before the murder,
mailed a new fishing rod to Howard
which he promised to teach him to
use that coming weekend. Wednesday
morning, August 29, was hot and humid.
Howard left the boarding house for
Kelly Creek, also known as the Batavia
Kill, to go fishing with the new fishing
pole and when he didn’t return two and
a half hours later, Rose contacted the
New York state troopers who—with
the help of Windham residents—began
a search for the boy. By ten-thirty that
morning his body was found and taken
to a nearby funeral home where Dr.
Mulbury performed an autopsy.
News of the murder burned
through the town. Residents filled
the main street, nervous, angry, and
frightened. A murderer was among
them. When the call reached Charles
in Newark, he jumped in his car and
began the drive to Windham. In shock,
his driving skills were beyond reckless
and he hit New Jersey State Trooper
Edward Bonnett. Charles didn’t learn
that Bonnett died from the accident
until after reaching Windham that
night. Following Howard’s funeral in
Newark, he was arrested for vehicular
manslaughter, but released on bail and
ultimately never indicted for the crime.
Dr. Mulbury’s autopsy reported the
death caused by “asphyxiation due to
intentional strangulation by person or
persons unknown,” and Greene County
District Attorney Charles Coffin was
immediately assigned the case.
On Thursday, nearly four hundred
Windham residents gathered at the
town hall to arrange a search for the
murderer. Attention turned quickly
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toward Rose; some voiced their
suspicion that she killed her own son.
They painted her as a woman terrified
that her husband would discover she
preferred the attention of another.
Constable Harry Turk stood at
the front of the room in the town hall
raising a hand to calm the crowd of
men and their wives, hands holding
tight to their own children.
“The murderer will be arrested
by nightfall,” Turk said, giving empty
promises that seemed to calm fears, for
the moment.
On the other side of town Rose and
Charles watched as their child’s small
coffin was moved into a hearse. They
followed it out of Windham to Newark,
where Howard was buried at B’Nai
Abraham Cemetery. Rose refused to
speak with officials before she left,
which led them to believe her ranting
on knowing who killed her son were
fueled by grief. But they made sure
Rose would return to Windham after
the funeral where she collapsed and
was carried away from the parlor.
Esther and Anna Sobin however,
were both held back at the Branaugh
boarding house as material witnesses.
Burt Branaugh was told not to leave
town.
New York City, New Jersey, and
local newspapers took quick notice
of the story sending reporters up to
Greene County to follow the murder.
Late Catskill Examiner reporter Mable
Parker Smith, a feisty young woman
in her early twenties, covered the story
from the beginning. Smith recalled
D.A. Coffin as a man who lacked selfconfidence but put up a “blustery show.”
As the investigation intensified
with Greene County Sheriff Albert
Pierce, state Attorney General Carl
Sherman and eventually Governor Al
Smith keeping track, Coffin showed
he was not well suited to the case and
suffered a nervous breakdown early on.
Taken “under the wing of his mother,”
Smith said reporters from the Albany

Times Union, New York Times, Evening
World, Daily News, Windham Journal,
and others camped on the front law of
Coffin’s mother’s house in the village
of Catskill. They spent hours waiting
for him to come out, calling up to his
bedroom window. But Coffin remained
hidden.
Before his breakdown, Anna
Sobin found an opportunity to speak
to Coffin alone. She pleaded for his
protection, saying the Rothenbergs
never paid for her services as nurse
maid since she left her foster parents in
Newark and started working for them
a month before the murder. They were
threatening her, she said, trying to stop
her from telling the truth of the events
of that day. Coffin decided to separate
her from the Rothenbergs and moved
Anna down the mountain to the county
jail, allowing her to stay with Sheriff
Pierce and his wife in their living
quarters adjacent to the jail.
Anna was the subject of many
stories during the months that followed.
One mentioned a connection to the
discovery of a white garter belt and a
handful of hair matching hers found
next to Howard’s body. Someone from
the house said Anna had been caught
slapping the boy when he accused her
of stealing from the house. Reports
were also printed that she attempted
suicide in April of that year and that
prior arrests for unknown crimes found
her “incorrigible.”
The Rothenbergs were supporting
the theory that a woman killed their
son, but not his mother. In a telegram
to the state police, Charles insisted that
the murderer feared the revelations
Howard would make. He stressed that
his son slept in the same room as Anna
in Windham and that she showed no
emotion at news of his death. Charles
did not however, go out of his way to
defend his sister-in-law, Esther.
Authorities from day one played
the hypothesis of a woman with a
secret so dark she would kill to keep it.
Whichever woman it might be.
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After Howard’s funeral, his parents
returned to Greene County, bringing
all parties together again giving
authorities the opportunity to question
them and stories a chance to shift.
Esther, who flatly stated she was at a
creamery on the east side of town the
morning of the murder, would later say
she was in Albany with Burt the night
before the murder, some fifty miles
from Windham, not returning until
the morning of the 29th. That put her
and Burt on the road at the time of the
murder.
Geography aside, reporter Mable
Parker Smith had her own take on why
Burt likely did not kill Howard. She
had met up with him only days after
the murder and they walked behind
the sawmill where the boy was found.
Mable called Burt “slow minded,”
not quick enough to have efficiently
covered the tracks of a murder. Though
she felt Howard was probably a thorn
in Burt’s side if he did spend his days
flirting with the two women, and many
Windham residents pegged Burt as the
murderer.
Rose drafted her own story
modifications, including a switch from
hearing nothing after Howard left the
house to hearing screams around 6:45
that morning, which she ignored for
reasons unknown. Only when Howard
didn’t show up for breakfast did she ask
Anna where he was, the one person in
the house to have seen Howard alive
that morning, walking toward Kelly
Creek with two men, all with fishing
poles in their hands.
It was a story Anna would stick
with and religiously recite whenever
questioned by authorities.
Investigations were leading some
officials to believe that Howard was not
murdered at the site where his body
was found, but elsewhere and then
carried to the creek. The dry clothes, no
signs of a scuffle at the site, the neatly
placed fishing pole and tackle box, all
seemed to point to another location,
likely indoors.
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Charles Rothenberg, who offered
$1,000 for information on the death
of his son, also believed Howard was
not killed by the creek. He released
a statement to The New York Times
insinuating that Howard was murdered
in his bed, “and his body dragged to the
lonely spot where it was found… There
are four people who know who killed
Howard. I will not say who they are,
but they will be made to tell the truth in
time.” Charles recounted the last time
he saw his son. “Howard begged to go
home with me. There was something
on his mind. He feared somebody.”
Before the summer was over, news
traveled down from Windham that
Dr. Mulbury, beloved physician and
still active in the case, died from heart
failure. Residents had more confidence
in Mulbury then they did with local
law enforcement in solving the case.
He’d been anxious to see it resolved
and continued working with the D.A.’s
office until his death. Many believed he
died from overwork on the case.
By September, tensions mounted.
Material witnesses were tired of waiting
to be released, Charles wanted answers
and the D.A.’s office hoped for a break.
Newspaper articles caught the
attention of Governor Smith. He told
Coffin he wanted updates. But all Coffin
could do was admit he had no evidence
to base murder charges so he turned the
attention back to Charles Rothenberg.
“We have used all the pressure we
can to force his wife to talk,” Coffin told
reporters. “She knows a great deal more
than she has told, but who can force her
to talk if her husband won’t? One time
Rothenberg accuses one person, than
another. I can’t act on his accusations
alone.”
The demand for something to
be done moved authorities to have
Howard’s body exhumed on September
13 to perform a second autopsy. The
verdict was the same as Mulbury’s,
however: death by asphyxiation caused
by strangulation. No poisons were

found in the body. However, a new
twist did emerge from the autopsy.
“It is known that proof now is
not so strong the boy was murdered,”
reported Dr. Martland who performed
the second autopsy. “It is possible,
according to experts, that the slow
strangulation from which he died was
accidental.” Howard was not choked
quickly, he said. The cloth over his
nose and throat was loose enough to
permit some air to reach his lungs and
“a period of agony” must have preceded
his death. Dr. Martland stated there
was evidence that Howard struggled
desperately to free his bound hands.
Released from her hold in Greene
County, Esther returned to her family
in Brooklyn at the end of September.
Bad feelings pushed the family apart.
Bitter, Esther said Charles set the law on
her “like hounds” and she let go a storm
of comments to a Brooklyn newspaper.
“Give me the necessary authority
and the assistance of two good New
York City detectives and I will solve the
mystery surrounding the murder of my
nephew within forty-eight hours,” she
was quoted. “They blackened my name
before the world. They tried to estrange
my husband from me by besmirching
my character. They threatened me and
hounded me and then they let me go.
That is what they call justice in Greene
County. God deliver other women from
such justice. I had nothing to do with
the murder of Howard Rothenberg, for
all that his father charged me with it. I
am as innocent as my sister.”
Yet, once again, Esther changed her
own story. “They believe Howard was
murdered in the barn and they say I was
seen near the barn that morning. That
is a lie. I was not there.” She claimed
a Windham doctor told authorities
she’d been “desperately ill” for ten days
preceding and on the day of the murder
which Esther said made it physically
impossible for her to have committed
the crime.
In November, the case was prepared
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for the grand jury under the jurisdiction
of Wesley O. Howard, Supreme Court
Judge.

till February, which prompted Rose,
Esther, and Burt to request separate
trials. The trial was delayed until April.

killed the boy!” Cunningham blasted,
claiming he had proof against Anna.
But none was produced.

At the same time, another trial was
being played out in the county, eating up
the jury pool. Gertrude Guerrieri was
charged with arranging to have her son
kill her husband, Marco Guerrieri, who
was shot by his stepson in November
1922. Already charged, the young man
sat in Sing Sing prison on death row.

As the winter of 1923-24 crawled
on, the case was seen less and less in the
headlines. The big newspaper reporters
had long left town. Little blips in the
local press reminded residents there
was still a murdered child who needed
justice.

Within days, law enforcement
officials reported they were planning
to arrest Anna for the murder and
hold her for $10,000 bail. At that time,
she was still living with the sheriff and
his wife as a material witness. In the
courtroom, Anna became hysterical
and Judge Rosch, taking pity on her, said
as only a material witness bail would be
reduced to $5,000. He then turned to
the defending lawyers, demanding they
produce evidence of Anna’s guilt. And
again, none was put forward.

Early in December, officials
reported a break-in at the sheriff ’s house.
The screen in Anna Sobin’s bedroom
window was cut, a ladder laid against
the window and footprints showed in
the snow. A planned kidnapping was
suspected, but that story never had legs.
As attorneys prepared for the grand
jury again, Lester Smith, husband of
The Examiner’s Mable Parker, took
over Anna’s case. Rose Rothenberg
made every attempt she could to block
the grand jury, charging malfeasance
against D.A. Coffin, claiming Smith
was his close friend. She appealed to
an unmoved governor, stating in an
affidavit that Smith created an “improper
atmosphere” in the courtroom. She
insisted that other important witnesses
were not permitted to testify and that
Coffin coached Anna in her testimony.
Howard’s father told reporters
he’d spent so much time and money
on the case that his position in the
family business crumbled and he was
bankrupt.
The grand jury heard the testimony
of some sixty-four witnesses, and in
the end Rose, Esther, and Burt were all
indicted and charged with first-degree
murder, and each was jailed on $35,000
bail.
Questions surrounding some of the
jurors immediately postponed the trial.
The Gerstenberg murder also had its
impact. As county legal eagles prepared
for that trial, Coffin reported the county
couldn’t conduct two Supreme Court
murder trials at the same time and
postponed the Rothenberg murder case
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The season was harsh for those
involved in the case. Oswell Coe, a
justice of the peace and proprietor of
the Windham Coe Hotel that acted
as headquarters for law enforcement,
lawyers, and reporters during the height
of the case, died. In March, Esther Litt’s
lawyer withdrew from the case due to
an illness that required surgery from
which he died at the age of thirty-six.
The case seemed almost cursed to
some. Just to be involved was a danger.
In April, the Supreme Court was
set to reconvene. But halfway into the
month, Greene County Justice Wesley
O. Howard shocked everyone by
dismissing all three indictments. The
county quickly appealed the decision
and scheduled a trial for Troy, almost
sixty miles from Windham. Defense
attorney W. Cunningham made a
bitter attack against Coffin on behalf
of Rose, Esther and Burt, calling the
original indictments and the appeal an
“outrageous attack” on their character.
“I am here to make a direct charge
that we know who killed little Howard
Rothenberg… He was not murdered
by his mother, his aunt, or Burtsell
Branaugh who have been vilely and
brutally misrepresented and held up
to public scorn. But he was and I now
so charge, killed by Anna Sobin, a
degenerate girl, employed as a maid by
Mrs. Rothenberg. Little Howard was
strangled to keep his mouth shut, but
not because he had any secret to reveal
about his mother, his aunt, or Branaugh
but because he had threatened to tell
his mother of degenerate treatment he
received from the maid, who degeneracy
is a matter of reformatory record. She

Another month passed and Rose
and Esther began speaking publicly
again, pointing to Anna as the
murderer. That moved Lester Smith
to strike out. “If they try to fasten this
terrible crime on my client, somebody’s
fingers are going to be burnt. The girl’s
story, if forced from her, may be a very
bad thing for certain people.”
Nearly a year since the murder
passed and still no court date was
scheduled for the appeal. Anna
eventually moved in with Lester and
Mable, but her health began to fail
and she was allowed to leave Greene
County to be with her foster parents in
Elizabeth, New Jersey. There were no
legalities to hold her back no matter
how hard the Rothenbergs tried to
reopen the case against her.
In mid-June 1924, New York State
Attorney General Sherman announced
that the Grand Jury would be called
to reexamine the case with a focus on
Anna. Then once again, and for the last
time, the threat of legal action fell flat.
A month later in New Jersey,
Anna became fodder for the press.
She wove a tale of being drugged and
kidnapped for three days before ending
up in Elizabeth General Hospital. She
even allowed the press to photograph
her from her hospital bed. She told
reporters that she left her home to buy
ice cream when two men grabbed her,
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throwing her in a car. She claimed to
remember nothing from that point
until she found herself at the hospital.
The Brooklyn Daily Eagle reported her
claims that her hands and feet were tied
when she was ditched from the car. Her
stomach was pumped at the hospital for
traces of poison, but nothing was found.
Local police commented on a “highly
nervous” Anna, stating she went to the
hospital voluntarily. A week later Anna
confessed that the kidnapping was a
ruse. And she had something else to
say:
“I’m ready and willing to tell what I
know of the case, if the state of New York
is willing to take me up to Windham
and let me talk… My statement is ready
if they are ready to hear it now.”
A full year after the murder only
one short article appeared in the New
York Daily News reporting that the state
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Attorney General’s office was hoping to
finally solve the Rothenberg murder.
There it ended.
Newspapers lost interest in the
story of Howard Rothenberg, local
chatter faded as life returned to normal
in Windham. Summers came and went,
filling boarding houses with vacationers.
Over the decades, the boarding houses
declined and the popular season on the
mountaintop went from summer to
winter as skiing became the primary
vacation industry. Spending weeks in
the country became passé and more
exotic vacation destinations were easily
made accessible by air travel.
The Branaugh family left the
county and the boarding house became
a private residence. The sawmill near
where Howard’s body was discovered
became a VFW lodge.

and Anna went cold. They moved on
with their lives. Rumors circulated that
the Rothenberg marriage eventually
ended.
In 1991, the NYS Department of
Law searched their files and found no
record at all of the Rothenberg case.
They stated that perhaps the attorney
general at the time never had custody
of the case files since most of the case
was based on rumor. Greene County
courts also have no files on the case.
Except for old newspaper clippings,
faded photographs and stories passed
down through local family members,
and a medical death certificate, it’s as
if the murder never happened. But
it did. The proof is the tiny grave of a
forever young boy sleeping eternally in
a Newark cemetery. 

The trail of Charles and Rose, Esther,
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This

Machine

By Steven Mace

Andrew lived alone, but there were occasions when he
craved the company of people. Usually, he wished he was with
a woman. Andrew had been hanging around the tube station
that evening, waiting to meet someone interesting. He stood
there silently, while the commuters who were on their way
home from work exited the station in droves. He didn’t speak
to anyone, apart from a young man who went past along the
pavement, walking his dog. Andrew liked animals, and so his
attention was caught by the animal when he set eyes upon it.
He wasn’t sure whether it was an Alsatian or a Labrador. It
looked like a cross between the two.
After the young man had passed him with the dog on a
leash, Andrew called after him.
“Uh...what breed is that?” he asked.
The young man, little more than a boy, a teenager with
spiked blond hair, glanced back over his shoulder at him.
“German Shepherd.”
Andrew nodded. “Nice dog,” he said, but the young man
was already gone, his dog by his side.
He probably had not even heard Andrew speak.
After half an hour passed and no one interesting had
emerged, Andrew almost decided to walk back to the flat he
rented when his attention was caught by someone who might
well be in that category. That someone who had drawn his
gaze was an attractive, slim, young blonde woman who had
come out of the tube station at that precise moment. She was
tall, and wore a pinstripe suit with a pencil skirt and high
heels. As she sashayed down the street, elegant and sexy in
her demeanor, Andrew watched her go. He was unable to
take his watchful gaze away from her. After hesitating briefly
then deciding why not, he decided to follow her.
He walked briskly after the blonde woman, staring at her
rear view, and thinking that she possessed nice legs, until he
caught up with her. Once he was level, he glanced sideways
at her and was rewarded by a sharp look back at him. He
attempted to make conversation.
“Hey...”
The blonde stared at him. She had quite striking blue
eyes, and was as attractive as his initial glimpse of her had
suggested. She looked at him, startled at first, and then
almost immediately her face assumed a scornful expression.
“Uh...hello.”
She frowned, an expression that did not mar her pretty

features, but nevertheless she was bemused by his sudden
presence beside her.
“I’m Andrew,” he said, suddenly feeling nervous.
Past failures flooded into his mind. All thoughts of
possible chat up lines and jokes that might appear charming
had emptied themselves from his head. He bit his lip
anxiously. Inspiration vanished. What could he possibly say
now that wouldn’t make her think he was desperate, or even
worse: weird or creepy?
“I noticed you come out of the station...I’m sorry to
come up to you like this...I hope that I didn’t startle you...
it’s just that you’re...um...very attractive...and I wondered...if
maybe...I could buy you a drink...sometime?”
“No,” the blonde replied curtly. “I have a boyfriend.”
She began to walk faster, her heels clicking sharply
against the concrete slabs of the pavement, causing a harsh
sound.
“Um...okay. Well...have a nice day then,” Andrew
mumbled.
Inside, he was kicking himself. He knew he’d blown it.
His confidence had deserted him. Even if she did have a
boyfriend, he knew that she had not appreciated him, a man
who was a total stranger, coming up to her like that on the
street, anyway.
“Whatever,” the woman murmured as she strode swiftly
away.
Andrew, looking down at the pavement while he felt the
mental stabs of disappointment and rejection, began to walk
in the opposite direction.
*
Andrew had been single for a long while. A year ago
there had been a girl he’d liked, an American girl called
Caitlin. He’d had hopes of developing something special with
her. When they dated briefly, she had made him feel alive and
real, as if the world was filled with endless possibility. For a
short time, his sense of personal self-esteem had been high.
However, his illusions had been shattered when out of
the blue, she said to him, “Andrew, there’s something I need
to explain to you.”
They’d been speaking on the phone. He was the one who
had called her, to see if she wanted to go out for a drink with
him, somewhere.
“What is it?” he’d asked her.
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“Andrew, I think you’ve got the wrong idea about...us,”
Caitlin had told him in her familiar American accent, which
he found so exotic and attractive at the time. It seemed to
embody her unique sensual nature and fascination to him.
“About...the kind of relationship we have.”
“I don’t understand,” he said.
“I don’t think we have anything in common at all,”
Caitlin told him then. “To be honest...I don’t even see you as
a friend.”
There had been a long silence. He had been speechless
at first, but somehow he found his voice. He felt a terrible
feeling: like an ice-cold drop of water, trickling down his
neck toward his spine.
“We’ve known each other for quite a while,” Andrew
finally said. “I thought we were good mates.”
“I know. But things...change. I’ve met another guy,
someone...more interesting. And to be honest, I never
thought that you would stay in touch with me. You’ve gone
to incredible lengths in doing so, and truly...I’m flattered.
But I’ve always seen you as more of an acquaintance than a
friend. I’ve never thought about having a relationship with
you. It’s completely out of the question. I just don’t find you
attractive at all.”
He’d been shocked, more disappointed and deflated by
her words than he had possibly imagined that he could be.
“But...why...why keep in touch like you have done, and
act like you’re my friend?”
She sighed. Deeply. “I just didn’t know the best way to do
it....to see you less and less...to wean you off trying to stay in
touch with me, so to speak. I guess this is just the best way to
do it. I wish you all the best.”
“But...Caitlin...I’m sorry I said anything about fancying
you, it was a mistake...I’m so sorry...we can still be friends?”
“No. I don’t want that.”
“Why?” He had begun pleading. “Caitlin, please don’t do
this.”
“Andrew, don’t make this harder than it has to be. To be
honest, I just feel sorry for you now.”
“What?” He’d begun shouting. “What are you talking
about?”
“Look, we all have our skeletons. There are millions of
people in this world. Surely you can find someone else. Sorry,
I have to go.”
“No wait! We should talk about this.”
“No. I don’t want to talk to you anymore.”
“We should meet. I need to talk to you in person.”
“Look, I’ve told you how I feel and what I want,” she’d
said sharply. “Now leave me alone.”
“Please, Caitlin!” he begged. “Please don’t do this. I need
you. I’m finding things difficult at the moment. I don’t need
this right now. Please don’t blank me like this.”
“Andrew, honestly. I don’t care.”
“Caitlin!”
“Goodbye.”
*
He had tried calling her on three more occasions in the
following weeks.
On the first occasion, he said: “Caitlin, it’s Andrew.
Please can we talk?”
“No,” came the sharp retort. “I told you to leave me
alone.”
“Caitlin, please.”
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“No! Stop calling me! Stop texting!”
“Please can we talk? I feel so down.”
“Oh, for Christ’s sake! You are pathetic. I wish I had
never met you. I don’t know why I started speaking to you. I
should have just listened to my friends from the start. Leave...
me...alone!”
The call cut out.
On the second occasion, he had called her mobile
number and said to her in an urgent tone when she answered:
“Caitlin, it’s Andrew. We need to talk.”
“How many times do I need to tell you?” she snapped. “I
don’t want to talk to you.”
“Please. Just listen.”
“No. I really don’t know what you’re trying to achieve by
doing this. You’ve lost the battle and you’ve well and truly
lost the war. Move on!”
“I...don’t think I can.”
“Look, you will find someone else. Everyone does.
Goodbye, Andrew.”
Again, she ended the call.
Sitting alone in his flat, Andrew was left feeling trapped,
unable to get out of the psychological maze he had created
for himself. Caitlin had closed the exit door and locked it
well and truly shut. He felt that he had no other option but
to attempt to break it down. If only she would listen, let him
explain himself to her, then maybe she would let him back
into her life...
On the third occasion, when Andrew made the telephone
call, an unknown male voice had answered when he’d
tentatively asked: “Hello, Caitlin?”
“This is Caitlin’s boyfriend,” came a brusque deep reply.
Definitely not Caitlin herself.
“She doesn’t waste much time,” Andrew muttered.
“Yeah, well. Look, she’s fed up with you calling and texting
her. If this carries on like it has been doing, we’re going to the
police. Get a life. She does not want to hear from you ever
again, and by the way, I’m not the one who has stopped you
seeing her. She does not want to see you. She thinks you’re
boring and creepy. End of. Leave her alone. Right? Back...
the...fuck...off.”
The line had gone dead.
*
A month or so later, after another wave of unanswered
e-mails sent to Caitlin, retribution came calling. Andrew had
been sitting alone in his flat, watching television, when there
was a loud knock on the door. It had been a heavy, urgentsounding knock. He had not been expecting anyone, and so
he wondered who it was. There was no spy-hole built into the
door to make it possible to check, and so when he opened
the door and saw the two large, burly police officers standing
there, it was something of a shock. A shock, yes, but not a
complete surprise. In part, he had expected and dreaded the
possibility of their eventual visit, but part of him had assumed
that his former friend Caitlin would never have done that to
him. Nevertheless, he realized from his last contact with her
that he was treading on thin ice.
“Are you Andrew Salt, sir?” one of the
police constables asked him.
“Yes...that’s me. What is it?”
“We’d like you to answer a few
questions about a particular matter, sir.”
“What is this all about?” Andrew asked,
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looking from the face of one stoic, serious officer and then to
the other. “I’ve done nothing wrong.”
“We’ll be the judge of that, sir,” said the second police
officer, the one who hadn’t spoken so far. “Can we come in,
please?”
Reluctantly, Andrew allowed the two policemen to enter
his flat. They came in, glanced about discreetly. He sat down
in his armchair, but the two officers remained standing.
“This is regarding a Miss Caitlin Madison,” one of the
officers said. “Do you know Miss Madison, Mr. Salt?”
“Caitlin...” he said quietly. “Yes, I know her. What about
her?”
“Well, she’s made a report to us. She says you have made
multiple unwanted attempts to contact her. Calling her,
sending her unwanted messages and gifts...that sort of thing.”
“Right.”
“This anti-social behavior has to stop, Mr. Salt. She has
made it quite clear to you that she wants nothing to do with
you. She does not want contact from you in the future and
she does not want to receive things from you. You’re being a
nuisance to her.”
“I see.”
“If you continue with this unwanted behavior, Mr.
Salt, you could have serious actions taken against you.
You could be subject to a restraining order and face
prosecution. Harassment and hate crimes such as stalking
carry a maximum sentence of five years in prison. Do you
understand?”
“Yes.”
“Do you, sir?”
“Yes, I do!”
“Then you’d better make sure you make absolutely no
attempt to contact her ever again. Sign this, please sir.”
One of the officers was holding a document that he would
have to sign. Andrew had taken his time fetching a biro, and
when he came back, one of the policemen had been tapping
his foot impatiently on the floor, anxious to leave. Andrew
had signed two copies of the letter, which promised that he
would make no further attempt to contact Caitlin Madison,
who had been forced to alter her lifestyle due to his attempts
to contact her and his continued harassment of her.
“That’s your copy,” one of the officers had said, giving
Andrew one of the documents and taking the other with him.
Later, Andrew had torn the letter up and discarded it in
the bin. It was a taunt, a tangible rebuke, a souvenir of his
failure.
*
After attempting to speak to the gorgeous blonde woman
in the pinstripe suit, Andrew took his time in wandering
back to the tube station. When he arrived there, he decided
to linger outside for a little longer. He wasn’t quite sure why.
Was he hoping to see another attractive woman? Would
he follow her, like he had followed the last one? Stalk her?
Would he try to speak to her, with disastrous results like the
blonde, or would he...?
He remained outside the underground station for
another half hour. Despite the vast droves of commuters
and workers who streamed out at intervals, he did not feel
compelled to follow anyone.
But the first warning sign, the first
moment of danger, was the tall police officer
who wandered toward the entrance of the
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station. He made no eye contact with Andrew, nor gave any
sign that he had noticed him or was particularly interested
in him. But possibly to a trained eye the way that the officer
intently scrutinized the row of leaflets fixed upon the wall
inside the station was a little too discreet, an excuse to linger,
and the way he eventually strolled away was a little too
affected, a little too nonchalant. Andrew noticed the copper,
of course, but he did not think that it was an important detail.
The policeman was only there for a few seconds, and then he
abruptly disappeared.
Five minutes later, two new police officers—a man and a
woman—appeared from around the corner. At first, Andrew
thought that they would enter the station. Then he realized
they were heading in his general direction. Well, maybe they
were about to cross the road. He stood still, and watched
them approach. Then his eyes widened, and his mouth
dropped open. They were coming straight toward him! He
was familiar with being spoken to by officers, of course, after
what had happened with Caitlin. But he couldn’t imagine
what this was about. Had surveillance footage, CCTV, picked
him up following the blonde? Had someone, somewhere,
believed that he was acting suspiciously? Had he been
identified as a man of particular interest to the police? If so, by
whom? Possibilities and outcomes whirled within his mind.
“Good evening, sir,” the policewoman said. “Could you
come with us, please?” She was young, earnest. Her tone was
brisk, confident.
“We’d like to ask you a few questions,” the male officer
added.
“You fit the description of a man who has been reported
to us,” the female officer said.
“What?” Andrew was shocked. He was taken aback
by what was happening. The visit about Caitlin had been
expected. This was entirely surprising. What was going on
here?
The two police officers led him into the tube station.
Andrew was very conscious of the underground staff on duty
inside, who watched him with stern, frowning expressions
(Eh, what’s this bloke done?) and the curious, hostile stares of
the commuters who passed by as he was marched along by the
police officers. In the company of the police in their uniforms
and luminous jackets, he felt like a convicted criminal
already. The male officer spoke briefly with a member of tube
staff, and Andrew was led into a private room, out of the
way of the flow of tube travelers. There were chairs inside,
and Andrew was invited to sit down. The female officer also
seated herself opposite him, but the male officer remained
standing. Throughout most of the course of the interview,
the policeman stared at him.
“What is this all about?” Andrew asked.
“I’m afraid I’m not at liberty to give details at the
moment,” the policewoman said. “Could you tell us why you
were loitering outside the station?”
“I was...waiting for a friend,” he lied.
He found himself trying not to gulp, therefore making
himself look tense and perhaps guilty of something.
“What is your name, please?” she asked.
Andrew realized that the male officer was not taking part
in the interview. He simply stood there and watched Andrew
intently.
“Andrew Salt.”
“And your address?”
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“Um...37 Waterford Drive, Flat 4B.”
“Do you have a mobile telephone number, Mr. Salt?”
“Er...I do. I don’t have it with me. I can’t remember the
number.”
“Right. Are you on the electoral roll?”
“I think so.”
The policewoman glanced at her colleague. “Check that.”
The officer nodded, and began to speak into his walkietalkie.
“What is this all about, please?” Andrew asked
desperately. “What am I supposed to have done?”
“At the moment I can’t tell you,” the policewoman said
to him.
There was a period of silence, while Andrew heard the
male officer repeat his name and address into his radio. There
was a long pause, and then Andrew heard the radio crackle
and the sound of a distorted reply.
The police officer looked toward his colleague and shook
his head. The policewoman looked disappointed.
“Right,” she said. “I am going to write you a warning
notice. You shouldn’t be loitering outside the station.”
“I’m sorry...” Andrew murmured. “Look, what is this
about?”
The two police officers glanced at each other.
“A serious crime,” the policewoman said, fixing him with
her gaze. “There has been a sex attack. On a young woman.
She is very frightened and upset about what happened.”
Andrew’s mouth dropped open. He could not believe
what he was hearing.
“Look, you’ve got the wrong guy!” he protested
adamantly. “I’ve got nothing to do with that!”
“Okay,” the policewoman said.
She stood up, and he knew that the interview was finally
over and that they were letting him go. The two officers were
giving off an air of disappointment, and had evidently lost
interest in him. The policewoman wrote something on a red
ticket, tore it off, and handed it to him. Andrew saw that it
was a warning notice telling him not to loiter outside the
station.
“You can go. I’d suggest, frankly, that you don’t continue
to hang around,” she said to him.
With that, they allowed him to leave. He left the private
room with them, still feeling uncomfortable in the presence
of the officers until he had escaped from them into the flow of
commuters coming up from the platforms. He had to ask one
of the tube staff to let him out through the barrier as he had
not traveled with his oyster card. He did not fully relax until
he was striding down the street, in the direction of home.
He wondered what happened. Had it been a case
of mistaken identity? He had been picked up on some
surveillance camera, and an over-zealous CCTV operator
reported him? Had the policewoman been telling the truth
when she told him that a sex attack had taken place, or had it
been some kind of contrived trap to test his reaction? Did the
questioning have something to do with the blonde woman
he’d followed and tried to chat up on the street? The more he
thought about it, the more paranoid and deeply depressed he
found himself becoming.
As he walked down the street, out of the corner of his eye
he noticed a police car pass by him on the road. Was it his
imagination, or did the vehicle slow down as it passed him?
Was it the same officers who had interviewed him? Did its
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occupants watch him intently from inside?
*
Andrew stepped into his flat. He closed the
door quietly behind him. The light that entered
through the windows was now restricted, and it
was dim within the interior of the flat. Despite the
weakness of the illumination, he did not switch on the
lights. Instead, he walked slowly toward the kitchen, as if he
were a man older than his actual years.
He whispered to the darkness of the flat, as if he saw an
indistinct face or an actual figure forming there in the void, a
ghostly presence in the room.
“Caitlin, it’s...I’m so happy to see you again. Come in,
come in. Take a seat. I knew that you would come to your
senses eventually. Would you like something to drink? Tea?
Coffee? Tea, it is then. Yeah...”
His voice trailed off. He stepped inside the kitchen, where
he began to boil the kettle, in preparation for brewing the tea.
“So...how have you been? It’s been so long since I last saw
you. I’ve missed you so much. I’m so sorry that things didn’t
work out for you. Just glad to see you again. It makes me
feel so much better. I never want...any of that stuff to happen
again.”
The kettle boiled. He poured the hot water into the tea
pot, where the tea bag was waiting to be brewed.
“I didn’t think that I would ever see you again,” he said to
her, with a catch in his voice.
He didn’t want to lose her again. But what were another
thousand nights alone, after a man had spent a thousand
nights all by himself before that? He hoped that Caitlin would
like her tea. Americans normally took coffee, he thought.
He realized that before, he felt empty. The emptiness he’d
felt within had been all-consuming. The shadows had been
drawing in...and he had begun to feel as if he was haunted by
ghosts. The echoes of her voice, images of her...at every turn.
Caitlin, wearing a baseball cap with her long straight dark
brown hair cascading down to her shoulders, walking past
him and indulging him with a smile that had lifted his heart.
Caitlin...on a warm summer’s day...laughing and swallowing
him in a fierce embrace.
“I’ve had too many regrets,” he told her then. “Frustration
that I couldn’t make it right.”
After a while, he realized that the tea must have brewed.
Andrew poured two cups, peering at the teapot and the cups
as he did so, squinting within the murk of the gloomy flat.
Then he went and sat down with Caitlin. It was easier to see
her in the dark.
Was he still trapped? he wondered. Was he still trapped
and crushed under the relentless grinding wheels of this
machine?
“Are you still there?” he asked.
He was answered by silence. In the empty flat, his voice
was muffled by the soft thick carpets and the swathe of the
cloth curtains and the stifling furniture and the suppressive
four walls. He had not even the solace of the echoes of his
own voice. He was left shrouded by the darkness and the
stony silence. He might have been a million miles from the
teeming city, and its endless machinations. Eventually, the
deceptive peace was broken by the distant sound of sirens.
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